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AA1000 standard, and the certification statement has been included in the 

report.

Contact Information
Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Communication & Brand Management Division

Address: Jianguo S. Rd., Sec. 1, No. 237, Taipei

Telephone: 886-2-6636-6636     Fax: 886-2-6636-9618

Website: www.fubon.com

E-mail: PR@fubon.com

Period Covered
This report describes the company’s practices and performance in the fields of 

environmental protection, social engagement and corporate governance in 2012 

(from Jan. 1, 2012 to Dec. 31, 2012).

Scope of the Report
The report covers the CSR-related activities within Taiwan of Fubon Financial 

Holdings and its four major subsidiaries (Taipei Fubon Bank, Fubon Securities, 

Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life), which are referred to below collectively as 

“Fubon Financial Holdings.” Information on social welfare activities incorporates 

the work of four foundations: the Fubon Charity Foundation, the Fubon Cultural & 

Educational Foundation, the Fubon Art Foundation, and the Taipei Fubon Bank 

Charity Foundation.

Reporting Guidelines
The 2012 Fubon Financial Holdings Corporate Social Responsibility Report 

follows the 2011 Fubon Financial Holdings Corporate Social Responsibility 

Report published in 2012 in complying with Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 

G3.1 principles and guidelines and including GRI-proposed comparison tables. 

It again elaborates on the company’s commitment to customers, employees, the 

environment and society. Fubon Financial Holdings’ corporate citizenship report 

will continue to be published on an annual basis in the future.

The information and data disclosed in this report are based on statistics from 

Fubon Financial Holdings and the four foundations. Financial figures come from 

Fubon Financial Holdings’ public audited financial statements. All uses of 

statistics follow standard practices or rely on publicly available government 

information and data. There have not been significant changes in the methods 

used from the previous reporting period (2012), but if there are differences, they 

are explained in the section in which they appear.

Report Certification
To ensure the reliability of the information included in this report, Fubon Financial 

Holdings commissioned the British Standards Institution to verify the report’s 

materiality, inclusiveness and responsiveness in accordance with standard 

AA1000. It was found to comply with GRI G3.1 application level A+ and the 

About This Report

Fubon Financial Holdings embraces corporate social responsibility to fulfill its responsibility as a corporate citizen. 
Founded on a philosophy of honest management and positive thinking, the company aspires to bring outstanding 
financial services to Chinese communities around Asia and become one of Asia’s first-class financial institutions.
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The 2012 Fubon Corporate Social Responsibility Report is the third CSR report 

issued by Fubon Financial Holdings to receive international certification. The 

process of compiling this report gave us an ideal opportunity to reexamine our 

CSR performance during the year.

2012 was another banner year for Fubon Financial Holdings thanks to the hard 

work of all Fubon employees. We were the most profitable of any of Taiwan’s 

financial holding companies for the fourth consecutive year, and we also led the 

industry with the highest market value and share price.

Building on a strong foundation in Taiwan developed over more than half a century, 

Fubon Financial Holdings has adhered to a “strong network, steady growth” strategy 

in gaining a presence in Greater China. A major breakthrough occurred at the end 

of 2012 when Fubon Financial Holdings and Taipei Fubon Bank acquired an 80% 

controlling stake in Shanghai-based First Sino Bank. The acquisition was approved 

in March 2013 by Taiwan’s Financial Supervisory Commission and in April 2013 by 

the Ministry of Economic Affairs’ Investment Commission. The deal is now pending 

approval from the China Banking Regulatory Commission.

Once regulatory hurdles are cleared and the deal is completed, Fubon Financial 

Holdings will become the first Taiwanese-invested financial institution to have 

banking subsidiaries in Taiwan, Hong Kong and China, a critical springboard as 

we move toward our next stage of growth.

While generating consistently strong results, Fubon Financial Holdings has also 

made it a point to give back to society through core business activities and lend a 

helping hand to those groups or issues in need of support. Fubon Insurance and 

Fubon Life have joined with the Fubon Charity Foundation, for example, to develop 

microinsurance policies for disadvantaged groups, and Taipei Fubon Bank has 

run a financial education program for schools to instill proper attitudes about 

money in Taiwan’s youth and give them basic financial knowledge. The Taipei 

Fubon Bank Charity Foundation launched a poverty-busting savings plan in 2003 

that was the first social assistance program in the country to focus on asset 

accumulation, and it has since attracted the participation of local governments 

and civic groups.

Meanwhile, climate change has been behind several major natural disasters 

around the world in recent years and poses a threat to the survival, property and 

safety of businesses and families. As people in Taiwan were pondering the threats 

and opportunities arising from climate change, Fubon Insurance joined with National 

Central University Innovation & Incubation Center-Taiwan Risk Management 

Company and National Taiwan University’s Center for Weather Climate and Natural 

Disaster Research to develop risk assessment systems for earthquakes and floods. 

It also introduced “Fubon weather insurance” to give companies comprehensive 

climate risk protection, and it was the first in the industry to establish a loss control 

department. Fubon Insurance holds regular loss control technology seminars in 

Taiwan to share the latest international concepts in the field with local organizations.

Internally, Fubon Financial Holdings puts an emphasis on not forgetting its roots 

in society and encourages employees to share that value. To coincide with the 

10th anniversary of the Fubon Volunteer Association in 2013, we are hoping to 

get 20,000 Fubon colleagues to pledge to join the association during the year and 

10,000 to participate in its volunteer activities, enabling them to go beyond their 

professional endeavors and get involved in helping others throughout society.

At Fubon Financial Holdings, we fully understand that a company should be 

about more than just the pursuit of making money. By adhering to our core 

values – integrity, sincerity, professionalism and innovation – and internalizing 

corporate social responsibility as an operating principle, Fubon Financial 

Holdings will be able to move closer to its goal of sustainable management and 

institutionalization. 

Fubon Financial Holdings Chairman Daniel M. Tsai

Message from the Chairman
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Company Introduction
Committed to becoming one of Asia’s first-class financial institutions, Fubon 

Financial Holdings offers the most complete and diversified line of financial 

products and services in the industry through its many subsidiaries, including 

Taipei Fubon Bank, Fubon Insurance, Fubon Life, Fubon Bank (Hong Kong), 

Fubon Securities and Fubon Asset Management. As of the end of December 

2012, Fubon Financial Holdings had assets under management of more than 

NT$4.0 trillion, the second highest of any publicly listed financial holding 

company in Taiwan.

A Diverse Network with Subsidiaries that are Leaders in 
their Fields
The Fubon Group got its start in 1961 when Fubon Insurance (formerly Cathay 

Insurance) began operations as Taiwan’s first private general insurer. As the 

government progressively liberalized the country’s financial services sector 

beginning in the late 1980s, Fubon applied to establish investment service, 

securities, banking, asset management, life insurance and bills financing units. 

At the end of 2001, Fubon Financial Holdings became the first financial holding 

company in Taiwan to go public, and its product line was soon recognized as the 

most comprehensive in the financial services sector.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ subsidiaries have consistently ranked among the top 

performers in their respective fields. Fubon Insurance has the highest market 

share in Taiwan’s general insurance sector at above 20%; Fubon Life ranked first 

in first-year premium and second in total premium among life insurers in the first 

half of 2012; Taipei Fubon Bank is one of Taiwan’s biggest privately owned banks; 

and Fubon Securities ranks among Taiwan’s top three securities houses in 

brokering trades on the Taiwan stock exchange.

Company Overview

Note: Fubon Financial Holding Venture Capital is a direct subsidiary of Fubon Financial (91.67% stake) and Fubon Securities (8.33% stake).                      As of April 30,2013
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Building Greater China’s Most Complete Financial Institution
At the end of 2008, Fubon Financial Holdings acquired a 19.99% stake in Xiamen 

Bank through Fubon Bank (Hong Kong), becoming the first Taiwanese financial 

institution to gain a foothold in a mainland Chinese bank. Xiamen Bank now 

has 41 locations – including 32 sub-branches that originally existed in Xiamen. 

Beginning in 2010, new outlets were opened in other important cities in the 

Western Taiwan Strait Economic Zone, such as Fuzhou, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou, 

and a branch was also established in western China in Chongqing.

Fubon Insurance opened a subsidiary in China – Fubon Property & Casualty

Insurance Co. – that began operations in Xiamen in October 2010. It was the first 

Taiwanese-invested insurance company to open in China after the Taiwan-China 

Economic Cooperation Framework Agreement took effect and represented 

another important step forward in Fubon Financial Holdings’ expansion of its 

network in China.

In July 2011, Fubon Asset Management joined with China-based Founder 

Securities to found Founder Fubon Fund Management Co. in Beijing, the first fund 

management company set up through a cross-strait joint venture. It has already 

issued its first fund. Fubon Life, meanwhile, joined with Nanjing Zijin Investment 

Group to launch Fubon Zijin Life, and the joint venture is currently pending 

approval from Chinese regulators.

The latest milestone in the company’s expansion in China came in December 

2012, when the boards of Taipei Fubon Bank and Fubon Financial Holdings 

approved the acquisition of a controlling 80% stake in Shanghai-based First Sino 

Bank. Fubon Financial Holdings will continue to search for opportunities in other 

fields at it heads steadily toward its goal of forging the most complete financial 

services platform in Greater China.
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Awards and Achievements
Fubon Financial Holdings’ comprehensive financial services network and flexible 

strategies have earned the recognition of prominent financial journals both in 

Taiwan and abroad. Fubon Financial Holdings was named the “Most Admired 

Company” in Taiwan’s financial holding company sector for the third year in a 

row by CommonWealth Magazine and cracked the magazine’s list of the 10 most 

admired companies in Taiwan for the first time.

Fubon Financial Holdings also set the standard again for corporate governance. 

In 2012, the company, along with subsidiaries Taipei Fubon Bank and Fubon 

Life, received “CG6007 Corporate Governance System Assessment Certification” 

(a standard promoted by the Taiwan Corporate Governance Association) and 

become the first publicly listed company to be certified as meeting the advance 

standard (which has 110 indicators). 

Fubon Financial Holdings was rated one of the “Best of Asia” for corporate 

governance by Corporate Governance Asia for the fourth year in a row in 2012 

and was also named “Corporate Award – Platinum Award Winner” for corporate 

governance by the Asset for the second year running.

It also received its share of accolades for corporate social responsibility, including 

being honored for “Best CSR” in Asia in 2013 for the third consecutive year by 

Corporate Governance Asia and “Best Corporate Social Responsibility” in Taiwan 

among banks and financial institutions in 2012 by FinanceAsia. It was also 

honored for “Best CSR” and “Best Risk Management” at the 2012 Taiwan Banking 

and Finance Best Practice Awards.

Fubon subsidiaries have likewise earned their share of awards and recognition. 

Fubon Insurance has been ranked as the “Best Insurance Company” 12 years in 

a row in Risk Management, Insurance and Finance magazine’s list of top 1,000 

companies, and Fubon Life has been named the “Most Admired Company” in 

Taiwan’s insurance sector by CommonWealth Magazine for four straight years. 

Taipei Fubon Bank has been named “Best Trade Finance Bank” in Taiwan by 

Global Finance four years running, and Fubon Securities was recognized for 

its underwriting by Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation when it was given a 

“Listing Intermediary Contribution Award” for IPO applications in 2012.

A full list of the awards and honors received by Fubon Financial Holdings and 

its subsidiaries in 2012 can be found in our 2012 Annual Report and on our 

official website at http://www.fubon.com/financial/financial_about/000financial_

about_09_2012.htm#01

Unit: NT$1 million 2010 2011 2012

Total assets 3,452,775 3,622,863 4,083,257

Shareholder equity 217,390 233,683 305,273

Net after-tax profit 19,905 30,543 28,983

After-tax EPS (NT$) 2.33 3.39 3.05

Book value per share (NT$) 25.40 25.93 32.05

Return on equity (%) 9.3% 13.5% 10.8%

Return on assets (%) 0.6% 0.9% 0.8%

Financial Performance
Fubon Financial Holdings had net after-tax earnings of NT$28.98 billion and 

earnings per share of NT$3.05 in 2012. Both were the highest in the industry for 

the fourth straight year. Return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE) were 

0.75% and 10.76% respectively. 

Structure / Unit
Government

Agencies
Financial

Institutions

Other Domestic
Institutional

Investors

Total Number 13 39 853

Shares held 1,837,465,883 121,081,384 2,640,371,106

% of Total Shares 19.27 1.27 27.69

Structure / Unit Individuals
Foreign Institutional

Investors and
Nationals

Total

Total Number 219,612 1,085 221,602

Shares held 2,583,591,308 2,352,655,524 9,535,165,205

% of Total Shares 27.10 24.67 100

Individuals
27.10%

Foreign Institutional
Investors and Nationals
24.67%

Other Domestic
Institutional
Investors
27.69%

Financial
Institutions
1.27%

Government
Agencies
19.27%

Total

9,535,165,205

Shareholder Structure
The company’s main shareholders include domestic retail investors (27.10%), 

domestic institutional investors (not including government agencies and financial 

institutions) (27.69%) and foreign organizations and foreign nationals (24.67%).
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Stakeholder Engagem
ent

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries carefully identify and differentiate 

the stakeholders each company may do business or come into contact with and 

list issues of concern to each stakeholder group. The issues are then divided 

into short-term issues – those for which stakeholders are hoping for a response 

within one year – and middle- and long-term issues that need more than a year 

to respond to. Each issue is rated in importance on a scale of 1-10, with 10 

indicating the highest degree of importance, to establish which issues carry the 

highest priority.

Key Issue Assessment
Fubon Financial Holdings identified the main stakeholders with whom it 

communicates as: regulatory agencies, board directors, employees, suppliers, 

customers, consumers, retail shareholders, institutional shareholders, NGOs/

NPOs and communities. It was then determined that there are 19 issues these 

stakeholders care the most about. The company’s approaches to those issues are 

outlined in individual sections of the 2012 CSR Report. 

Stakeholder Engagement

Low High
Operational Impact

Degree of Stakeholder Concern

High
Corporate governance

Fair payOperating performance

Talent cultivation

Information disclosure

Occupational health and safety

Applying core functions

Green purchasing

Promoting aesthetics education
Adolescent education 

Caring for the disadvantaged
Emergency relief

Rights equality

Employee relations
Climate change threats and opportunities

 Customer satisfaction

Internal audits and 
controls

Applying Personal Information 
Protection Act/privacy protection

Legal compliance
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Stakeholder Issue Communications Approaches Stakeholder

Corporate Governance

Committee meetings held to periodically report the latest on corporate governance, examine the •	
company’s financial statements, review director and manager performance and salary and remuneration 
policies, and examine the execution of internal audits and controls as well as risk management.

Board Directors

Rights Equality

Employee recruitment and hiring, pay and benefits, and career development based on equal opportunity •	
in the workplace; out of concern for the disadvantaged, more persons with disabilities have been hired 
in recent years than legally mandated. Nine Fubon subsidiaries were honored by the Taipei City government 
in 2012 for their hiring practices in this area.

Employees

Employee rights issues have always been taken seriously, and that concern has been extended to important •	
suppliers, which are now required by Fubon to sign a “rights commitment agreement.”

Suppliers

Fair Pay

A fair, rational compensation system has been set up to keep Fubon competitive in the talent market.•	
Fair opportunities and avenues for promotions and raises provided every year.•	
Annual bonuses distributed at end of year based on company results and employee evaluation, •	
encouraging employees and the company  to create a win-win situation.

Employees

Talent Cultivation

Diversified learning development plans being created that cater to professional, business, or career •	
development needs; emphasis put on providing environment that encourages learning and personal 
growth.
Management training program targeted at supervisors to promote continuing learning among executives •	
in place.

Employees

Employee Relations

Aside from a diversified benefits system, a healthy work environment and friendly workplace has also been •	
created, keeping employees healthy and giving them peace of mind at work; the initiative has earned the 
recognition of regulatory agencies.
Emphasis placed on giving employees opportunities to communicate through many open channels – •	
an employee mailbox through which workers can express opinions; a separate employee mailbox seen 
only by board directors; a human resources customer service representative system; and an employee 
grievance system. A healthy relationship with the company’s union is maintained.

Employees

Legal Compliance

All employees are protected by work rules, labor contracts and relevant labor laws.•	
Company and employee integrity highly valued and legal education for employees strengthened; Fubon •	
did not have any corruption-related violations in 2012.
Cross-subsidiary legal compliance consulting platform built and legal compliance reporting system •	
developed.

Employees

Legal compliance functions (second line of defense in risk management) continue to be strengthened, •	
with monitoring mechanisms and management measures related to legal compliance of subsidiaries 
key points of emphasis; management of financial holding company and subsidiaries’ execution of legal 
compliance system being strengthened based on existing foundation.
Full compliance with all relevant laws; taxes filed and paid according to the law.•	
Regulatory agency restrictions on real estate development financing/mortgages closely followed, controls •	
on Taipei Fubon Bank lending in place.

Regulatory 

Agencies

Occupational Health and 

Safety

Occupational health and safety committee established based on Council of Labor Affairs regulations •	
on occupational health and safety management to prevent workplace accidents and safeguard safety 
and health of Fubon employees; committee meets once every three months.
Fubon Insurance uses loss control seminars to help the government promote worker safety and •	
organizes seminars on worker safety and fire prevention with the Taipei City Labor Inspection Office.

Employees

Regulatory 

Agencies

Communicating with Stakeholders
Fubon Financial Holdings has already put measures in place to deal with issues of 

concern to the stakeholders with which it communicates. When necessary, review 

mechanisms are established to ensure it can adequately respond to each issue.
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Stakeholder Engagem
ent

Stakeholder Issue Communications Approaches Stakeholder

Applying Personal 

Information Protection 

Act/privacy protection

Launched a special project in August 2012 to strengthen personal information protection at the financial •	
holding company and subsidiary levels in line with the Personal Information Protection Act. Outside 
experts brought in to help with the process. The aim is to strengthen personal information management 
systembased on legal requirements and raise employee awareness of personal information protection 
issues to ensure information security.
The special project, which will last for one year, has developed a personal information management •	
organization and system and established “Personal information management policies” and “Guidelines 
on maintaining personal information file security and handling information when customer relationships 
no longer exist.” In areas of the business with high quantities of personal information, Fubon takes 
personal information inventory, conducts personal information flow analysis, privacy impact assessments 
and risk assessments, and develops detailed information file lists.
To instill a greater awareness of personal information protection within the company, training has been •	
provided on complying with and recognizing violations of the Personal Information Protection Act, 
personal information flow analysis, personal information identification and collection, personal information 
management risk assessment and promoting personal information management promotion.
The “Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiary Management Regulations Covering the Use of Customer •	
Information” and “Fubon Financial Holdings and Subsidiary Management Regulations for Name Lists” 
were revised in 2012 in line with applicable laws.
“FBCRM Activity Management System – Management Procedures for Subsidiary Cross-selling Activities,” •	
“Operating Procedures for Personal Information File Management in CRM Division,” and “CRM Division 
Operating Procedures for Personal Information Leakage Claims” have been established.
Fubon Insurance complied with new laws that took effect in 2012 by drawing up “Operating Guidelines •	
on Handling Claims” to strengthen its reporting mechanism. Goal is to solve disputes with consumers 
fairly and reasonably in a timely manner.

Regulatory 

Agencies

Strict information security controls in place, mechanism developed to guide handling of marketing •	
lists.
Training on personal information protection given.•	
Complete system to protect privacy of personal information being built.•	

Customers

Climate Change Threats 

and Opportunities

Fubon Insurance is working with academic institutions to develop risk assessment models for natural •	
disasters and offers integrated natural disaster risk management services.
Fubon Insurance provides natural disaster insurance planning and ample protection through “typhoon and •	
flood insurance.”
Fubon Insurance has developed “Weather Insurance” that offers complete protection from weather-related •	
risk factors and helps companies effectively transfer weather risk.

Regulatory 

Agencies

N G O s / N P O s / 

Communities

Customers

Applying Core 

Competencies

Fubon Insurance was the first in the industry to create a Loss Control Department, and it holds seminars •	
every year on loss control technology, provides loss control services, and helps companies limit their risk.
Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life have collaborated with the Fubon Charity Foundation to promote •	
microinsurance policies tailored to disadvantaged groups, another expression of corporate social responsibility 
in contributing to social welfare.
Fubon Insurance has developed a disaster risk assessment model and provides catastrophe insurance. Both •	
services are aimed at helping corporate customers transfer weather risk.
Holistic financial education promoted to impart accurate money management and financial knowledge •	
to different groups and people of all ages through different presentations.
Out of concern for public issues, Fubon Insurance has advocated incorporating insurance costs for •	
public infrastructure projects into construction contracts to put an end to corrupt practices in insuring 
public projects. It also helps labor inspection agencies promote worker safety and fire prevention.
Training courses provided by Fubon Life for life and P&C insurance license exams to help interested •	
members of the public learn concepts in both insurance fields and assist them in obtaining professional 
insurance certification.

Regulatory 

Agencies

NGOs/NPOs

Customers

Consumers
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Stakeholder Issue Communications Approaches Stakeholder

Emergency Relief

Emergency relief is the Fubon Charity Foundation’s top priority. Aside from offering medical care and •	
providing financial assistance on a case-by-case basis to needy families, the foundation also takes 
referrals from employees through an internal notification system and works with outside social welfare 
groups to provide needed help.

Regulatory 

Agencies

NGOs/NPOs/

Communities

Consumers

Employees

Adolescent Education

The Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation responds to the pulse and the needs of the times by •	
coming up with comprehensive learning strategies to build bridges between teenagers and their parents 
and teachers. The goal is to cultivate the “new competitiveness” of the next generation through diverse 
channels.

NGOs/NPOs/

Communities

Promoting 

Aesthetics Education 

The “Fubon Forums” run by the Fubon Art Foundation for the last 12 years in a row serve as a platform •	
for promoting aesthetics education, delving into such areas as literature, gourmet food, architecture, 
design, cultural creativity and film.
Every summer, the Fubon Art Foundation organizes a “Very Fun Park” in eastern Taipei and publishes •	
an “Art Map” on what’s going on there, engaging with the community and helping shops in the area 
create a buzz, enabling vendors and the foundation to co-exist and thrive.

NGOs/NPOs/

Communities

Consumers

Caring for the 

Disadvantaged

Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life have collaborated with the Fubon Charity Foundation to promote •	
microinsurance policies tailored to disadvantaged groups, another expression of corporate social responsibility 
in contributing to social welfare.
The Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation remains committed to localized day care for the elderly; •	
encouraging the physically and mentally challenged to harness their talents; helping the economically 
disadvantaged escape poverty; and actively supporting social welfare activities.

NGOs/NPOs/

Communities

Green Purchasing Green purchasing aggressively promoted in line with government’s environmental protection policies.•	
Regulatory 

Agencies

Internal Audits and 

Controls

Full range of audits conducted according to regulations on financial holding companies and banks’ •	
execution of internal controls and audits. Key measures include: regular audits based on annual auditing 
plan; reviews of progress made in correcting previously identified problem areas; regular reporting 
on auditing efforts to the Audit Committee and board of directors; and supervision of self-audits of 
individual units.
Above-mentioned steps for 2012 have been completed. Many individual units have taken measures to •	
correct problems identified in audits within established deadline; those that did not meet the deadline 
will be monitored until the required improvements have been made. Process has proved beneficial to 
the overall operations, organizational operations and system development of Fubon Financial Holdings 
and its subsidiaries.

Regulatory 

Agencies

Institutional

Investors

Operating Performance

Operating results reported on a monthly basis.•	
Information on company’s operations disclosed monthly on stock market’s “market observation post •	
system” and official website.
Investor conference held quarterly to explain company’s financial and operating situation.•	

Retail Investors

Institutional 

Investors

Information Disclosure

Investor conference held quarterly to explain company’s financial and operating situation.•	
Participation in periodic domestic or overseas seminars or roadshows organized by foreign brokerage •	
houses.

Institutional 

Investors

Regulatory 

Agencies

Customer Satisfaction

Mystery shopper evaluations used to understand level of service quality.•	
Based on results of mystery shopper evaluations, measures are taken to improve customer service, •	
including investing resources in the area, stepping up training and holding special events. 

Customers
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O
rganizational Structure

These groups serve management and supervisory functions. In January 2013, 

the Corporate and Investment Banking Group and the Investment Management 

Group were merged to form the “Institutional Banking Group.”

Fubon Financial Holdings has created six major business groups involving 

its many subsidiaries – Corporate and Investment Banking, Consumer Finance, 

Wealth Management, Financial Markets, Insurance and Investment Management. 

Organizational Structure

Board of 
Directors

Corporate Governance Committee

Remuneration Committee

Audit Committee

Chief Auditor Auditor Division

Executive Committee

Risk Management Committee

IT Governance Committee

Chief Compliance Officer

CRO

Management Information Division

Accounting Division

Human Resources Division

CAO

CHRO

PresidentChairman
Vice Chairman

Corporate & 
Investment 
Banking Head

Foreign 
Institutional 
Brokerage

Distressed 
Asset 

Management

Credit 
Risk 

Management

SupportingFinancial 
Market

Consumer 
Finance
Head

Risk
Management 

LotteryBusiness 
Administration

Operations

Insurance

Head Shared
Resources

Wealth
Management
Head

Overseas 
Business &

Development

Asset
Management

Information 
Technology 
Center CIO

Technical
Support 
Division

Investment 

Management 

Head

Domestic Fixed 
Income

Investment

International Fixed
Income and Currency

Management

Corporate 
Center Head

Coverage

Sales

Personal 
Insurance

Bank

Organizational
Efficiency
Division

Communications 
and Brand

Management
Division

Overseas 
Business

Information
Technology

Investment 
Service

CRM
Division

Secretariat 
Division

General
Administration

Division

Legal 
Affairs 

Division

Corporate 
Development 

Division

Products Information
Technology

Operations

Marketing

Commercial
Insurance

Securities

Application 
Division

Economic
Research

Center

Risk Management Division

As of April 30,2013

Investment 
Administration

Equity and 
Alternative 
Investment

Direct
Investment

Investment 
Planning
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internal website to encourage employees to report illegal acts or regulations 

violations, facilitating Fubon’s operational sustainability.

In 2010, Fubon Financial Holdings received “CG6005 Corporate Governance 

System Advanced Assessment Certification” from the Taiwan Corporate Governance 

Association. The certification was valid for two years, from June 10, 2010 to June 

9, 2012. In July 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings, along with subsidiaries Taipei 

Fubon Bank and Fubon Life, received “CG6007 Corporate Governance System 

Advanced Assessment Certification,” valid for two years until June 9, 2014. It 

became the first publicly listed company to pass this advanced standard (with 

110 indicators).

The certification evaluation rated Fubon Financial Holdings very highly, finding 

that: 1) Fubon Financial Holdings’ board was actively promoting corporate 

governance and putting in place corporate governance-related systems and 

structures; 2) the Audit Committee was operating effectively and working closely 

with CPAs and internal auditing divisions; and 3) the company was acting as a 

social catalyst through its charity, cultural and art foundations and consistently 

fulfilling its corporate social responsibility.

Here is a more detailed description of theCompany’s corporate governance 

practices:

Corporate Governance
Fubon Financial Holdings maintained its unwavering commitment to corporate 

governance in 2012, enhancing the board’s independence. Of the company’s 

board directors, who were most recently elected in 2011, seven of 13, or more 

than half, are outside directors. Also in 2011, a “Remuneration Committee” 

manned by the board’s independent directors was established and put in 

charge of setting and reviewing the company’s policies, systems, standards and 

structures related to the performance evaluations and remuneration of board 

members and top executives. In 2012, the company’s Articles of Incorporation 

were amended to institute a nomination system for all board director elections, 

strengthening the transparency of the director nomination review process.

To ensure the complete disclosure of information at the annual shareholders 

meeting, Fubon Financial Holdings took the unprecedented step of having 

shareholders vote on resolutions one at a time at the 2011 meeting, giving full 

expression to shareholder opinions on each motion. The annual shareholders 

meeting went a step further in 2012, instituting an electronic voting system that 

was used by 21% of the company’s shareholders, effectively protecting shareholder 

rights.

Aside from going through spokespeople to communicate with stakeholders, 

Fubon Financial Holdings also took the initiative to set up a mailbox on its website 

that stakeholders can use to communicate directly with independent directors. A 

separate mailbox for reporting abuses has also been created on the company’s 

Issue Fubon Financial Holdings Practices

Shareholder

Structure

and

Shareholder

Equity

Handling shareholder

suggestions or grievances

Contact information for Investor Relations division posted on company website, giving •	
shareholders outlet for their questions and suggestions. All comments are carefully considered.

Keeping track of company’s 

biggest shareholders or the 

controlling interests behind them.

The Company keeps track of the holdings of big shareholders through the shareholder •	
register as of the record date and also through changes in the number of outstanding shares 
held by major shareholders reported every month.

Building risk control mechanisms 

and firewalls with subsidiaries 

and affiliates

The Risk Management Committee under the Company’s chairman is responsible for •	
overseeing the effective operation of the risk management systems of Fubon Financial 
Holdings and its subsidiaries. Complete risk management policies and related practices 
have been established, and an independent risk management unit is in charge of the Fubon 
Group’s risk control. Based on Articles 44 and 45 of the Financial Holding Company Act, 
the Company has developed “Guidelines Governing Interested Party Transactions for Fubon 
Financial Holding Company and Its Subsidiaries” and “Firewall Management Policies for 
Fubon Financial Holdings and its Subsidiaries” to set norms for business conducted between 
the parent company and subsidiaries, among the subsidiaries themselves, and with outside 
stakeholders where a conflict of interest might exist. The goal is to prevent possible conflicts 
of interest and put in place a risk management mechanism so that the rights and interests of 
clients, the Company, Fubon subsidiaries and shareholders can be guaranteed.

Board’s

Structure

and

Duties

Encouraging the use of 

independent directors

The Company’s board currently has 13 members. Seven are outside directors, and four are •	
independent directors. Board directors have three-year terms, and they execute their duties 
based on applicable regulations.

Assessing and verifying CPA’s 

independence 

The Audit Committee evaluates on an annual basis the professionalism and independence of •	
the CPA used by the Company.
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Issue Fubon Financial Holdings Practices

Building communication channels with stakeholders

An e-mail is sent to stakeholders every month to remind them to check if the information •	
they have provided is accurate; they are also asked every six months to verify the accuracy 
of information related to them in the company’s databank.
The departments responsible notify regulatory agencies when investments in affiliated•	
companies reach specified thresholds.
A spokesman and acting spokesman serve as key communication channel with stakeholders.•	

Information 

Disclosure

Developing website to disclose 

financial and corporate 

governance information 

The Company has built a website (in both Chinese and English) on which quarterly audited •	
financial statements are posted on the website. Major developments are disclosed on the 
Taiwan Stock Exchange’s Market Observation Post System. Corporate governance information 
is reported to the stock exchange based on established rules, and dedicated corporate governance 
and investor relations windows are set up on the website.

Adopting other disclosure 

methods

Regular investor conferences are held to keep foreign investors informed, and conference •	
summaries in English are posted on the company’s website.At the same time, beginning 
in 2012, a video link to the investor conferences was provided on the Company’s official 
website for those interested to watch. The video files will be kept for at least a year. If there are 
questions about the business, the Company answers them through a centralized spokesperson 
system.

Establishing Nomination, Remuneration and other 

Functional Board Committees and their Operations

Audit Committee established in 2008 in place of supervisors; then came the Corporate Gov•	
ernance Committee and Remuneration Committee (approved by the board in August 2011)
These three committees operate based on existing laws. The Audit Committee meets at •	
least once per quarter but it can convene at any time (it met 10 times in 2012). The Corporate 
Governance Committee and Remuneration Committee meet at least twice a year but can also 
meet as needed. The Corporate Governance Committee met four times in 2012, as did the 
Remuneration Committee.

Requiring Continuing Education for Board Directors, 

Supervisors 

The Company has established “Rules Governing Implementation of Continuing Education for •	
Directors and Supervisors.” New directors are required to attend at least 12 hours of training 
programs in their first year, while incumbent and re-elected directors must take at least three 
hours of training classes a year. In 2012, the directors met the requirements laid out in the 
company’s rules for continuing education hours.
To ensure that directors can continue to enhance their knowledge during their terms, the •	
Company also prepares seminars for them on the latest financial trends. In 2012, former 
National Taiwan University President Sun Chen was invited to talk to directors and supervisors 
of Fubon and its subsidiaries on “The Economic Significance and Social Mission of Corporate 
Ethics.”

Buying Liability Insurance for Board Directors, 

Supervisors

Considering the balance between the board and key managers in exercising power and carrying •	
out their responsibilities, and to effectively lower their liability, the Company began purchasing 
Directors and Officers Liability Insurance for board members and top executives in 2002. 
The policy is reviewed on a yearly basis to optimize the policy’s conditions.
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Director Background

Chairman
Daniel Tsai

Education:
Bachelor of Laws, National Taiwan University
Master of Laws, Georgetown University

Current Positions:
Chairman, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Chairman, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Vice Chairman, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.
Vice Chairman, Fubon Bank (Hong Kong) Limited

Vice Chairman 
Richard Tsai

Education:
Bachelor of Business Administration, National Taiwan University
Master of Business Administration, Stern School, New York University

Current Positions:
Chairman, Fubon Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
Chairman, Taiwan Mobile Co., Ltd.
Vice Chairman, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Vice Chairman, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Chairman, Fubon Bank (Hong Kong) Limited

Independent
Director
Hong-chang
Chang

Education: 
Ph.D., Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania Ph.D. 

Current Positions: 
Professor Emeritus, National Taiwan University College of Management
Independent Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Managing Independent Director, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Independent Director, Fubon Securities Co., Ltd.

Independent
Director
Chi-yan Cheung

Education:
Bachelor of Engineering, University of Cambridge
Ph.D. of Business Information Systems, University of Cambridge

Current Positions:
Independent Non-executive Director, Standard Chartered PLC
Chief Executive Officer, Boyu Capital Advisory Co., Ltd.
Independent Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Independent
Director
Shau-kong Jaw

Education:
M.S. Mechanical Engineering, Clemson University

Current Positions:
Chairman, Broadcasting Corporation of China
Independent Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Independent Director, Fubon Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
Independent Director, Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd.

Independent
Director
Yuan-chi Chao

Education:
M.S. Finance, New York University (MBA)

Current Positions:
Independent Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Managing Independent Director, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., 
Ltd. 
Independent Director, Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd.

Director Background

Director
Ying-rong Chen

Education:
Master of Political Science, National Taiwan University

Current Positions:
Deputy Commissioner, Department of Finance, Taipei City Government
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Director
Yeh-shin Chen

Education:
Master of Laws, National Chenghchi University

Current Positions:
Commissioner, Department of Labor, Taipei City Government
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.

Director
Li-wen Tsai

Education:
Master of Laws, National Taiwan University

Current Positions:
Commissioner, Department of Legal Affairs, Taipei City Government 
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Director, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.

Director
Victor Kung

Education:
Master of Business Administration in Finance, Master in Economics, 
New York University

Current Positions:
Director, Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd.
President/Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Securities Investment Services Co., Ltd.
Director, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Bank (Hong Kong) Limited

Director
Tsan-ming Shih

Education:
Bachelor of Laws, Soochow University

Current Positions:
Chairman, Fubon Insurance Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Supervisor, Fubon Direct Marketing Consulting Co., Ltd.

Director
Cheng Ben-yuan

Education: 
Bachelor of Laws, National Taiwan University

Current Positions:
Chairman, Fubon Life Insurance Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Direct Marketing Consulting Co., Ltd.

Director
Jerry Harn

Education:
Master of Business Administration, Ohio State University 

Current Positions:
President/Managing Director, Taipei Fubon Commercial Bank Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Financial Holding Co., Ltd.
Director, Fubon Securities Co., Ltd.

Financial Holding Co., Ltd.; and Shau-kong Jaw, chairman of the Broadcasting 

Corporation of China. The other three outside directors were appointed by the 

Taipei City government.

The six executive directors from the Fubon Group’s management team are 

banking, insurance and securities experts. The board’s members have extensive 

experience and expertise in banking, finance, accounting and the law. 

Operations of the Board of Directors
As of the end of 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings’ board of directors had 13 

members averaging 58 years of age, of which seven, or more than 50%, were 

outside directors (including four independent directors). The four independent 

directors, all leading figures in academia and the private sector, are: Hong-chang 

Chang, a former dean of National Taiwan University’s College of Management; 

Chi-yan Cheung, non-executive director of Ping An Insurance (Group) Company 

of China, Ltd.; Yuan-chi Chao, former deputy chairman and president of First 
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To strengthen the board’s functions and safeguard shareholder interests, the 

Corporate Governance Committee sets the board’s yearly plan on an annual 

basis and then assesses how effectively it was/is being executed early the 

following year. It took the added steps in 2012 of approving revisions to the 

“Articles of Incorporation,” “Rules and Procedures for Board Meetings,” 

“Procedures for Electing Board Directors,”“Rules and Procedures for Shareholder 

Meetings,” “Corporate Goverance Committee Organizational Regulations,” and 

“Remuneration Committee Organizational Regulations.” The revisions took such 

major steps forward as adopting electronic voting, eliminating restrictions on 

shareholder proposal rights, and instituting a nomination system for all board 

director elections.

The Corporate Governance Committee consists of six members: all of the board’s 

four independent directors, one director representing Ming Dong Co., Ltd., and 

one director representing the Taipei City government, a major shareholder. It met 

four times in 2012, with an overall attendance rate of 96%.

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee is primarily responsible for setting or revising internal 

control systems and assessing the effectiveness of internal systems and 

compliance programs. It carefully reviews the Company's financial statements 

on a regular basis and monitors the Company's management of tangible and 

potential risk, while also verifying that communications between internal auditors 

and certified public accountants remain smooth.

In 2012, the Audit Committee moved to effectively integrate the information 

governance of Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries and supervise the 

development of a comprehensive information governance culture and system by 

approving the formation of an “Information Governance Committee.” The new 

committee will be under the chariman of the board to better expedite a senior 

management communication mechanism that will help the board fulfill its 

responsibility in supervising major investment plans. When there was discussion 

of investing in First Sino Bank in China, for example, not only did top Fubon 

Financial Holdings executives report to the board on the proposal, the board also 

asked that CPAs, lawyers and financial advisers appeared in front of the board 

to answer questions. The Audit Committee also reviewed and certified the CPA’s 

annual performance and fees, as well as the Company’s annual and half-year 

financial statements, business operation plan and budget, and it revised risk 

management policies, the internal controls systems, management guidelines for 

transactions with stakeholders, and firewall management policies. Audit Committee 

members specifically requested subsidiaries and sub-subsidiaries to strengthen 

their risk management and supervision and business management units to put 

into effect internal control systems.

The Audit Committee consists of the board’s four independent directors, with 

Hong-chang Chang the committee’s convener. In 2012, the committee met 10 

times, with an overall attendance rate of 98%.

In 2012, the board of directors drafted or amended several important internal 

regulations and guidelines, including: “Deferred Bonus Guidelines,”“Rules and 

Procedures for Board Meetings,”“Procedures for Electing Board Directors,”“Rules 

and Procedures for Shareholder Meetings,” the “Articles of Incorporation,” and 

“Procedures on Handling the Acquisition or Disposal of Assets.”

In line with Article 40 of the “Fubon Financial Holdings Corporate Governance 

Code of Best Practices,” the board revised Article 15 of the “Rules and 

Procedures for Board Meetings” to add a clause on when board directors should 

recuse themselves from issues on the board’s agenda. Drawing on actual 

operations, the clause clearly identifies types of transactions where directors 

must avoid conflicts of interest, the conditions under which directors should apply 

to recuse themselves from a matter, and voting right restrictions.

According to the new clause, if the board is : a) considering a transaction between 

a director or a related person and a company in which the responsible person is 

someone related to the director, orin which the director or a related person 

individually holds more than 50% of the common shares; or b) considering a 

donation of funds to a foundation run by a director or a related person; or c) 

considering a new appointment for a Fubon Financial Holdings director or related 

person or a director or supervisor of a subsidiary or thinking of relieving the 

director or related person of their board responsibilities; then the director must 

recuse himself or herself from the deliberations and the vote on the issue based 

on the law.

Remuneration Committee
Fubon Financial Holdings set up the Remuneration Committee in August 2011. 

It is responsible for establishing and reviewing the company’s policies, systems, 

standards and structures related to the performance evaluations and remuneration 

of board members and top executives.

In 2012, the Remuneration Committee approved revisions to the Company’s 

“Deferred Bonus Guidelines,”“Guidelines on Payment of Remuneration to Directors,”

“Performance Assessment Guidelines,” and “Guidelines on Executive Performance 

Evaluation and Payment of Remuneration.” The revisions were aimed at bringing 

the guidelines more in step with the times and optimizing Fubon’s performance 

evaluation and remuneration payment system. The Remuneration Committee 

is also committed to linking performance bonuses and risk to keep directors 

and executives from overstepping the Company’s appetite for risk in pursuit 

of high compensation. In January 2012, it completed a special review of top 

executives’performance ratings and year-end bonuses.

The Remuneration Committee is composed of all four of the board’s independent 

directors. It held four meetings in 2012, with an overall attendance rate of 88%.

Corporate Governance Committee
The Corporate Governance Committee is primarily responsible for helping the 

board recruit, nominate, and verify independent director candidates, and it also 

contributes to and advises on board operations and management issues, with an 

eye toward strengthening the board's functions. The body covers the “Nomination 

Committee” function many modern corporate governance experts advocate.
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from affecting American financial markets. Institutions that fail to meet the 

requirement will face restrictions on their U.S. operations. To protect the interests 

of U.S. customers and the integrity of the Company’s operations, Fubon Financial 

Holdings has joined with other members of the Bankers Association of Taiwan 

to recommend to the American government that the law’s enforcement be 

postponed or its restrictions eased. It also formed an internal task force to 

organize several seminars on the issue and carefully study possible responses 

to the requirement.

Compliance Plans for 2013 and Beyond
1. Fubon Financial Holdings intends to strengthen compliance functions (the 

 second line of defense) and the management and monitoring of subsidiaries’ 

 legal compliance practices, in the following ways:

Set guidelines for evaluating the effectiveness of subsidiaries’ compliance  ●

practices and the conducting of those evaluations; Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ chief compliance officer may also recommend the number of 

compliance personnel needed at each subsidiary to continue promoting 

legal compliance uniformly organization-wide.

Strengthen compliance functions (the second line of defense) by “planning  ●

in advance and verifying afterwards” and considering opinions on internal 

audits before adopting the most appropriate measures to maintain an 

effective internal control system.

Manage changes in banking regulations by staying on top of and   ●

communicating major statutory changes and posting important revisions 

on Fubon’s internal website for the reference of the financial holding 

company’s divisions and subsidiaries.

2. FATCA will take effect in 2014, and Fubon Financial Holdings is planning 

 comprehensive countermeasures with the help of outside experts to protect 

 the interests of the Company and its customers and minimize FATCA’s impact on 

 Fubon subsidiaries and stakeholders.

3. America’s Dodd-Frank Act requires that Fubon Financial Holdings submit a 

 resolution plan by the end of 2013 and then review and revise it every year 

 after that. To maintain Fubon’s operations in the U.S. and the interests of its 

 customers there, a select committee has been set up to draft, examine, moni

 tor and review related policies. This special organizational structure and the 

 plan drawn up with the help of outside consultants will be used to respond to 

 and act on the directives of domestic and foreign regulators.

Legal Compliance
Fubon Financial Holdings set out in 2012 to strengthen legal compliance systems 

throughout the organization and ensure that employees fully adhere to regulatory 

agency regulations and internal management codes. The Company put special 

emphasis on subsidiaries’ compliance management and supervisory mechanisms 

and continued to strengthen the management of compliance practices at both the 

parent company and subisidiary levels, as follows:

Meetings of compliance officers of Fubon Financial Holdings and its  ●

subsidiaries were held more frequently, convening once every two months, 

to better track and evaluate how well each subsidiary’s legal compliance 

system was functioning. The new schedule was also designed to keep 

compliance officers up to date on the latest regulations or amendments 

announced by regulatory agencies or Fubon Financial Holdings and 

discuss cases where other financial institutions were punished by 

regulators for not complying with laws and regulations.

Fubon Financial Holdings subsidiaries must now conduct their own  ●

compliance self-inspection and self-assessment every half year, and 

the compliance officers of those subsidiaries must brief their boards 

on their company’s legal compliance practices every six months. Those 

reports and the minutes of the board meetings are forwarded to the 

financial holding company.

Fubon subsidiaries’ compliance guidelines or annual compliance plans must  ●

now cover compliance management issues in companies in which they 

have a controlling stake. Also, before a subsidiary can revise or put into 

practice compliance system rules that have been approved by a president-

level or higher executive, the new measure must be countersigned by 

the financial holding company’s chief compliance officer.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ chief compliance officer is authorized to have  ●

access to any record or file that could be useful in carrying out his or her 

responsibilities. Subsidiaries must comply with any requests for information.

To deal with possible adverse effects of the United States’ Foreign Account Tax 

Compliance Act (FATCA) and prevent the Company and its customers from 

suffering major losses, Fubon Financial Holdings began in December 2011 to 

invite major consulting firms to brief Fubon employees on FATCA-related issues. 

Because FATCA will likely result in amendments to domestic laws, Fubon may 

have to make adjustments to its businesses and operating procedures and 

consequently adjust or develop new information systems. The Company 

established a special task force at the beginning of 2012 to deal with these 

challenges and quickly hire consultants. Through dozens of training sessionsand 

online courses on specialized topics, the FATCA regulations have been 

disseminated to all Fubon Financial Holdings divisions and subsidiary 

professionals, and plans are being drawn up to deal with FATCA’s potential threat 

based on the knowledge obtained.

Meanwhile, the Dodd-Frank Act that was passed in the United States in 2010 

stipulates that financial institutions of a certain scale with operations in the 

U.S. must submit to the U.S. government by a set deadline a “resolution plan” 

describing the company’s strategy to prevent material financial distress or failure 

Risk Management
Risk Management Vision

Fubon Financial Holdings is dedicated to building a strong risk management ●

culture and environment, pursuing sustainable business development 

and optimization of risk and return, and maximizing shareholder value.

Risk management is essential to helping to support Fubon Financial  ●

Holdings become a major leading financial institution in Asia.
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Corporate 

Business 

Strategies

Global Economic 

and Financial 

Environment

Risk 
Management 

Core 
Dimensions

Global Financial 

Regulatory 

Reform

Fubon Financial Holdings ERM Scope

BIS ratio•	
Tier 1 ratio•	
RBC ratio•	

Credit extension risk•	
Issuer risk•	
Counterparty risk•	

Market liquidity risk•	
Capital liquidity risk•	

Sovereign risk•	
Fund transfer risk•	

ERM

Liquidity 
Risk

Asset / Liability 
Risk

Insurance 
Risk

Country 
Risk

Operational 
Risk

Market RiskCredit Risk

Capital 
Adequacy

Interest rate risk•	
Exchange rate risk•	

Commodity price risk•	
Equity price risk•	

Product design/pricing risk•	
Underwriting/claims risk•	
Reserve risk•	

Catastrophe risk•	
Reinsurance risk•	

Yield matching risk•	
Cash flow matching risk•	

Duration matching risk•	
Interest rate risk•	

Personnel risk•	
Process risk•	

Systems risk•	
External events•	

Risk Management: Three Lines of Defense
Fubon Financial Holdings has implemented an international best practice of three 

lines of defense for its risk management architecture, ensuring the effectiveness 

of the risk management mechanism.

First line of defense – All business, operational and managing units are ●

responsible for ensuring compliance with risk management policies and 

procedures in performing their respective duties.

Second line of defense – Independent risk management units are  ●

responsible for risk management system and policy planning, independent 

risk control, and reporting.

Third line of defense – Independent audit units are responsible for auditing  ●

the implementation of internal control policies and procedure and risk 

management mechanisms.

Risk Management: Three Core Dimensions
Fubon Financial Holdings comprehensively manages risk based on three  ●

core dimensions: “the Global Economic and Financial Environment,”

 “Corporate Business Strategies,” and “Global Financial Regulatory Reform.”
R

isk M
anagem

ent Inform
ation

Board of 
Directors

Senior 
Management

Third Line of 
Defense

Audit Units

Conduct 
independent 

auditing

Second Line of 
Defense

Risk 
Management 

Units

Perform 
independent 
risk control

First Line of 
Defense

Business Units

Act per risk 
management 

guidelines and 
control procedure

Enterprise Risk Management Model
Fubon Financial Holdings has adopted an Enterprise Risk Management  ●

(ERM) model that incorporates all major potential risks into an integrated 

risk management framework.

Both qualitative and quantitative risk management methods and technologies  ●

are continuously developed to effectively identify, measure, monitor and 

report major risks in all areas of the business.

Four Major Risk Management Strategies

1Create risk 
management

corporate value 2Control Fubon 
Financial 

Holdings’ overall 
asset quality 3

Strengthen the 
Fubon Group’s 

integrated 
enterprise risk 
management 4

Facilitate building a 
risk management 
system to support
overseas business 

strategies

Risk Management Vision
Support Fubon Financial Holdings to become a major leading financial 

institution in Asia
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Risk Management Organizational Structure
Fubon Financial Holdings has built a sound risk management organizational 

structure, with duly authorized roles and responsibilities as follows:

Fubon Financial Holdings Board of Directors

The board of directors is responsible for overseeing the establishment of effective 

risk management systems and control mechanisms to ensure the effectiveness of 

risk management, approving the Company's risk management policies and risk 

appetite.

Fubon Financial Holdings Audit Committee

The Audit Committee under the Board of Directors is composed of independent 

directors to assists the board in supervising the financial holding company’s risk 

control, legal compliance and internal control systems.

Fubon Financial Holdings Risk Management Committee

Established in 2003, the Risk Management Committee, under the supervision of 

Fubon Financial Holdings’ chairman, is responsible for reviewing Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ overall risk management strategies, framework, systems and important 

risk management policies. It reviews and approves risk limits for Fubon Financial 

Holdings and its subsidiaries and supervises their credit risk, market risk, 

operational risk, insurance risk, liquidity risk, asset and liability risk and capital 

adequacy. The Committee periodically submits risk management reports to the 

board of directors and Audit Committee.

Fubon Financial Holdings Chief Risk Officer

The Chief Risk Officer is in charge of general risk management, including 

strategic planning and supervision of Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries 

in establishing and complying with risk management systems, monitoring risk 

exposure and the effectiveness of risk control systems and supervising the Risk 

Management Division to conduct independent risk management functions.

Fubon Financial Holdings Risk Management Division

The Risk Management Division is in charge of devising Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ risk management systems, policies and development plans, reviewing 

subsidiaries’ key risk management guidelines and risk limits, supervising 

subsidiaries’ risk management performance, independently monitoring, analyzing 

and repor ting on the company’s overall risk exposures, submitting risk 

management reports periodically to the Board of Directors and Audit Committee.

Subsidiaries’ Risk Management Units

The risk management units of Fubon Financial Holdings subsidiaries are 

responsible for conducting risk management functions in accordance with 

regulatory requirements, Fubon Financial Holdings risk management policies, 

and the subsidiaries’ internal rules. They submit risk reports to senior management, 

the board of directors and the holding company’s Risk Management Division 

based on standardized reporting mechanism and an established delegation 

of authority.

Crisis Management Mechanism

Fubon Financial Holdings has established “Crisis Response Management 

Guideline” to help efficiently and effectively manage emergencies that 

threaten the Company or its subsidiaries’ sound operations, such as a 

huge loss of cash, severe liquidity shortage, or serious internal control 

problem, to safeguard customer interests, stabilize company operations, 

protect shareholder interests and maintain financial order.

Crisis Management Task Force ●

Fubon Financial Holdings has established a “Crisis Management 

Task Force” to ensure that crises are managed efficiently and 

timely. The task force is convened by Fubon Financial Holdings’ 

president and comprised of appointed division / department heads 

and relevant colleagues, which is responsible for coordinating 

among different divisions and helping subsidiaries to conduct 

contingency measures.

Crisis Management Procedures ●

When a crisis occurs, the involved unit will immediately reports 

the situation to the unit’s manager and the president, who will 

convene Crisis Management Task Force meeting timely. The 

involved unit should summarize and brief Crisis Management 

Task Force on what happened, assist to analyze and assess the 

crisis impact on company’s financial condition, business activities, 

operations, liquidity exposure and reputational risk. Contingency 

measures will be undertaken then.

Fubon Financial Holdings has established “Operational Risk Management 

Policy” enacting as the uniform operational risk management guideline for 

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries. Fubon Financial Holdings 

have established operational risk mechanisms to identify, assess, measure, 

mitigate, control, report, disclose and accept operational risks, under which 

the identified hidden operational risk and occurred events (including fraud) 

will be monitored, managed and improved.

Investor Relations 
Fubon Financial Holdings has long made investor relations a priority. An investor 

relations web page has been created to disclose detailed financial data and 

provide investors and analysts with complete and real-time information.

Because of the importance given to shareholder rights, Fubon Financial 

Holdings has expanded its services to domestic and foreign institutional 

shareholders. Aside from its commitment to openly disclosing information and 

being transparent, the company regularly organizes investor conferences and 
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Information Transparency
Fubon Financial Holdings is fully committed to making information more 

transparent to help investors get a complete picture of its operations and make 

informed decisions based on more than fragmented impressions. The Company 

meets regulatory requirements for disclosure by posting information on the 

Taiwan stock exchange’s market observation post system (MOPS) and has also 

established a corporate spokesperson policy to ensure that all information that 

could affect the decisions of shareholders and stakeholders is made public. 

Investors can take advantage of Fubon Financial Holdings investor 

conferences and shareholder meetings to become more famil iar with 

Fubon’s operations, and they can also refer to the Company’s website to find 

additional information.

In 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings and its major subsidiar ies posted 

information on developments that met materiality standards 421 times on the 

MOPS, 47 more times than in 2011. Announcements of material information are 

based on information disclosure regulations, including “Taiwan Stock Exchange 

Corporation Procedures for Verification and Disclosure of Material Information 

of Companies with Listed Securities” and “Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation 

Procedures for Press Conferences Concerning Material Information of Listed 

Companies.”

In addition, internal guidelines on material information reporting procedures 

have been established that specify how to handle corporate information in both 

Chinese and English so that important information on the Company’s finances 

and operations is fully disclosed to investors in a timely and fair manner. 

Financial and material information is posted promptly on the stock exchange’s 

market observation post system (HYPERLINK "http://newmops.twse.com.

tw/"http://newmops.twse.com.tw/) and on Fubon Financial Holdings’ website 

(HYPERLINK "http://www.fubon.com/"http://www.fubon.com/). Both websites 

offer convenient links to information in English.

In recognition of its information disclosure efforts, Fubon Financial Holdings 

has received an “A” for the past five years (from 2008 to 2012) through the 

“Information Disclosure and Transparency Ranking System” developed by 

Taiwan’s Securities and Futures Institute. The rankings, commissioned by 

Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation and the GreTai Securities Market to 

evaluate the transparency and disclosure practices of all publicly listed 

domestic companies, are based on an analysis of filings with the market 

observation post system and information available in the companies’ annual 

reports and posted on their websites. Fubon Financial Holdings remains 

determined to safeguard shareholder interests by making public financial and 

business information fully, fairly, transparently and in real-time and by 

continuing to strengthen its information disclosure practices.

occasionally participates in roadshows organized by foreign brokerages to 

explain its operating performance, financial results, strategic development and 

business direction. Supplementing these public appearances were more than 250 

meetings  with investors and analysts held in major financial centers in 2012. 

These many initiatives are devoted to providing investors with accurate, timely, 

and transparent financial data and operating information and strengthening the 

company’s level of transparency and trust.

As Fubon Financial Holdings has developed its business, it has also progressively 

codified corporate governance and made it more transparent to create value 

for shareholders and set a sound foundation for sustainable operations. The 

company’s website has Chinese and English website pages that enable investors 

to search and download financial statements, annual reports and important 

financial information. Investors can also check Fubon’s share price, browse

 investor conference and shareholder meeting news, or use the e-mail address 

provided to communicate with the company. Fubon Financial Holdings’ investor 

relations team refers opinions received to management, which takes them into 

account when making decisions. In addition, notification of important activities 

and major announcements are issued by e-mail to nearly 1,000 website members, 

and key operating information and regulatory agency directives are posted on 

the website in real time.

Fubon Financial Holdings received widespread recognition in 2012 for its 

investor relations program. It was honored for “Best Corporate Investor 

Relations” in Taiwan and “Best CSR” in Asia and rated one of the“Best in Asia” 

for corporate governance by Corporate Governance Asia. It also was commended 

by Finance Asia for “Best Investor Relations” of any financial institution in Taiwan. 

These awards reflect the respect international investors have for Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ commitment to investor relations.

Audit System
Fubon Financial Holdings has developed an auditing system based on the 

government's “Implementation Rules of Internal Audit and Internal Control System 

of Financial Holding Companies and Banking Industries.” A key component of the 

system is the Audit Committee set up under the board of directors, which helps the 

board and top management verity and evaluate the effectiveness of internal control 

systems. It also offers suggestions for improvements to reasonably ensure that 

such control systems continue to function well.

The Audit Division independently audits the financial holding company and its 

subsidiaries based on annual audit plans and oversees the self-inspection of the 

company’s individual units. It also periodically re-examines whether previously 

identified problem areas are being fixed and regularly reports on its efforts to the 

Audit Committee and the board of directors.

In 2012, many units made necessary improvements to correct the deficiencies 

uncovered by audits within designated deadlines. Those that did not will be 

monitored until the required improvements are completed. This process has 

proved beneficial to the overall operations, organizational operations and system 

development of Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries.
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Customer Commitment

Fubon Financial Holdings not only offers customers a full array of financial product 

options, it also puts strong emphasis on customers’ rights and interests. It is fully 

committed, from top to bottom in the organization, to providing customers 

outstanding service, and a Service Excellence Committee (SEC) was established 

to help turn that commitment into reality. Consisting of Fubon Financial Holdings 

President Victor Kung and the presidents of Fubon subsidiaries, the committee 

meets regularly to check on service strategies and conduct special projects, an 

indication of how important service is to top management.

Fubon Financial Holdings has long devoted substantial resources to maintaining 

and improving its quality of service, including commissioning outside organizations 

to conduct mystery shopper evaluations and customer satisfaction surveys on 

an annual basis. These assessments help gauge the service being provided 

by Fubon subsidiaries and elicit customer suggestions on their products and 

services. Special projects are also created to further advance service quality.

Service Excellence Projects
Fubon Financial Holdings’ CRM Division joins with subsidiaries in devising Service 

Excellence Projects to achieve such goals as elevating service quality indicators, 

expanding service channels or methods, or enhancing customer satisfaction. A 

mystery shopper evaluation discovered, for example, that Fubon subsidiaries had 

all met Service Quality Indicator standards, so beginning in 2013, the indicators 

will be thoroughly reviewed and then adjusted or upgraded, and the process will 

be reported to the Service Excellence Committee. These projects have heightened 

the determination of Fubon subsidiaries to enhance service quality.

To encourage a passion for service within the organization, Fubon Financial 

Holdings publicly honors and recognizes a select group of “Service Stars” every 

six months. Because only 41 of the eligible 27,000 employees are chosen for 

the award, the selection process is extremely rigorous. Fubon’s first “Diamond” 

service star honoree (being selected as a service star for the third time) emerged 

at the 14th Service Star Awards in March 2013, and he was presented with a real 

diamond in honor of the achievement, drawing widespread media coverage.

Fubon Financial President Victor Kung (right) presents a diamond to "Diamond 
service star" Cheng Ming-chien.

Fubon Financial group photo at the 14th Service Star Awards in March 2013.
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Customer Satisfaction Surveys
Fubon Financial Holdings has an outside organization conduct a customer 

satisfaction survey every year to better understand how customers really feel 

about Fubon’s products and service and initiate improvement plans accordingly 

based on customers` feedbook. The 2012 survey not only targeted Fubon Life, 

Fubon credit cards and Taipei Fubon Bank, it also focused on competing brands, 

assessing such factors as satisfaction indicators, brand equity and loyalty.

Fubon Life had a higher level of customer satisfaction than that of core rivals, with 

its insurance agents earning especially high marks for their “active assistance in 

settling claims.” Fubon credit cards had higher satisfaction ratings than rival brands 

in the areas of telephone service, billing and payment, and more than 90% of 

respondents said they were willing to continue to use Fubon cards in the future. 

Finally, Taipei Fubon Bank’s wealth management clients were most satisfied with 

the service attitude of counter services officers and financial advisers, and they 

described Fubon’s professionals as trustworthy and able to handle their financial 

needs quickly and precisely. Elsewhere, Fubon online banking was widely acclaimed 

for its Internet services and real-time financial information.

Aside from customer satisfaction surveys, Fubon Financial Holdings subsidiaries 

also ask customers to rate 080 service hotline calls they have just completed, helping 

the companies immediately understand how customers felt about the service 

experience and giving them a basis for making improvements.

Mystery Shopper Evaluations
Fubon Financial Holdings also commissions independent organizations to conduct 

mystery shopper evaluations on an annual basis to assess its subsidiaries’ 

service quality from a consumer’s perspective. Survey methods are adjusted 

gradually to broaden and deepen the evaluation’s scope, and can involve 

extending the test period, adjusting the relative weight of the various criteria 

and changing the elements that are tested. Key criteria include telephone 

etiquette demand and on-site service standards, and service efficiency, which 

is so important to customers, will soon be added to the mix. The 2012 survey of 

banks covered competitors for the first time to get a feel for how Fubon’s main 

competitors were performing.

Overall, Fubon Financial Holdings’ subsidiaries performed well in the evaluations 

and improved on their 2011 results. Because good service etiquette, a positive 

service attitude and high efficiency are now basic requirements of financial 

industry customers, Fubon Financial Holdings intends to go the extra mile in the 

future by striving to make every customer feel like they’re in charge, offer 

differentiated services, and achieve true “customer delight.”

Adding Convenient Service Channels
Taking advantage of the rapid leaps being made in telecommunications 

technology today, Fubon Financial Holdings began in 2012 to develop mobile 

services to offer customers ever more convenient access to financial services. 

There are now apps, for example, that enable customers to inquire about various 

services, file an insurance claim, or get an immediate price quote online. Fubon 

Life, meanwhile, is setting up several convenient options, such as toll-free 080 

hotline consultations by appointment and Internet telephone, so that services can 

be used anytime, anywhere, at the customer’s discretion.

Handling Customer Complaints
If a customer has a complaint about a product or other suggestions or requests, 

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries handle them through a one-stop 

comprehensive complaint system supported by a dedicated unit that not only 

complies with relevant laws and regulatory requirements but also empathizes with 

customers in resolving disputes. Of the complaints regulators turned over to 

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries in 2012, nearly 100% of the cases 

had been settled by the first quarter of 2013. In only a few minor cases were 

negotiations with the complainants still ongoing.

To comply with the “Personal Information Protection Act,” the Company has put 

in place specific rights that customers can exercise related to their personal 

information. If customers want Fubon to stop collecting, handling, or using their 

personal information or ask that it be deleted, all subsidiaries are ready to 

process the request once it’s filed. In 2012, regulators turned over 10 complaints 

involving possible personal information abuses. Careful examinations of the 

complaints found that most of them resulted from the customers’ incomplete 

understanding of how private information was used in joint promotion marketing. 

The disputes were cleared up once customers received detailed explanations of 

the situations.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ official website, meanwhile, lists a special anti-fraud 

hotline for consumers to answer their questions and help safeguard their interests. 

In one case, a foreign consumer called in with an inquiry from overseas that led to 

the discovery that somebody was fraudulently using Fubon Bank (Hong Kong)’s 

name to peddle an investment scam. The consumer was spared being victimized 

by the scheme because she quickly notified Fubon of the situation.
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Fubon Financial Holdings also takes steps to strengthen control of the 

internal and outside transfer of customer information. In handling customer 

information, Fubon values customer feedback and has strengthened its 

mechanism to handle marketing lists. If customers do not agree to have their 

information used for marketing purposes, a computerized notation system 

automatically removes them from the list. Once a marketing event ends, it is 

standard procedure to destroy the activity’s namelist to safeguard customers’ 

personal information and protect their privacy.

Aside from efforts to improve the procedures used to process confidential 

information and strengthen the system, Fubon requires all of its employees 

to sign confidentiality agreements and undergo training related to the use of 

customer information and privacy protection. A “Customer Information Use 

Code of Ethics” was issued in 2011, and everybody working at Fubon Financial 

Holdings and its subsidiaries was trained on the code’s content by February 2012. 

In addition, an 84-hour training program on personal information protection with 

nine main courses and 45 steps was conducted in 2012 to coincide with the four 

phases of the special project on personal information protection.

On customer interests and rights, every product agreement clearly details 

the purpose for collecting customer information, how it will be used, and how 

customers can exercise their rights. Customers are also separately informed 

about privacy issues so they can fully understand them. Should customers 

request that their personal information be changed or not used, they have many 

convenient channels through which they can quickly notify Fubon Financial 

Holdings or its subsidiaries to make the revision. Fubon Financial Holdings 

remains committed to pursuing perfection in protecting customers’ privacy and 

personal information.

Protecting Customer Privacy
In providing customers with a diversified array of financial products and services, 

Fubon Financial Holdings takes consumer rights very seriously and puts the 

highest priority on safeguarding customers’ personal information and protecting 

their privacy. Before the amended Personal Information Protection Act took effect 

in October 2012, a thorough review of all internal management practices, rules 

and procedures were conducted. Outside consultants were also hired to help run 

a year-long “special project to strengthen personal information protection,” set up 

to address personal privacy protection more rigorously and systematically.

Through the project’s four phases (understanding, analyzing, developing and 

auditing Fubon’s management of personal information), Fubon Financial Holdings 

was able to aggressively promote and strengthen its personal information 

management system. A “PDCA” quality management cycle (Plan, Do, Check and 

Act)1 was also adopted to improve the management of customer information 

and ensure its security.

In terms of internal controls, Fubon Financial Holdings has developed a 

system restricting employee access to customer records through minimum 

access standards, helping it comply with  the Personal Information Protection 

Act and optimize the use of personal information. When it comes to information 

disclosure, different authorization levels for computer use have been set based 

on the scope of an employee’s duties. If all or part of a customer’s personal 

information is not needed by a particular employee to do his or her job, then when 

that employee opens screens or reports/statements with information outside 

their authorization level, the “unnecessary” sections will have been removed or 

covered up according to the minimum access standards. For personal information 

outside of critical business areas, Fubon takes personal information inventory, 

conducts personal information flow analysis, develops detailed information file 

lists, and conducts privacy impact assessments and risk assessments.

Note 1: 

“Plan” refers to planning and developing a personal information management organizational structure, policies, goals and related measures and procedures. “Do” refers to 

putting in place a personal information management system, including taking inventory of processes, analyzing customer information flow, developing customer information file 

lists, and conducting personal information management risk assessments to identify hidden risks and loopholes. Based on those results, personal information management 

practices and controls are either adjusted or developed. “Check” refers to checking the management of personal information based on the policies, measures, procedures and 

controls devised and making suggestions for improvement. “Act” refers to making adjustments or taking preventive measures based on the results and suggestions from the 

previous step, and continuing to improve the personal information management system.
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As of the end of 
2012

Taiwan Overseas
Total

Women Men Women Men

Fubon Financial 
Holdings

87 62 0 0 149

Taipei Fubon 
Bank

4,028 2,325 171 107 6,631

Fubon Life 11,418 6,267 8 12 17,705

Fubon Insurance 1,066 1,278 5 41 2,390

Fubon Securities 1,431 795 5 4 2,235

Total 18,030 10,727 189 164 29,110

Work Location

Commitment to Employees

Employee Overview
Workforce Structure
Fubon Financial Holdings welcomes any individual with an interest in the financial 

services industry without regard for gender, age, race or ethnicity, religion or 

political affiliation. Any individual with the ability and qualifications needed to meet 

a position’s requirements has an equal opportunity to be hired.

Because Fubon’s operations are mostly in Taiwan, the vast majority of its employees 

come from Taiwan. The company strictly adheres to Taiwan’s “Labor Standards 

Act” and does not employ people who have yet to turn 16. Foreign national hirings 

are handled based primarily on two statutes: the Employment Services Act and 

Regulations on the Permission and Administration of the Employment of Foreign 

Workers.

As of the end of 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings had 29,110 employees, of which 

18,219, or 62.59%, were women. Among non-permanent employees, women 

accounted for 475, or 85.3%, of the 557 temporary workers; 38, or 82.6%, of 

the 46 hourly workers employed; and 17, or 44.7%, of the 38 contract workers 

employed. In an industry where women tend to comprise the majority of the 

workforce, Fubon does not discriminate based on gender when it comes to 

employee advancement. Of its 5,020 supervisors, 3,018, or 60.12%, are women. 

Here is a detailed look at the structure of Fubon’s workforce:

Taiwan / Women
61.94%

Taiwan/Men
36.85%

Overseas / Women
0.65%

Overseas / Men
0.56%

Fubon Financial Holdings does not discriminate on the basis of gender, age, ethnicity, religion or political beliefs. Any individual with the 
ability and qualifications needed has an equal opportunity to be hired. It also shows concern for the disadvantaged, hiring more people with 
disabilities than legally required. Many Fubon subsidiaries have been honored by the Taipei City government for their hiring practices in this area.

Fubon Financial Holdings puts a premium on corporate social responsibility; corporate and employee integrity is a point of emphasis. In 2012, 
Fubon did not have one corruption-related violation.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ talent development program relies on a learning platform tailored to business, functional and career development 
needs that offer employees diverse learning opportunities and resources.

Fubon Financial Holdings has devised a leadership and management competency development program for management trainees, newly promoted 
managers, and first-line and mid-level managers, and it also offers managers advanced elective courses to encourage their continuing education.

Beyond specialized financial training programs, Fubon Financial Holdings also offers continuing education subsidies and organizes lectures 
by prominent speakers to inspire employees to develop themselves further.

Fubon Financial Holdings has a fair, rational and competitive compensation system. Outstanding employees can be promoted or get a raise 
on an annual basis through Fubon’s performance management system, and year-end bonuses are paid based on the Company’s operating 
results and each employee’s performance.

Beyond its diversified employee welfare system, Fubon Financial Holdings puts a premium on fostering a healthy workplace and friendly 
workplace environment.

Fubon Financial Holdings fully respects employees’ legal rights and has established open and diversified communications channels (an 
employee grievance channel, face-to-face meetings at all levels, a monthly employee periodical, employee opinion and communications 
mailboxes, and a human resource customer service system) to foster harmonious worker-management relations.
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As of the end of 2012

Business, General Administration and Other

Women
Total

Men
Total

Under 30 30~49 50 and above Under 30 30~49 50 and above

Fubon Financial Holdings 12 63 3 78 4 38 8 50

Taipei Fubon Bank 944 2,981 140 4,065 343 1,744 251 2,338

Fubon Life (Office Staff) 237 1,813 42 2,092 83 663 60 806

Fubon Life (Outside Agents) 1,626 4,057 802 6,485 1,983 1,502 276 3,761

Fubon Insurance 235 791 37 1,063 155 967 108 1,230

Fubon Securities 146 1,097 175 1,418 85 524 95 704

Total 3,200 10,802 1,199 15,201 2,653 5,438 798 8,889

Education Level

As of the end of 2012 Master or Above University Degree Vocational College Senior High or Below Total

Fubon Financial Holdings 71 61 12 5 149

Taipei Fubon Bank 969 3,833 1,344 485 6,631

Fubon Life 796 6,361 4,338 6,210 17,705

Fubon Insurance 217 1,291 717 165 2,390

Fubon Securities 244 887 683 421 2,235

Total 2,297 12,433 7,094 7,286 29,110

Employee Turnover Rate

2012
Employees
at end of

2012

2012
Turnover
Rate (%)

Taiwan Overseas

TotalWomen Men Women Men

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Fubon Financial Holdings 149 14.1 2 10 1 2 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 21

Taipei Fubon Bank 6,631 19.5 232 428 25 198 378 24 0 6 0 0 1 1 1,293

Fubon Life (Office Staff) 3,018 7.26 29 106 2 21 58 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 219

Fubon Insurance 2,390 5.7 29 23 5 21 50 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 138

Fubon Securities 2,235 11.9 34 101 8 41 78 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 267

Total 14,423 13.4 326 668 41 283 569 43 0 6 0 0 1 1 1,938

Note: Fubon Life’s outside agents were not included in this figure because of the special nature of their jobs.

As of the end of 2012

Supervisors

Women
Total

Men
Total

Under 30 30~49 50 and above Under 30 30~49 50 and above

Fubon Financial Holdings 0 6 3 9 0 3 9 12

Taipei Fubon Bank 0 98 36 134 0 52 42 94

Fubon Life (Office Staff) 0 31 13 44 0 32 44 76

Fubon Life (Outside Agents) 307 1,865 633 2,805 366 1,010 260 1,636

Fubon Insurance 0 4 4 8 0 26 63 89

Fubon Securities 0 13 5 18 0 54 41 95

Total 307 2,017 694 3,018 366 1,177 459 2,002

Employee Type/Age/Gender Distribution

Note: The supervisors counted in the above chart are division/department managers and above.
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New Employees

2012

Employees
at end of

2012

New hires
in 2012 /

total
employees
at end of
2012 (%)

Taiwan Overseas

TotalWomen Men Women Men

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Fubon Financial Holdings 149 11.41 3 1 0 2 10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 17

Taipei Fubon Bank 6,631 12.79 241 215 4 158 171 2 21 15 1 5 15 0 848

Fubon Life (Office Staff) 3,018 9.71 97 98 1 37 60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 293

Fubon Insurance 2,390 9.58 83 26 0 73 47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 229

Fubon Securities 2,235 2.91 18 17 0 13 16 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 65

Total 14,423 10.07 442 357 5 283 304 4 21 15 1 5 15 0 1,452

Note: Fubon Life’s outside agents were not included in this figure because of the special nature of their jobs.

New Employee Attrition and Turnover Rate

2012

Total 
new

employees
in 2012

New
employee
turnover
rate in

2012 (%)

Taiwan Overseas

TotalWomen Men Women Men

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Under 
30

30~49
50 and 
above

Fubon Financial Holdings 17 23.5 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

Taipei Fubon Bank 848 50.9 83 121 8 93 118 1 4 1 0 1 2 0 432

Fubon Life (Office Staff) 293 9.2 6 11 0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27

Fubon Insurance 229 7.9 4 3 0 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 18

Fubon Securities 65 70.8 15 4 1 15 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 46

Total 1,452 36.3 108 140 10 115 145 1 4 1 0 1 2 0 527

Notes: 1. New employee turnover rate = number of new employees who left/total new employees in 2012
 2. Fubon Life’s outside agents were not included in this figure because of the special nature of their jobs.

No. of People with Disabilities Employed as of the end of 2012

As of the end of 2012 No. of Disabled Persons Employed Legally Mandated No. of Disabled Employees No. of Disabled Employed Beyond Legal Requirement

Fubon Financial Holdings 2 1 1

Taipei Fubon Bank 70 64 6

Fubon Life 199 173 26

Fubon Insurance 22 11 11

Fubon Securities 32 22 10

Employing People with Disabilities
Aside from its emphasis on equal opportunity, Fubon Financial Holdings is 

committed to employing people with disabilities, and its subsidiaries met or 

exceeded statutory quotas for disabled employees in 2012. Fubon fully safeguards 

the legal rights of disabled workers and has devised appropriate management 

approaches and processes to ensure that they can fully harness their expertise 

and work in a friendly workplace. The efforts made were recognized in May 2012 

by the Taipei City government, which certified that nine subsidiaries, including 

Fubon’s bank, life insurance, general insurance and securities units, employed 

more people with disabilities than they were legally required to. 
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Prizing Integrity
A key component of Fubon Financial Holdings’ commitment to corporate social 

responsibility is its emphasis on corporate and employee integrity. Besides 

eschewing monopolistic practices, Fubon backs up its core operating principles of 

integrity and positivity by requiring all employees to comply with the Company’s 

“Ethical Corporate Management Best Practice Principles.” These work rules clearly 

stipulate that employees must show integrity, be incorruptible, and maintain the 

Company’s good name. They may not use their positions to ask outside vendors 

for gifts or to be entertained, or accept from them commissions, compensation or 

other improper benefits. They also cannot invest in the vendors they deal with.

In addition, Fubon Financial Holdings has declared on multiple occasions that its most 

important guiding principle was “zero tolerance’ for ethical lapses. The “zero tolerance” 

principle also applies to employees implicated in law-breaking behavior, and others 

whose behavior falls short of expectations, such as shirking their responsibilities 

or simply not doing their jobs, are invariably punished to a certain degree.

To prevent graft and other forms of corruption, Fubon Financial Holdings has 

adopted a job rotation system, where people in positions involving finance, 

cashier, or purchasing functions are rotated to new jobs at regular intervals. A 

separate mailbox for reporting abuses has also been created to encourage 

employees to report illegal acts or regulations violations, and those whose tips 

prove true receive rewards. Fubon did not have any corruption-related violations 

in 2012.

  

Training and Employee Development
Fubon Financial Holdings fully believes that people are a company’s greatest 

competitive advantage, the key force that steadily pushes a company to new 

heights, and it puts a high priority on cultivating talent internally. A diversified 

learning and development platform has been built to help employees grow, and 

a wide variety of learning resources and opportunities are made available to 

encourage employees to learn and enhance their professional abilities. 

Fubon Financial Holdings has structured its talent development program (Chart 

1) based on business, functional and career development needs. The systematic 

program equips employees to cope with a constantly changing business environment 

and prepares them to offer specialized expertise and professional, high-quality 

financial services.
 

Professional Competency Development
Learning maps are designed and provided for key job families to enable 

employees to find their way and inform them of the specialized knowledge they 

need to have at different stages of their development. Internal and external 

professional financial training programs are also organized to help employees 

with their career development.

Orientation for New Employees
The orientation for new employees involves a course on legal compliance and 

the Personal Information Protection Act and an introduction of organizational 

responsibilities. It also focuses on imparting Fubon's corporate culture and 

core values, enabling new additions to quickly understand and adhere to 

the Company’s commitments to society, customers and employees.

Internal Instructors Cultivation
To improve the quality of courses offered internally and more effectively pass on 

technical expertise, the Company has strengthened its cultivation of in-house 

instructors and adopted an instructor certification program. A total of 247 

instructors were certified in 2012, bringing the number of qualified instructors 

since the program began to 1,239.

Self Development
To encourage employees to continue their education, expand their horizons and 

enhance their professional competitiveness, Fubon Financial Holdings offers various 

financial grants for language training or the pursuit of a degree or professional 

certification. Nearly NT$2.4 million was distributed in grants for these purposes 

in 2012.

The Company’s education program extends beyond professional financial 

training. Special seminars with prominent speakers open to all Fubon employees 

are organized on a regular basis to encourage personal growth. A total of six 

seminars were organized in northern, central and southern Taiwan in 2012, with 

a total of 853 employees attending.

Leadership and Management Competency Development
Fubon Financial Holdings has devised a special leadership and management 

competency development program for management trainees, newly promoted 

managers, and first-line and mid-level managers to expose them to the latest 

management techniques and knowledge. In consideration of feedback from 

courses for managers offered between 2009 and 2012 and the forward thinking 

needed for the organization’s development, Fubon also created advanced elective 

courses for first-line and mid-level managers to encourage their continuing 

education.

International Talent Cultivation
A management training program closely aligned with Fubon Financial Holdings’ 

operating strategy has been specially organized for expatriates. The training 

program covers such areas as economic trends, local political and economic 

culture, and the financial supervisory system and related regulations, 

helping to systematically nurture international talent.

Orientation for
 New 

Employees

Professional 
Competency 
Development

Self
Development

Internal 
Instructors 
Cultivation

International 
Talent 

Cultivation

Leadership and 
Management 
Competency 
Development

Talent Development Plan
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2012 Fubon Financial Holdings Training Results

█ 2011　　█ 2012

No. of 
Employees

26,812
29,110

Average Training 
Hours Per 

Employee (Year)

41
44

Total Training 
Attendance 

(Person times)

319,623
328,551

Total Employee 
Training Hours 1,468,269

1,099,699

The training provided by Fubon Financial Holdings is geared to the professional 

needs of the staff based on the requirements of specific jobs, and is not 

differentiated by gender.

Legal training is particularly emphasized to strengthen employees’ legal ethics 

and ensure that the company complies with existing regulations. Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ legal compliance unit regularly sends e-mails to financial holding 

company divisions and the legal compliance managers of Fubon subsidiaries to 

update them on the latest important changes in financial regulations (including fair 

trade laws). Those updates are then incorporated into the training given to people 

in those units. Information on relevant laws is also posted on Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ internal EIP website for the reference of all employees.

At the same time, Fubon employees receive training on money laundering 

prevention and information security every year and also receive instruction on 

the company’s code of conduct related to using customer information and the 

Personal Information Protection Act. In 2011, 24,357 employees completed the 

requisite legal training courses, and another 2,234 did so in 2012, bringing the 

total number of employees in the financial holding company and banking, life 

insurance and securities units to have finished their training by the end of 2012 

to 26,591, or 91% of Fubon’s workforce. The staff of Fubon Insurance will be next 

in line in the process, which is building greater employee integrity and a spirit of 

discipline and helping implement anti-corruption initiatives.

In addition, Fubon Financial Holdings organizes personal information management 

training programs every year to ensure that employees who come in contact with 

customer information during the course of their jobs (including regular or irregular 

contract workers or temporary workers) fully understand personal information 

protection issues. The training covers legal requirements related to personal 

information protection; the importance of personal information protection 

management; the responsibilities involved in handling personal information; the 

consequences of violating personal information management guidelines for the 

Company and the person at fault; operating procedures for managing personal 

information; and the obligations involved in keeping customer information confidential.

Training on complying with and recognizing violations of the Personal Information 

Protection Act is also provided on a yearly basis through e-learning or other 

methods. Training records are kept, and those who do poorly on tests or fail to 

reach designated goals are given additional guidance and training.

Diversified Learning Environment
Learning is not limited to formal online and classroom study. Many other educational 

resources are available to Fubon employees, such as on-the-job training, a 

mentoring system, job counseling and rotations, and overseas internships 

and training. These diverse options ensure that the company’s employees can 

strengthen their expertise and develop the professional competency they need.

Compensation and Benefits
Compensation System
Fubon Financial Holdings has developed a fair and comprehensive compensation 

system that does not discriminate on the basis of gender, age, ethnicity or any 

other factor and sets pay levels based on the skills and experience needed for 

specific positions. Starting salaries exceed statutory minimum wages and annual 

salary surveys are conducted to ensure that Fubon Financial Holdings maintains 

its competitive edge in the human resources market to be able to attract the best talent.

Outstanding employees are given the opportunity to receive promotions and pay 

raises on an annual basis based on performance to motivate them to demonstrate 

their abilities. Also, year-end bonuses are distributed based on each business 

group’s operating results and employees’ individual performance evaluations, a 

formula targeted at benefiting both employees and the Company.

Company

Managers Non-managers Average 
Training 

Hours Per 
Employee

Women Men Women Men

Fubon Financial Holdings 29.41 22.74 25.51 36.78 28.95

Taipei Fubon Bank 63.36 46.15 34.23 36.39 38.12

Fubon Life(Office Staff) 44.59 38.55 24.28 28.29 27.44

Fubon Life
(Outside Agents)

32.86 42.21 54.42 75.50 56.30

Fubon Insurance 34.50 32.99 18.88 21.37 22.50

Fubon Securities 32.89 34.08 28.76 27.98 29.50

Average Training Hours 
Per Employee

38.94 40.36 40.72 53.06 44.12

2012
Management (Taiwan)

Business, Administration, 
Other (Taiwan)

Women Men Women Men

Fubon Financial Holdings 100% 174% 100% 86%

Taipei Fubon Bank 100% 161% 100% 117%

Fubon Life 100% 125% 100% 118%

Fubon Insurance 100% 116% 100% 130%

Fubon Securities 100% 81% 100% 98%

Compensation ratio for men and women based on job type and location

Employee Benefits
In addition to its competitive compensation system, Fubon Financial Holdings 

also offers a generous package of benefits to attract, motivate, and retain top 

talent. Among them: bonuses for Taiwan’s three main festivals; special subsidies 

(such as for getting married or having a child or children’s education); labor, health 

and group insurance; pensions; paid vacation; employee stock ownership trusts; 

seniority rewards; treasury share transfers; and employee emergency relief.
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Performance Management System

Fubon Financial Holdings has established a fair and comprehensive performance 

evaluation and talent development system aimed at motivating employees and 

enhancing their overall caliber and abilities so that they can grow in step with 

the organization. The key elements of the system are:

1.Goal Setting: At the beginning of each year, employees submit challenging 

goals agreed upon with their direct supervisors based on their knowledge, 

skills, and abilities (KSAs).

3
Year-end 
Evaluations

2
Mid-year 

Interviews

1
Goal Setting

Communication

Healthy Workplace
Fubon Financial Holdings firmly believes that healthy employees mean happy 

employees and a company that is well-off. To help employees maintain their energy 

and enthusiasm on the job, Fubon Financial Holdings has created a workplace 

2.Mid-year Interviews: Employees receive an appropriate level of support or 

guidance throughout the year based on the goals set. In July, one-on-one 

meetings are held with employees to see if they are on pace to achieve their 

goals and offer feedback.

3.Year-end Evaluations: Supervisors conduct objective evaluations of employees’ 

performances at the end of each year and give them feedback on how they 

did. Individuals who have performed outstandingly get the opportunity to further 

develop themselves and strengthen their abilities through a personalized 

development plan A performance improvement program provides on-the-job 

guidance and support for employees whose KSAs have not met designed 

goals.

This cyclical performance management system gets employees and their 

supervisors to agree on performance targets and enables supervisors to offer 

guidance and support based on their daily observations. An overall performance 

evaluation is conducted at the end of the year for each employee, and, based on 

the results, supervisors recommend personalized development or improvement 

plans. Because of the way the system is designed, organizational and personal 

goals are aligned, resulting in talent management and development that is 

performance-oriented.

Employee Benefits

Benefit Description

Festival Bonus System Bonuses are issued for the Lunar New Year holiday, the Dragon Boat Festival and the Mid-Autumn Festival.

Special Subsidies
Special subsidies are given for getting married or having a child, or when there is a death in the family; recreation and leisure activities; 
the education of an employee’s children; and social activities.

Employee Insurance
Fubon registers every employee for labor and health insurance. It also has group insurance that includes life insurance, catastrophic illness 
insurance, accident insurance and medical insurance. Fubon pays 70% of the premiums for employees in its group insurance coverage.

Retirement Benefits
Fubon’s retirement system is based on provisions in Taiwan’s “Labor Standards Act” and “Labor Pension Act” and ensures that employees 
will receive a steady pension after they retire.

Vacation System
In addition to legally mandated vacation provisions, Fubon also offers “volunteer leave” (to encourage employees to participate in Fubon 
Group charity events) and “long service leave” (to reward employees who have worked for Fubon for at least 20 years with an extra five days 
vacation). Fubon also offers a flexible work system that empowers employees to more flexibly juggle their work and family life.

Employee Stock Trusts
Fubon launched an employee stock ownership trust system in July 2005. Employees can choose to invest a certain sum in the trust every 
month that is matched dollar-for-dollar by the company.

Seniority Rewards
To reward senior workers for their long-term contribution to the company, Fubon prepares special gifts for workers who have spent 10 years 
or multiples of 10 years with the firm.

Employee Emergency 
Relief

Emergency assistance is available for employees whose families suddenly face financial difficulties. If an employee dies from an occupational 
injury or disease, Fubon will provide compensation based on the “Labor Standards Act.” For employees who die of causes unrelated to the 
workplace, their families are given condolence money (based on retirement benefit standards) that exceeds legal requirements..

Other Benefits
Sharing resources with affiliates; special discounts at selected stores; preferential mortgages for Fubon Group employees; preferential 
savings accounts for bank employees; etc.

environment conducive to good health. The Company sponsors regular employee 

physicals and has launched several workplace health promotion initiatives in 

recent years, from setting up simple exercise centers and installing blood pressure 

devices in Fubon office buildings to providing stress test, massage stations to 
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alleviate stress, and psychological counseling services. These measures reflect 

Fubon’s belief that the health of its employees is a corporate responsibility, and 

it has taken the concept a step further by extending it to employees’ families. The 

preferential arrangements negotiated for health checkups and fitness center use 

or the health seminars Fubon occasionally holds are all open to Fubon employee 

family members. Building a close partnership with employees must start with 

caring for them and their families.

Friendly Workplace
Fubon Financial Holdings sees employees as a company’s greatest asset and 

aspires to be the foundation of their well-being. Only by treating people well can 

a company create the vitality needed to develop sustainably, which is why the 

Company has made special efforts in recent years to foster a friendly workplace. 

Fubon is highly supportive, for example, of working women who want to have a 

child, offering them childbirth allowances, maternity leave without pay (that protects 

the mother’s job), and child care measures, benefits that help them from the time 

they are pregnant to when their child is ready to go to school. It also has set up 

breastfeeding rooms in its office buildings in line with statutory requirements.

Here is a more detailed look at Fubon’s approach to creating a friendly workplace 

for women:

Summary of Healthy Workplace Promotion Activities

Activity Description

Regular 
Physicals/
Health 
Checkups

Fubon works with many top health care institutions to help 
employees manage their health and prevent disease. Employees 
and their families can get health exams at special contract 
prices, and the Company pays for a regular physical for 
all employees. Through these checkups, physicians can 
offer guidance on how patients can improve their health, 
and employees can better understand the keys to staying 
healthy and avoiding major illnesses based on the results of 
their physical. Fubon also takes preventing and controlling 
the risk from major infectious diseases very seriously and 
reminds employees of disease prevention steps at appropriate 
times. During the H1N1 flu virus scare, for example, Fubon 
issued “emergency contingency measures to control human 
activity in response to the H1N1 flu.” The measures, directed 
at employees or family members suspected of having the 
flu, required that they take time off and that a daily reporting 
system be set up.

Installation 
of Simple 
Exercise 
Center/
Blood 
Pressure 
Monitors 
and Other 
Equipment

Fubon has taken many steps to encourage employees 
to exercise during their free time or after work, including 
negotiating deals for favorable rates with fitness centers 
near its offices, giving Fubon employees and their families 
diverse exercise options. It has also set up “exercise centers” 
in office buildings with relatively high concentrations of 
employees, such as the Fubon Life Building and Fubon 
Hsiang Yang Tower. These centers are equipped with 
ping-pong tables, basketball machines and other equipment, 
giving employees the chance to relax and relieve stress. 
Blood pressure devices have also been placed in Fubon 
office buildings for employee use to help them keep tabs 
on their health.

Massage 
Station 
System

In collaboration with the Suang Lien Foundation for the 
Visually Impaired, Fubon has hired a number of visually 
impaired licensed masseurs to give Fubon employees free 
massages every Tuesday to Friday in the afternoon. The 
arrangement, which has led to steady work for 34 massage 
specialists, helps employees relieve stress and provides 
opportunities for the visually impaired, thus creating 
benefits for the Company, its employees and society.

Psychological 
Counseling

Fubon has put a priority on caring for employees’ mental 
health and indirectly improving their mood at work, job 
performance and team spirit. Periodic lectures or training 
sessions on such topics as “EQ” or “Stress Management” 
are organized, and arrangements have been made with 
outside organizations such as the Teacher Chang Foundation 
to provide psychological counseling for Fubon employees as 
needed at the Company’s expense. The services protect 
employees’ privacy and cover such areas as workplace 
problems, career planning, and family and marriage issues. 
The hope is to provide more comprehensive care to help 
employees get into a good mindset and face up to challenges.

Other 
Health 
Promotion 
Initiatives

Several other initiatives showcase Fubon’s efforts to promote 
exercise. Sports groups can apply for activity subsidies, and 
employees who register ahead of time for the Fubon-sponsored 
international marathon can get a discount on registration 
fees. Also, Fubon holds an annual “Family Day” outing that 
encourages hiking and features both traditional and fun 
competitions, carnival-type stands and an amusement area. 
Employee family members are welcomed, giving employees 
and their families the chance to have fun together.

Personal 
Safety

Maternity 
Leave 

(With Job Protection)

Childbirth 
Allowance

Prenatal 
Peace of 

Mind

Child Care 
Measures

Friendly
Workplace

1.Personal Safety

Because the majority of workers in the financial services sector are women, 

Fubon takes women’s rights and safety issues particularly seriously. 

When female employees work past 10 p.m. because of their shifts, they 

can take a taxi home at the Company’s expense. The shift supervisor 

then checks to make sure that the individual has arrived home safely.

2.Prenatal Peace of Mind

To give employees who are pregnant peace of mind, Fubon allows women 

to take time off while they are pregnant based on the Company’s “Rules 

for Leave-taking by Workers.” Women working shifts in the customer 

service department who inform their supervisor that they are pregnant 

are taken off the graveyard shift during their pregnancy. Fubon also 

lends special maternity versions of company uniforms at no charge to 

employees who will have a child.
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3.Childbirth Allowance

Fubon and its subsidiaries have set rules on providing an allowance to 

employees or their spouses who give birth.

4.Maternity Leave (With Job Protection)

Employees who need to take time off to nurse their newborn child must 

apply for job-protected leave based on management regulations for 

job-protected maternity leave without pay. When the employee returns 

to work, the priority is to have the person resume his or her original job. 

If their original position is no longer vacant, the Company will work with 

other units or subsidiaries to arrange an appropriate position. Should 

the need exist, the employee can discuss with Fubon the possibility of 

returning to work early or extending the leave period.

5.Child Care Measures

Fubon Financial Holdings tries to help employees with pre-school age 

children not to worry about them while at work. Aside from installing a 

flexible work system, Fubon has also contracted with several licensed 

child care organizations with branches around the country to meet 

employees’ day care needs at preferential group rates. In addition, Fubon 

Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries have programs to help employees 

defray the cost of educating their children, offering “child care subsidies” 

or “education subsidies/grants.”

Because of the many years of effort Fubon Financial Holdings has devoted to 

creating a friendly workplace, the company is often invited to share its experience 

in the field. In 2012, it was invited to help the Council of Labor Affairs compile a 

reference manual on child care services provided by employers. Fubon Securities, 

meanwhile, was honored as an outstanding child care unit, demonstrating that 

Fubon’s ongoing efforts to forge its image as a company that cares for its employees 

has been widely recognized by government agencies and society as a whole.

Status of Employees Taking Parental Leave Without Pay

Fubon Financial Holdings Nobody applied for parental leave without pay in 2011 Four people applied for parental leave without pay in 2012

Year 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 2012 % 2013 % 2014 %

Number expected back 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 50% 1 25% 1 25%

Number who returned 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 2 100% 1 100% N/A N/A

No./% of people retained 0 0%

  Taipei Fubon Bank 61 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2011 73 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2012

Year 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 2012 % 2013 % 2014 %

Number expected back 15 25% 26 43% 20 33% 20 27% 38 52% 15 21%

Number who returned 14 93% 18 69% N/A N/A 19 95% N/A N/A N/A N/A

No./% of people retained 13 93%

Fubon Life (office staff) 30 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2011 37 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2012

Year 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 2012 % 2013 % 2014 %

Number expected back 17 57% 10 33% 3 10% 18 49% 14 38% 5 14%

Number who returned 14 82% 9 90% 3 100% 12 67% N/A N/A N/A N/A

No./% of people retained 11 79%

Fubon Insurance 9 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2011 21 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2012

Year 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 2012 % 2013 % 2014 %

Number expected back 2 22% 5 56% 2 22% 2 10% 14 66% 5 24%

Number who returned 1 50% 4 80% N/A N/A 2 100% N/A N/A N/A N/A

No./% of people retained 1 100%

  Fubon Securities 9 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2011 17 people applied for parental leave without pay in 2012

Year 2011 % 2012 % 2013 % 2012 % 2013 % 2014 %

Number expected back 1 11% 6 67% 2 22% 9 53% 8 47% 0 0%

Number who returned 0 0% 2 33% N/A N/A 6 67% N/A N/A N/A N/A

No./% of people retained 0 0%

NOTES: 1. The number of workers who did return to work include those who returned early.
 2. The number and percentage of people “retained” refer to those who remain on the job for more than one year after their maternity leave ends. Employees who applied 
  for maternity leave without pay in 2012 had yet to be back on the job for a full year when this report was compiled.
 3. The return rate = employees who did return/no. of employees expected back; The retained rate = no.of employees back from maternity leave without pay for more 
  than a year/no. of people who returned to work.
 4.Fubon Life’s outside agents were not included in this figure because of the special nature of their jobs.
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Item Item Description

Handling 
Employee 
Grievances

An employee grievance is considered a labor-management 
dispute. Each case must investigated and a response given 
within seven, 15, or 30 days, depending on the severity of 
the matter.

Handling 
of Sexual 
Harassment 
Complaints

Fubon has established a sexual harassment committee at the 
financial holding company level to coordinate the handling 
of all sexual harassment complaints. A task force under the 
committee, consisting of three or more people, including a 
chairman, an appointed member, and other individuals with 
authority, is set up within seven days of a formal complaint to 
investigate each case. The task force submits a report for the 
committee to review, leading to a final decision. Cases are 
brought to a conclusion within 60 days.

Employee Relations
Protecting Workers’ Rights
All Fubon Financial Holdings employees are protected by work rules, labor contracts 

and labor laws and regulations. Management cannot arbitrarily fire employees or 

force them to act against their will. All new hires are exposed to Fubon’s corporate 

philosophy and given training on the Sexual Harassment Prevention Act (1,406 

people underwent a total of 471 hours of training in 2012), and the Company 

has long posted its work rules on its internal website for employees to consult 

at any time.

Fubon encourages employees to enhance their professional skills and career 

development by having them experience different jobs through timely rotations. A 

transfer is only made after a supervisor and the individual involved have thoroughly 

discussed and agreed to the move. If an organizational restructuring occurs that 

results in the addition, relocation or downsizing of a unit, employees must be 

notified of any changes or moves beforehand. If employees become redundant 

because of changes in operating conditions, the Company must give them advance 

notice based on the requirements of the Labor Standards Act: employees with 

three months to a year of continuous service get 10 days advance notice; those 

with one year to three years of continuous service get 20 days of advance notice; 

and those with three years or more of continuous service get 30 days advance 

notice.

Fubon Financial Holdings fully respects the legal rights of workers, and it has 

never blocked or impeded employees from forming a union or exercising other 

freedoms of association. Aside from a Fubon Financial Holdings group union, 

unions or labor-management committees have been set up at subsidiaries Taipei 

Fubon Bank and Fubon Life. Good relations with union organizations have been 

maintained, in part because union participants are not treated unfavorably and 

union directors, supervisors and representatives are given time off to handle their 

union duties. Taipei Fubon Bank’s union has even been honored by government 

agencies in recent years as an excellent union because of the Bank’s harmonious 

labor-management relations.

Employee Grievances and Sexual Harassment Complaints
Beyond strictly adhering to all applicable labor laws, Fubon Financial Holdings 

has established a complete set of personnel management guidelines (that 

include guidance on how to deal with employee opinions and grievances and 

prevent sexual harassment, investigate related complaints, and take disciplinary 

action). Employees can voice complaints and file grievances through a number 

of channels – a telephone hotline, fax, e-mailbox and dedicated web page – set 

up by the company. Specialists are on hand to listen to the appeals and deal 

with them. A written statement on the prohibition of sexual harassment in the 

workplace has also been issued, affirming the determination of the Company 

and its subsidiaries to safeguard gender equality and reject sexual harassment. 

It was a clear signal to all employees to respect each other and help foster an 

environment free of sexual harassment.

In 2012, there were three cases of employee feedback, one employee grievance 

case and one sexual harassment complaint. After the incidents were brought to 

the Company’s attention, it established the facts of each case within designated 

deadlines and presented the outcome in writing or by telephone to the affected 

employees, effectively resolving their problem and bringing the cases to satisfactory 

conclusions.

Employee Communications
Fubon Financial Holdings believes good relations with its employees to be a critical 

factor in a company’s success. Enhancing those relations by creating a good 

working environment depends in part on developing fair and rational systems and 

open and transparent communications channels. Setting up ways for employees 

to file grievances and sexual harassment complaints is only part of the process. 

Fubon has established a highly diverse and open communications system that 

allows for smooth, unimpeded communications between employees, managers 

and the organization and encourages employees to offer suggestions to help 

improve the effectiveness of the Company’s operations. Details of the system 

are as follows:

Regular Meetings: “Management” and “departmental” meetings are held  ●

on a regular basis at all levels of the organization. At these meetings, 

corporate strategies are communicated directly from top management 

to supervisors and supervisors to employees, strengthening the internal 

consensus between Fubon and its people on the Company’s vision and 

goals. This face-to-face communication also enhances labor-management 

harmony to the mutual benefit of both the corporation and its employees.

Company Publications, Notices and Meetings: Fubon publishes a monthly  ●

“HR e-Paper” and occasionally invites people from various divisions 

to explain planned policies in further detail through the publication. 

These initiatives keep employees informed right up to the minute on the 

Company’s moves and development strategies.

Outlets for Employee Feedback: If employees want to voice their opinions,  ●

they can voice them through an “employee feedback mailbox” accessible 

on the company’s internal website or a separate “employee 

communications mailbox” that connects directly to independent board 

members.

Employee Suggestion Rewards: To encourage employees to express  ●

their opinions, hoping that they can uncover internal problems and offer 

innovative and constructive suggestions for improvement, Fubon offers 
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2012 Occupational Accident Overview

As of the end of 2012
Occupational 

Injuries in 2012
Occupational 

Deaths in 2012
Total Workdays 

Lost
Injury Rate

(%)
Occupational 

Diseases Rate (%)
Lost Day 
Rate (%)

Absentee Rate
(%)

Fubon Financial Holdings 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Taipei Fubon Bank 1 0 22 0.02 0.00 0.34 2.70

Fubon Life 70 0 3,198 0.44 0.00 20.05 160.39

Fubon Insurance 1 0 3 0.09 0.00 0.27 2.12

Fubon Securities 1 0 6 0.04 0.00 0.25 2.10

Total 73 0 3,229

Notes:
1. Many of Fubon Life’s people are outside agents. Because of the nature of their work, they are often on the road visiting customers, leading to a higher occupational 
 accident rate for Fubon Life than for other subsidiaries.
2. Injury rate = (Total # of work-related injuries/total hours worked)*200,000
 Occupational diseases rate = (Total # of occupational diseases cases/total hours worked)* 200,000
 Lost day rate = (Total # of lost days/Total hours worked)* 200,000
 Absentee rate = (Total # of absentee days over the period/Total # of workforce days worked for same period)*200,000

incentives to reward people who propose new ideas or suggest ways to 

strengthen internal controls and processes.

Fubon HR Relationship Managers: Aside from the standard employee  ●

communication channels, each Fubon business group has a dedicated 

HR relationship manager (RM) who can react immediately and effectively 

to employee feedback and suggestions and better understand problems 

faced by the staff. RMs can also marshal the full resources of the HR 

department to help employees solve their problems and create a more 

harmonious working environment.

Worker Safety and Health
Fubon Financial Holdings has set up an occupational health and safety committee 

based on the “Regulations for the Management and Self-inspection of Labor 

Safety and Health by Organizations” established by the Council of Labor Affairs. 

The committee, which meets once every three months, consists of 11 people and 

is led by a senior vice president appointed by the president. It also includes the 

chief human resources officer, the heads of legal, administrative, worker safety, 

maintenance and employee-related departments, and union officers.

The committee’s role is to prevent occupational accidents and safeguard worker 

safety and health. At one of its meetings, a representative of security company 

Taiwan Secom was invited to introduce AEDs (automated external defibrillators), 

and the hiring of professional nurses and doctors to deliver “occupational health 

services” was also discussed.

Fubon has always taken workers’ rights very seriously and has extended that 

concern to suppliers with which it has close relationships. It has invited those 

vendors to sign a “Human Rights Commitment Letter” in which they pledge to 

oppose discrimination, respect their workers’ freedom of association, ban the 

use of child labor, safeguard and respect employees’ basic rights, and not force 

employees to act against their will. The initiative reflects the global trend in the 

corporate world toward increased respect for basic human rights.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ banking units hire full-time in-house security officers 

and security guards and provide a regular training regimen for these individuals 

who often serve on the bank’s front lines. The training focuses on both security 

issues and service etiquette to enhance their professional skills and respect for 

the rights of employees and customers.
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Environmental Commitment

Green Policies
Dealing with global climate change, a rapidly deteriorating natural environment 

and the need to save energy and reduce greenhouse gases has become a matter 

of top priority for citizens of the world. Dedicated to environmentally sustainable 

development, Fubon Financial Holdings has aligned itself with the government’s 

environmental policy and acted as a responsible corporate citizen by doing 

everything it can to save energy and cut carbon emissions. It is also committed 

to building a “green” financial services brand, creating services based on green 

values and fostering an environmentally friendly corporate culture.

The Company has adopted many strategies to protect the environment, from 

managing energy consumption in its buildings, using smart systems to conserve 

energy, and reducing and recycling waste, to embracing green purchasing and 

green building. In addition, environmental training has been introduced internally 

to help employees develop good environmental habits in their daily lives. Externally, 

initiatives have been taken to expand participation in social environmental activities 

and get involved in green campaigns, such as taking charge of cleaning mountain 

areas, beaches and green parks and bringing environmental education to remote 

elementary schools with the “We Deliver Green! Classroom” program. Ultimately, 

Fubon Financial Holdings hopes to use its influence to raise awareness and 

mobilize employees, customers and the public to treasure the Earth, conserve 

energy, and lower emissions.

Environmental Initiatives and Performance
Building and Land Management
Fubon Financial Holdings’ headquarters and business locations are all located in 

cities and towns around Taiwan. No development is undertaken in protected and 

sensitive areas or on hillsides.

Energy Management
Elevator Use Strategies

Employees encouraged to walk stairs and improve their health. ●

Number of elevators in operation adjusted depending on peak and off-peak  ●

hours to save energy.

Individual elevators serve only odd- or even-numbered floors. ●

Some elevators shut down on weekends and national holidays. ●

Air-conditioning Strategies

Offices kept at 26~28℃ during the summer, in line with the Bureau of 

Energy’s energy-conservation program

Office building chillers programmed to make ice during less expensive  ●

off-peak hours at night, saving electricity costs.

Chillers undergo maintenance overhauls twice a year to optimize their  ●

performance and save more energy.

Air-conditioning system kept on its fan setting before 8 a.m. and after  ●

6:30 p.m. to minimize its use.

Business units required to turn off unnecessary lights or air-conditioning  ●

at the end of the business day.

Lighting Equipment Strategies

Incandescent tube lights barred from use in Fubon offices; high-frequency  ●

T5 energy-saving tubes used in their place.

Lighting turned on and off in separate sections of offices based on actual  ●

need.

Offices of non-retail units required to turn off their lights for one hour  ●

at noon.

All emergency lighting in Fubon’s office buildings haa been converted to  ●

efficient, energy-saving LED bulbs.

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Indirect Energy Consumption – As a financial services institution, the  ●

vast majority of the company’s greenhouse gas emissions are generated 

by electricity purchased from public utilities. A much smaller volume 

comes from employee business trips and people commuting to work.

Fubon Financial Holdings has actively promoted saving energy and cutting emissions in line with government policies, earning it recognition 
and praise from public agencies.

Fubon Financial Holdings has actively participated in global energy-saving movements and sponsored the “Earth Hour” campaign in Taiwan.

Fubon Financial Holdings is committed to becoming the first financial holding company in Taiwan to receive certification for the ISO 14064-1 
standard on quantifying and reporting greenhouse gas emissions at the organization level.
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2011-2012 Comparison of electricity consumption at Fubon headquarter 
buildings

Year 2011 2012
Increase

(Decrease)

Total Power Consumption 
(kWh)

33,148,258 32,763,538 (384,720)

Heat Value (GJ) 119,334 117,949 (1,385)

CO2 emissions (Kg) 17,767,466 17,561,256 (206,210)

Notes: 
1. Chart covers company’s seven headquarter buildings in Taipei.
2. According to the Bureau of Energy’s 2011 emissions formula, one kWh of power 
 generated creates 0.536 kilograms of CO2 emissions.
3. Heat Value (GJ) = Total power consumption* 0.0036.

Comparison of electronic bill volume in 2011 and 2012

Year 2011 2012
Increase

(Decrease)

No. of electronic bills issued 1,307,472 1,447,543 140,071

CO2 emissions saved (kg) 8,263 9,148 (885)

Note: Figures based on estimate by the Environmental Quality Protection 
 Foundation in a 2008 study that each paper bill generates 6.32 grams of 
 CO2 emissions.

Comparison of water consumption and recycling in Fubon headquarter 
buildings in 2011 and 2012

Year 2011 2012
Increase

(Decrease)

Total Water Consumed (cubic liters) 211,028 209,565 (1,463)

Recycled Water Used (cubic liters) 6,815 6,941 126

Recycled Water Used/TotalWater 
Consumed (%)

3.2 3.3 0.1

Note: Chart covers company’s seven headquarter buildings in Taipei

Emissions of Ozone-depleting Substances – Because Fubon is not involved  ●

in manufacturing, it does not emit ozone-depleting substances. As for 

direct greenhouse gases directly emitted in 2012 from non-energy 

sources – refrigerants and septic tanks – the figures are still being 

calculated.

Water Resource Management
Fubon Financial Holdings only uses water from local water plants. It does not 

consume any groundwater or river water. All wastewater generated is discharged 

into the sewer system and channeled to wastewater treatment plants before 

being sent to the ocean; it does not pollute the local environment or rivers. There 

have also been no major leakages. Also:

Some buildings are equipped with water catchment and recycling systems. ●

The water pressure in some Fubon buildings has been lowered by property  ●

management companies.

Water faucets have been equipped with water-saving devices. ●

Dual flush water-saving toilets have been purchased and installed. ●

Green Products and Services 
Intent on building a green financial services brand and creating services with 

eco-friendly values, Fubon Financial Holdings is committed to promoting a 

sustainable environment as part of its corporate social responsibility. Seeking to 

reduce its environmental footprint, the financial holding company has teamed up 

with its banking, securities, general insurance, life insurance, asset management 

and futures subsidiaries to promote environmentally sound products and services, 

lower energy consumption and reduce waste. Specific measures taken include:

Green Products

Establishing Taiwan’s first equity fund based on target companies’ CSR  ●

practices

Investing in and underwriting green energy businesses and promoting  ●

sustainable development

Adopting green credit policies by including environmental protection  ●

and CSR as criteria in credit assessments

Green Services

Promoting online and mobile banking ●

Promoting electronic and mobile trading ●

Increasing the use of e-billing ●

Digitizing internal documents ●

Waste Reduction and Recycling
As a financial services provider, Fubon Financial Holdings does not manufacturer 

or produce goods and does not sell products with packaging materials that are 

required to be recycled.

The company supports initiatives to sort and recycle garbage, dividing garbage 

disposal areas into four categories of waste: regular garbage; waste paper; waste 

containers; and dead batteries. The company’s environmental education program 

gets employees into the habit of sorting their garbage, which is then picked up 

by a cleaning company and processed by a recycling plant. Other measures to 

conserve resources include:

Banning disposable chopsticks in Fubon buildings. ●

Stopping the use of Styrofoam. ●

Printing on both sides of pieces of paper and then recycling waste paper. ●

Actively recycling waste containers (steel and aluminum cans and plastic  ●

bottles).

Fuel use by Fubon company cars in 2011 and 2012

Year 2011 2012
Increase

(Decrease)

Total fuel used (Liters) 85,300 82,219 (3,081)

Heat Value (GJ) 2,856 2,753 (103)

CO2 emissions (Kg) 192,778 185,815 (6,963)

Notes: 
1. According to the Environmental Protection Administration’s formula for 
 greenhouse gas emissions version 6.0, every liter of gasoline generates 2.26 
 kilograms of CO2 emissions.
2. Heat value (GJ) = Total liters* gasoline density*44.8 

Direct Energy Consumption – Company car gasoline use ●
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Comparison of waste material recycling in 2011 and 2012

Year 2011 2012
Increase

(Decrease)

General waste 355,708 390,014 34,306

Paper 376,620 403,598 26,978

Steel cans 9,171 10,526 1,355

Aluminum cans 827 821 (6)

PET bottles 17,480 18,902 1,422

Dead batteries 315 194 (121)

Unit: kg

Green Building

Fubon Financial Holdings plans and designs new buildings or developments 

based on such eco-friendly parameters as the ecosystem, environmental 

protection and energy conservation, and green building issues are considered 

when commissioning an architect or contracting a construction firm. Top priority 

is given to selecting green building materials and high efficiency equipment for 

it, and contractors are required to use building methods that minimize waste and 

carbon emissions.

Because of Fubon’s dedication to environmental sustainability, green building 

elements are incorporated into all of its development projects, and efforts are 

made to further strengthen a building’s green credentials as work on a project 

proceeds. The “Fubon Fu-An Memorial Building” was the first office building to 

receive “Gold” certification under Taiwan’s EEWH green building standard. The 

main design concepts were low energy use, high efficiency, smart automatic 

controls and alternative energy (such as solar power). It was also designated by 

the Ministry of the Interior’s Architecture and Building Research Institute as a 

“Green Building Education Model.”

Green building concepts are also being showcased in the Fubon Financial 

Holdings Xinyi A10 building. When Fubon applied in June 2012 to make design 

changes to the project, several new green features were added, including more 

plants and green landscaping, better on-site water retention, and the use of slag 

cement and other relatively eco-friendly materials. The new design also better 

shields the building from the sun, which should limit air conditioning use and 

save energy. Fubon is targeting “Diamond” certification for the building when it is 

completed, the highest under the EEWH standard.

The Fubon Dun Nan Tower meets seven of the EEWH’s key green building 

indicators – “greenery,” “on-site water retention,” “daily energy savings,” “CO2 

reduction,” “indoor environmental protection,” “water resources” and “sewage 

Project
Key Dates Green Building Candidate Certification

Planning Begins Work Begins Application Filed Approval Received Certification Level

Fubon Financial Holdings Xinyi A10 2009/07 2010/03 2011/11 2012/4/5 Gold

Fubon Dun Nan Tower 2010/10 2011/06 2011/10 2011/12/9 Diamond

Taichung Wenhsin Office Building 2011/03 - - - -

Daan Rd. hotel 2011/08 2013/03 2013/03 - Certified

Green Building Candidate Certificate

Office Environment Contests
Fubon Financial Holdings holds an “Office Environment Contest” every quarter and 

a “Branch Energy-saving Competition” every six months to foster environmentally 

friendly habits among employees and encourage them to sort and recycle waste 

materials, conserve energy, and create an ideal office environment. The four keys 

to the program are:

Reducing the volume of waste and recycling and reusing discarded  ●

materials

Promoting energy-saving and carbon-reduction measures ●

Getting energy-saving and carbon-emission reduction results ●

Cleaning the environment and cultivating environmentally friendly habits ●

Green Purchasing
One way Fubon Financial Holdings fulfills its commitment to the environment is 

by purchasing equipment or goods certified as energy-saving or environmentally 

friendly, or that are classified as green building materials. The company has joined 

the ranks of “private enterprises and groups intent on green purchasing” listed 

with Taiwan’s Environmental Protection Administration and Taipei’s Department 

of Environmental Protection. In 2012, the company’s green purchases totaled 

NT$162 million, earning it an award from Taipei for being a “Green Purchasing 

Benchmark Enterprise.”

Comparison of Fubon Financial Holdings green purchases in 
2011 and 2012

Year 2011 2012 Increase (Decrease)

Green purchases 160,493,498 162,845,545 2,352,047

Unit: NT$

& garbage treatment” – and, once completed, will save an estimated 174,092 

kWh, 106,544 kilograms in CO2 emissions and 8,020 cubic meters of water a 

year.
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Looking Ahead
Fubon Financial Holdings remains determined to deal with the global challenge of 

climate change and be part of the international trend toward reducing greenhouse 

gases. In 2012, it developed a system to take inventory of its greenhouse gases 

under the ISO 14064-1 standard and completed a report on its 2011 greenhouse 

gas emissions under the guidance of the Plastics Industry Development Center. 

Fubon Financial Holdings and subsidiaries emitted 18,421.50 tons of carbon 

dioxide in 2011, a result verified by global testing services provider SGS. The 

figure will serve as the baseline for the Company’s greenhouse gas emissions, 

and the goal will be to reduce the 2011 volume by 3% between 2012 and 2014.

Participation in Environmental Activities
Earth Hour
Launched in 2007 in Sydney by the World Wide Fund for Nature, the Earth 

Hour campaign encourages people around the world to turn off the lights of 

landmarks, office buildings and other facilities for an hour once a year on the last 

Saturday of March. Responding to an appeal by the Society of Wilderness for 100 

top companies and 100 major architectural landmarks in Taiwan to shut off their 

lights, Fubon Financial Holdings has participated in Earth Hour every year since 

2010. It co-sponsored the event in 2013 and helped promote the “Green Life” 

campaign aimed at saving 10% in energy consumption. The initiative highlighted 

Fubon’s positive influence on society and its contribution to global sustainable 

development.

We Deliver Green! 
Climate change and greenhouse gases are posing increasingly serious threats to 

society. The Fubon Charity Foundation has teamed up with Federal Express on 

the “We Deliver Green! Classroom” project to counter the threat by helping build a 

sustainable garden, promoting environmental education and having environmental 

concepts take root in young minds. The two co-sponsored an initiative in 2012 to 

send 3,000 saplings to 101 schools in remote areas of Taiwan and recruit 3,000 

young gardeners to care for them. By having the students plant the saplings with 

their own hands and watch them grow, the program cultivated a sense of mission 

among them to care for the environment.

Adopting Huwei Heritage Park
The warming earth needs green spaces to keep a lid on rising carbon emissions, 

and maintaining green parks is one way of showing the determination to make 

good use of land. At the urging of the Huwei Town Office, Fubon Insurance’s 

Huwei branch agreed to “adopt” the green spaces of Huwei Heritage Park. Aside 

from cleaning the park on a regular basis, Fubon Insurance is responsible for 

the upkeep of the park’s environment, green space and trees, preserving an 

important recreational spot for local residents and contributing to the community’s 

development.

Earth Hour

Clean a Beach, Help the Earth Breathe

Fubon Financial becomes the first FHC to receive ISO14064-1 certification.

Clean a Beach, Help the Earth Breathe
In November 2012, the Kaohsiung branch of the Fubon Volunteers Association 

launched the “Clean a Beach, Help the Earth Breathe” activity. Fubon volunteers 

descended on one of Taiwan’s most picturesque beaches, Baishawan Beach just 

outside the resort town of Kenting, and organized a beach cleaning contest. The 

volunteers and their family members worked together to keep the beach as 

pristine as possible and also hoped to inspire others to join in the movement to 

clean beaches, protect the environment and treasure the Earth.
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Commitment to Society

Built on a foundation of integrity and dedicated to pursuing altruistic values, 

Fubon Financial Holdings has acted as a positive force in society for many 

years. On the business side, the company has geared its operations to providing 

customers outstanding products and services based on a steady management 

approach. In the social welfare arena, Fubon Financial Holdings engages with 

society through four nonprofit foundations (the Fubon Charity Foundation, Fubon 

Cultural & Educational Foundation, Fubon Art Foundation and Taipei Fubon Bank 

Charity Foundation) that mobilize resources from within and outside the 

organization and encourage Fubon employee participation. Through their hard 

work, the foundations offer vital assistance to disadvantaged groups and make 

important contributions to education, art and culture, ultimately creating a broader 

social good. 

While Fubon Financial Holdings was busy in 2012 leading the financial holding 

company sector in earnings for the fourth consecutive year, it also remained 

focused on financial education. It sponsored academic activities and donated 

funds to academic associations and universities to cultivate specialized talent 

and also invested resources in educating the public on financial issues, enabling 

healthy money management concepts to take root in society.

Fubon has created four social welfare foundations since 1988, each with a 

different mission based on how society has evolved. The Fubon Charity Foundation 

was founded in 1988 to help Taiwan’s socially disadvantaged groups. Two years 

later, the Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation was established to promote 

media literacy, life education and career planning among adolescents. In 1997, 

the Fubon Art Foundation was created to sponsor artistic creativity, expand art 

education and enhance local lifestyles. The last of the foursome, the Taipei 

Fubon Bank Charity Foundation, was founded in 2003 to promote day care 

for the elderly, draw out the talents of the disabled, and help the poor escape 

poverty.

At the end of each year, the four foundations must report their activities and 

spending over the just-concluded 12 months and their budget and project plans 

for the coming year to Fubon Financial Holdings’ “Management Committee” 

(consisting of top executives from group subsidiaries). The Management 

Committee offers suggestions and opinions on each foundation’s work and 

direction. Each subsidiary then evaluates the foundations’ proposals for the 

coming year before getting board approval to disburse the funds requested to each 

group. Once the review process is complete, the foundations make use of their 

institutionalized corporate management models to give tangible expression 

to Fubon’s corporate social responsibility, hoping to build a society with greater 

warmth and goodness.

In 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries contributed a total of 

NT$132.92 million to nonprofit organizations, including social welfare groups, 

stakeholders and other civic groups.

Charitable Contributions in 2012

Description 2012

Emergency aid for natural disasters 0

Donations and contributions to other nonprofit 
organizations (including stakeholders)

28,111,205

Donations to the group’s four foundations to 
finance their activities during the year

104,814,900

Total 132,926,105

Unit: NT$

Tailoring Core Competencies to CSR Practices
Fubon Financial Holdings applies some of its core competencies to fulfill its 

responsibilities as a corporate citizen. Several financial products have been 

used to help disadvantaged groups, and core functions have been directed at 

cultivating talent with specialized financial expertise. Fubon professionals also 

give instruction on financial topics to elementary and junior high school students 

and make technical and specialized financial knowledge easier to understand, 

ensuring that the young students better absorb money management concepts. 

With climate change becoming a hot-button issue, Fubon Insurance has used 

its understanding of the threat posed by global warning to create products and 

services that help corporate clients minimize risk. Another way Fubon Financial 

Holdings lives up to its social responsibility is by embracing a people-oriented 

philosophy in offering real-time services to different segments of society through 

diverse channels. It also complies with all regulations, shows ongoing concern 

for public issues, and leverages its core financial competencies into promoting 

systematic reform.

Inclusive Business Model

Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life have collaborated with the Fubon 
Charity Foundation to promote microinsurance policies tailored to 
disadvantaged groups, another expression of corporate social 
responsibility in contributing to social welfare.

Fubon Financial Holdings has adopted “inclusive business” concepts to incorporate 

economically disadvantaged groups into its corporate value chain and commercial 

model, helping them improve their lives as part of the company’s day-to-day 

operations. Beginning in 2003, for example, the Taipei Fubon Bank Charity 

Foundation joined with local governments in a program to help second generations 

of low-income families save their way out of poverty. The program helps participants 

develop the habit of saving money and strengthens their competitiveness by 

offering courses in money management concepts and career planning.
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Foundation 2011 2012

No. of policies 144 162

Written premium (NT$) 32,949 36,288

Item\Type
Low-income 
Households

People with 
Disabilities

No. of policies 62 75

Written premium (NT$) 12,690 16,335

In the same vein, Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life offer microinsurance products 

to help Taiwan’s “near poor” – people not poor enough to qualify for economic 

aid but still unable to afford regular insurance – get maximum possible protection 

against accidents for the lowest cost. The program covers policyholders for 

severe injuries or disabilities, taking care of their social security needs. 

In 2012, 162 people received help through the Fubon Charity Foundation’s 

promotion of Fubon Insurance “microinsurance” plans, as detailed below:

Beyond those covered under the foundation’s plan, Fubon Insurance also wanted 

to give low-income households and people with disabilities access to basic 

protection through microinsurance, and began in 2012 to provide coverage 

through government publicity and employee recommendations, with the following 

results: 

Fubon Life has launched a microinsurance program of its own to care for the 

disadvantaged. The program, promoted directly to disadvantaged groups, aims 

to give those less well off the chance to get basic coverage for them and their 

families at minimal cost. Fubon Life was also the first life insurer in the country to 

introduce one-year fixed term micro life insurance for individuals. This innovative 

policy costs little, does not require the insured to get a physical checkup, offers 

a basic level of benefits, features simple and easy-to-understand terms, and is 

available to individuals (those who meet eligibility requirements do not need to 

apply for insurance through a social welfare group or as part of a group of at 

least five people). The program can offer Taiwan’s nearly 1 million underprivileged 

people the most basic life insurance protection and ensure that families have 

insurance benefits to fall back on in case of an unexpected tragedy.

Taiwanese consumers have a preference for savings-oriented life insurance 

products, but their risk protection tends to be on the low side. Industry statistics 

indicate that each person has an average 2.1 insurance policies, but new life 

insurance policies issued in 2011 were for an average insured amount of only 

NT$637,000. Fubon Life is actively working with consumers to assess gaps in 

their coverage and offer policies tailored to their needs, and it is also raising 

awareness of the importance of adequate insurance protection and early 

retirement planning to help forge a more complete social safety net. Because 

Fubon Life has continued to promote protection-oriented policies, it has been 

honored by the Financial Supervisory Commission for many years running as an 

“Insurance Company with Outstanding Results in Raising the Insurance Protection 

of Citizens.” 

Fubon Financial Holdings has applied its financial expertise to impart proper 

money-management concepts and financial knowledge to different target groups, 

fulfilling its social responsibility as a financial services company.

Financial Education for All

Taipei Fubon Bank sees financial education as an extension of life 
education. It has held money-management camps for youngsters for 
15 consecutive years, and it took the idea to remote parts of Taiwan in 
2013 to teach students sound money-related concepts. 

Fubon Financial Holdings has long collaborated with several 
universities and vocational colleges on a program that gives students 
the chance to intern at the company while attending school. The work/
study program enhances students’ knowledge of actual financial 
practices, exposes them to a real workplace experience, and helps 
them get a jump on preparing for their professional lives.

Fubon Life helps members of the public interested in learning general 
and life insurance concepts obtain professional certification in the 
insurance field, improving their competitiveness.

Fubon Financial Holdings has co-organized a “National Wealth 
Management Competition,” creating new interest in wealth 
management across the country.

Budding Tycoon 
Money 

Management 
Camp

General Public 
Radio Shows & 

Financial Education
 Seminars

Cooperative 
Initiatives & 
Work/Study

Teenagers

Children

Program

Financial 
Education 

for All

Budding Master Art Contest

Taipei Fubon Bank holds an annual “Budding Master Art Contest” to better 

understand through children’s drawings how they perceive and define happiness 

and to encourage them to think positively to create a better world. Contestants 

asked were 2012 to draw their own “happy environments,” which got them to 

search themselves and their lives for things that bring happiness.

The contest invites kindergarteners and elementary school students to channel 

their imagination in a positive direction. In 2011, 40,000 sheets of drawing paper 

were distributed, but because of the enthusiastic response, 50,000 sheets were 

distributed in 2012, enabling even more children to participate and cultivate 

positive outlooks on life through their drawings.
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Deepening the Roots of Financial Education

Launched in 1998, the “Budding Tycoon Money Management Camp” has 

educated more than 4,000 people based on the concept that financial education 

is an extension of life education. Attitudes toward money often reflect a person’s 

values, and the program puts particular emphasis on guiding participants to not 

only soundly manage money and tangible assets but to also learn to cherish 

intangible assets such as family, friendship, and self-confidence. The classes 

cover the development of sound attitudes toward money; macroeconomic 

concepts; money-management tools; how to make the best use of an allowance; 

and  the protection of credit and assets. The hope is that every student can 

become a “budding tycoon” in terms of both physical and spiritual wealth.

Children’s Accounts Topic Drawings

2011 Budding Master 
Art Contest

Looking Up 
40,000 sheets of drawing 
paper distributed 

2012 Budding Master 
Art Contest

What Makes 
Me Happiest

50,000 sheets of drawing 
paper distributed

Programs to Deepen 
Financial Education

Activity Description

2011 Budding Tycoon Money Management Camp

2012
Budding Tycoon Money Management Camp + 
Future Tycoon Outreach Program

Schools/Departments that Collaborated with Fubon Financial Holdings in 2012

Songshan High School of Commerce and Home Economics

Dayeh University, Depar tment of Finance

Tunghai University, Department of Finance

Aletheia University, Department of Finance and Banking

Shih Chien University, Department of Finance and Banking

Shih Chien University, Department of Finance and Banking, Special Finance 
Class for Minjiang University Students

China University of Technology, Department of Finance

Minghsin University of Science and Technology, Department of Finance

Nat ional  For mosa Univers i ty,  Department of Finance

Chihlee Institute of Technology, Department of Finance

Jinwen University of Science and Technology, Department of Finance

National Kaohsiung University of Applied Sciences, Department of Finance

National Kaohsiung University of Applied Sciences, Department of Finance

Chaoyang University of Technology, Department of Insurance

Budding Tycoon Money Management Camp

Fubon Financial Holdings fully expects to further deepen the roots of financial 

education in 2013 by continuing to foster healthy attitudes toward money among 

children and reach out to more children in remote parts of the country, applying 

Fubon’s core competencies for the benefit of society.

Joint Initiatives with Colleges, Universities

To help older students advance their financial educations, Fubon Financial 

Holdings has set up long-term partnerships with several universities and 

vocational colleges to create work/study platforms that not only enhance 

students’ knowledge of professional financial practices but also give them 

experience in a real workplace and help them get an early start in preparing for 

their future careers. In 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings took part in 13 joint 

initiatives that helped 356 students get experience as interns and pick up 

specialized knowledge. Forty-one of the students participated in a full-time 

intern program, and 24 of them were chosen to work for Taipei Fubon Bank 

after graduating.

In addition, Fubon Financial Holdings and National Taiwan University have joined 

to offer a regularly scheduled course on “Financial Holding Company Management 

Practices,” and Fubon Insurance collaborates with National Chengchi University 

to offer periodic “Fubon Insurance Management Practices Seminars.” Top Fubon 

executives serve as lecturers, imparting their real-world experience and helping 

nurture financial talent.

Similarly, realizing that students in remote parts of Taiwan were in even greater 

need of financial management skills to make their dreams come true, Fubon 

decided in 2012 to launch the “Future Tycoon Outreach Program.” Under the plan, 

Fubon has taken the initiative to reach out to more than 10,000 children in remote 

areas and impart appropriate attitudes toward money and basic financial 

knowledge in a relaxed environment, enabling the seeds of financial responsibility 

to sprout in the children’s minds. Fubon Financial Holdings is also hoping that the 

project will help train a team of in-house financial education instructors to convey 

specialized financial knowledge in an interesting and entertaining way.

Future Tycoon Outreach Program
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Helping People Obtain Professional Insurance Certification

Fubon Life has made a concerted effort for many years to help members of the 

public get professional insurance certification. Any individual who is eligible to 

apply for entry to local life and non-life insurance associations can attend free 

classes at training centers around Taiwan if accompanied by a Fubon Life agent. 

Fubon Life provides all the necessary teaching materials as well as refreshments 

during the training sessions and also offers additional problem-solving services 

and test preparation classes as certification exams approach. A total of 626 training 

classes on life and general insurance were held in 2012, with nearly 24,000 

people attending, helping interested individuals learn life and general insurance 

concepts and obtain professional insurance certification.

‘National Wealth Management Competition’

For the past two years, Fubon Life has played a key role in helping the private 

sector and academia jointly promote the “National Wealth Management 

Competition.” The event was launched in 2011, with the Economic Daily News 

and the Taiwan Wealth Management and Planning Development Association 

serving as the main organizers and the Bankers Association of the Republic of 

China, the Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China and the Taiwan 

Securities Association serving as co-organizers.

Two separate competitions are held each year. One, the “National University 

Wealth Management Competition,” is held in the first half of the year for university 

and vocational college students. The other, the “National Wealth Management 

Competition,” is held in the second half of the year for young adults. Harnessing 

its core competency as part of its corporate social responsibility, Fubon Life 

has top wealth management experts coach university students participating in 

the competition and help them become more familiar with wealth management 

2nd National University Wealth Management Competition

2012 Participation 2011 Participation 2011/2012 Comparison

In 2012, a total of 357 student teams participated. Fubon 
coached 162 of them, them, of which 49 reached the finals. 
Fubon had 100 people serve as coaches/advisers.

In 2011, a total of 94 student teams participated. Fubon 
coached 69 of them, of which 33 reached the finals. 
Fubon had 26 people serve as coaches/advisers.

There were four times as many Fubon people 
advising students in 2012 as there were in 
2011.

Facing the Challenges of Climate Change

Fubon Insurance is working with national universities to develop risk 
assessment models for natural disasters, and offers it integrated 
natural disaster risk management services. “Typhoon and flood 
insurance” is also available to help companies with their insurance 
planning and ensure that they are fully protected.

It has also developed “Weather Insurance” that offers complete 
protection from weather-related risk factors and helps companies 
effectively transfer weather risk.

Fubon Insurance was the first in the industry to set up a Loss Control 
Department, and it holds regular loss control technology seminars, 
hoping to become customers’ preferred risk management consultant.

knowledge and practices. It also encourages young employees to participate in 

the competition to hone their expertise and professionalism.

National University Wealth Management Competition: In support of the  ●

competition, 126 top Fubon Life agents have organized an advisory 

team that has offered guidance to more than 230 participating teams 

and nearly 700 vocational college and university students. The Fubon 

Life coaching team organized five seminars in 2011 and 2012 on financial 

planning spanning northern, central and southern Taiwan to help the 

students improve their wealth management planning skills and share 

with them actual practices involved. Of the student teams coached by 

Fubon Life during the two years, 82 reached the finals of the competition 

(out of a total of 139 finalists).

Fubon Insurance has long been the leader of the domestic general insurance 
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effect of “El Nino” and global warming, climate change has become more pronounced 

and natural disastars more intense, posing a major risk to companies’ operations.

Fubon Insurance has led the domestic insurance sector in providing risk 

planning and risk transfer solutions for more than 50 years. It gives companies 

ample protection with its “typhoon and flood insurance” and also offers 

customized loss control services incorporating insurance planning and advice 

to help clients deal with their specific risks. Flood risk analysis (to identify areas 

potentially vulnerable to flooding and the possible depth of floods) and other loss 

control technologies are used to assess specific risks and assist clients in 

recognizing the threats they face and minimizing the potential losses from them.

Weather Insurance Products, Taking on Weather Risk

To protect companies from abrupt shifts in their earnings because of changes in 

the weather, “Fubon Weather Insurance” covers the insured against losses (such 

as extra expenses, a loss in revenues, or the loss of expected revenues based 

on projections of normal operations or established plans) incurred from abnormal 

weather events such as heavy rain, strong winds or unexpected temperatures. 

This type of insurance can help companies avoid debilitating changes in revenues 

and effectively stabilize their earnings, ensuring sustainable operations.

Fubon Insurance has hired meteorologists to help analyze clients’ past sales 

revenues and changes in the weather (weather changes based on Central 

Weather Bureau data) and determine the types of weather risk (if any) that have 

affected those companies. Building on that analysis, Fubon Insurance sets 

insured values for different kinds of weather events based on the insured’s 

anticipated losses from abnormal weather events to estimate “maximum 

accumulated compensation during the insurance term.” This process helps 

businesses manage weather risk, stabilize earnings and break the conventional 

wisdom of “being at the mercy of the elements.” In 2012, Fubon Insurance 

provided weather risk management services to 17 clients.

Loss Control Services for Corporate Clients

To provide clients the best possible services, Fubon Insurance became in 1995 

the first domestic insurer to set up a Loss Control Department. It also regularly 

Fubon Insurance Loss Control Services
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Loss Control Services

sector. The company's team, from top executives to entry-level employees, 

fully embraces its mission and social responsibility and appreciates the high 

expectations from society and customers it must meet. Fubon Insurance does 

more than just minimize risk; it serves as a risk solutions provider, lowering risk 

probabilities and the impact of risk-related incidents. And it hopes to emerge in 

customers' eyes as their preferred risk management consultant. 

Natural Disaster Risk Management Services

The increasing frequency and intensity of natural disasters in recent years has 

exposed the major threat they pose to the safety and property of governments, 

companies and individuals. Fubon Insurance has taken notice and teamed up 

separately with National Central University Innovation & Incubation Center – 

Taiwan Risk Management Company and National Taiwan University’s Center for 

Weather Climate and Natural Disaster Research to develop risk assessment 

systems for earthquakes and floods. This technology, which quantifies risk, can 

assist companies in choosing factory locations, developing earthquake-resistant 

designs, and assessing flood prevention measures and also be used as a basis 

for contingency planning.

The risk posed by natural disasters was dramatically highlighted by the 

massive earthquake and tsunami that devastated Japan in March 2011 and the 

widespread flooding in Thailand the same year, and it has become a major issue 

for Taiwan’s enterprises. Drawing on its natural disaster models, earthquake 

resistance assessments and business continuity management programs, Fubon 

Insurance helps corporate clients improve their ability to manage risk from natural 

disasters. This commercially successful integrated risk management service model 

has earned the recognition of major international vendors and foreign reinsurers 

and stood out as a true Fubon commitment to companies and the environment.

‘Typhoon and Flood Insurance’

Taiwan is highly vulnerable to typhoons because of its location on the western edge 

of the Pacific Ocean, and it suffers huge losses from each storm. Because of the 

Fubon’s Flood Risk Assessment Model
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Caring for Communities

Fubon Life values human life and dignity and has studied the 
long-term care plans of governments around the world and analyzed 
existing long-term care products. It has led the industry in offering 
long-term care policies in Taiwan, enabling families with people who 
need such care to have financial support and giving citizens more 
complete long-term care protection.

Fubon Life was also the first domestic life insurer to introduce new 
age Internet service channels such as online chats, Webcalls, Skype 
phone and online consultations by appointment. The online text chats 
offer hearing- and speech-impaired customers an innovative way to 
access insurance services.

Taipei Fubon Bank has embraced its social responsibility by using its 
financial expertise to help people turn their desire to own their own 
home into reality and promote equal opportunity in education. The 
bank also takes the initiative to get involved in underwriting student 
loans and loans for study abroad, indirectly helping cultivate top 
talent.

It also collaborates with government agencies and social welfare 
groups to issue affinity credit cards, enabling consumers to help others 
when they shop.

Valuing Human Life with Long-term Care Products

Fubon Life truly values human life and dignity, and its greatest motivation for 

developing retirement and long-term care products is to awaken every policyholder 

to the importance of risk planning for their later years. It is also eager to offer 

viable solutions through newly designed products to the looming economic, social 

and family problems caused by an aging society before Taiwan’s aging population 

tsunami arrives. Known as the sector’s leader in developing new products, Fubon 

Life tries to satisfy customers’ multilayered needs with innovative product designs 

and ensure that every policyholder is able to “live long,” “live well,” and “live with 

dignity” in the future.

One of the greatest advances of the 20th century was the improvement in life 

expectancy, with life spans increasing by 20-30 years during that time. But longer 

lives have also created the new challenge of aging populations, and as the aging 

trend evolves and more people reach retirement age, lifestyles will invariably 

change. Many industrialized countries around the world are facing sharp declines 

in their fertility rates, and people are getting married later in life or not at all and 

having fewer children while giving birth later than in the past, leading to smaller 

family structures and a widening age gulf between generations. The result has 

been more chronic disease, more debilitating health problems, more complicated 

care, more protracted periods of care and dwindling pensions. Society will soon 

face these aging-related challenges as well as basic economic security issues 

and risks to health care and long-term care.

Unlike the government’s long-term care system, which focuses on services (such 

as in-home services) and payment in kind, commercial long-term care insurance 

involves fixed cash payments at regular intervals. Fubon Life carefully analyzed 

the long-term care plans of governments around the world, analyzed existing Fubon Insurance Loss Control Training Laboraory

organizes seminars on loss prevention technologies and has introduced international 

fire safety practices, helping customers improve their risk management processes 

and infrastructure to international standards. The loss control team, which 

advises customers on a variety of loss control technologies, includes 15 engineers 

specializing in several fields, from fire safety, environmental engineering, chemical 

engineering, and industrial safety to electrical engineering, civil engineering, and 

structural engineering. It is the most competitive risk engineering and technology 

services team in the country.

As the leading non-life insurance provider in Taiwan for years, Fubon Insurance 

has also made every effort to act in concert with public policies to help the 

disadvantaged. It hopes in the future to work through diverse distribution 

channels and NGOs to promote microinsurance in remote parts of Taiwan and 

other regions that need protection, again demonstrating Fubon’s role as a 

positive catalyst in society.

Fubon Insurance Fire Safety Training Laboratory

In 1997, Fubon Insurance invested NT$40 million in a “Fire Safety Training 

Laboratory” in Tamsui, the largest of its kind in southeastern Asia. The two-story 

660 square-meter facility showcases some of the most advanced passive fire 

resistant building materials and active fire safety systems in the world today, and 

live simulations can be done with several of the materials and pieces of 

equipment on hand. These demonstrations often leave visitors deeply impressed 

and help firmly implant the concept of risk prevention in people’s minds.

The training laboratory is open not just to Fubon customers but also to schools and 

individuals free of charge and averages about 600 to 1,000 visitors a year. Fubon 

Insurance hopes that through this education and training facility it can make everybody 

more aware of risk and convince people to take risk management seriously.
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online simply by turning on their mobile device, at any time no matter where 

they are.

Always conscious of its corporate social responsibility, Fubon Life also launched 

the domestic financial sector’s first online text chat service, enabling those 

unable to talk or the hearing- or speech-impaired to get real-time assistance from 

a customer service associate by chatting online. The service was used an 

average of 300 times per month in 2012, up 66% from the year earlier level, 

indicating that customers were becoming increasingly aware of the service.

In using the latest technology to build a more diversified service network, Fubon 

Life has expanded the reach of the firm’s services and information and made it 

possible for customers to access insurance services even when they are unable 

to use the phone, earning their satisfaction.

Of course Fubon Life still maintains a strong retail network, with 398 locations 

throughout Taiwan in 2012. Of those, 120 were in regions with low population 

densities (those outside the cities of Taipei, New Taipei, Taichung and Kaohsiung). 

Two new offices were added in Hsinchu City and Hsinchu County in 2012, with 

the offices employing 94 people.

long-term care products, and visited NGOs in Taiwan devoted to elderly care 

before offering in 2011 Taiwan’s first long-term care insurance products – “Fubon 

Life Specific Illness Whole Life Health Insurance” and “Fubon Life Whole Life 

Health Insurance (Accessory Contract).” In 2012, one of every three long-term 

care insurance policies sold in Taiwan was underwritten by Fubon Life. Of these, 

“Fubon Life Whole Life Insurance with Principal Protection” targets long-term 

care for any of eight specific conditions that account for 80% of long-term care 

needs: stroke, paralysis, multiple sclerosis, aortic replacement surgery, motor 

neuron disease, severe rheumatoid arthritis, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s 

disease. The relatively inexpensive policy, which offers lifetime coverage with 

unlimited benefits, integrates long-term care, survival benefits and life insur-

ance and is available to any individual aged 15-65. If any policyholder during 

the policy’s 10-year term is diagnosed with one of the eight conditions and is 

still alive as long as the ailment continues to exist, the insured: ① can receive 

annual benefits up to 10 times the value of the specific illness insurance until 

they are 99 years old without having to undergo a new checkup, and with no 

limits to payment amounts or number of payments; ② are exempt from paying 

future premiums even as the coverage remains in effect; ③ can collect survival 

benefits (disbursed based on the sum of the annual premiums paid according to 

standard premium rates) at the age of 75 whether or not afflicted with a disease, 

and benefits already paid out for the specific illness coverage are not deducted, 

meaning the insured do not have to worry about the high cost of care eating into 

their pensions; and ④ are still entitled to death benefits if they die during the 

contracted period or to longevity benefits if they live past 99 years of age, as long 

as conditions in the contract are met.

Beyond potential long-term care issues, individuals also need to prepare for 

retirement as they get older, and Fubon Life has introduced a typically innovative 

policy that combines retirement pensions and long-term care. The policy echoes 

the government’s call for private “long-term care,” “health care,” and “pension” 

insurance to be mutually complementary with social insurance programs and 

offers the families of those being cared for critical financial support. These many 

Fubon Life initiatives are giving Taiwan’s citizens more complete long-term care 

coverage and helping Taiwan move in the direction of being a more friendly country.

Putting the Customer First: Diversified Customer Service Channels

Fubon Life has always been committed to continuously improving its customer 

service for clients at home and abroad and now offers a diverse array of channels 

that make accessing Fubon Life services easier than ever. They include: a 24-

hour toll-free customer service hotline, a dedicated overseas emergency relief 

line, and various convenient online options (such as form downloads, a customer 

service mailbox, and an electronic newsletter for policyholders). The customer 

service line receives an average of 120,000 calls a month, and the newer online 

service channels have helped round out Fubon Life’s customer service network.

In 2012, the firm introduced an e-App function for smartphone users and an 

HD-APP for tablet users that are compatible with both the Android and Apple 

operating systems. A Mobile Web version was also developed. Through these 

platforms, policyholders can keep up to date on the latest news related to their 

accounts, check on their policies’ assets and liabilities, and even borrow money 

2012 Activites 2011 Activities Comparison

Two offices added 
in 2012, one each 
in Hsinchu City and 
Hsinchu County.

One office added in 
2011, in Yuli in Hualien 
County.

One more office was added 
in a low-population-density 
area in 2012 than in 2011.

Fubon Life has always put a premium on the customer experience and 

stresses a “people-oriented, customer-oriented” service philosophy in the hope 

that consumers will be able to more conveniently enjoy its services. Fubon Life 

will continue to create services that resonate with policyholders and help 

establish it as the benchmark for customer service in the domestic life insurance 

sector as it moves steadily toward its goal of becoming one of Asia’s first-class 

insurance companies.

Using Financial Expertise to Shoulder Social Responsibility

Taipei Fubon Bank makes social responsibility its everyday business. The bank 

offers preferential mortgage rates to salaried workers buying their first home to 

help make their dream of home ownership come true. At the same time, Taiwan 

is highly vulnerable in the summer and fall to typhoons that lead to the loss of 

life and heavy property damage. For mortgage customers facing difficulties 

because of a typhoon, the bank suspends the repayment of principal until they 

recover. Those facing more serious predicaments can be exempted from repaying 

interest during that period as well.

Period: Sept. 13, 2011 to the Present

Customers 1,620

Total Mortgage Value NT$9,367,514,000

Asset Quality M2+   NT$7,364,000

Mortgages Issued for Salaried-workers Buying their First Homes 
(Eligibility Conditions Described in Appendix)
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Taipei Fubon Bank also offers preferential interest rates in suppor t of 

government-backed preferential mortgage programs for people who do not own 

their own homes, an approach that helps disadvantaged and lower and 

middle-income families and those without homes solve their housing dilemmas.

Taipei Fubon Bank Outstanding Loan Balance under Preferential Mortgage 
Programs for People without Homes

Description 2012 2011
Increase 

(Decrease)

Interior Ministry-backed loans for buying 
or renovating a home

1,825 1,788 37

Preferential mortgages for young adults 11,179 9,443 1,736

Preferential mortgages for young adults 
with no interest paid the first two years 

3,459 3,117 342

Preferential mortgages for young adults 
in Kaohsiung buying their first home

86 0 86

Total 16,549 14,348 2,201

Unit: NT$1 million

In a similar vein, Taipei Fubon Bank successfully vied in 2008 to begin offering 

Ministry of Education Loans for Students Studying Abroad, helping Taiwanese 

students earn degrees overseas and raise their level of education. As of the end 

of 2012, such loans had been issued to 385 people. In 2011, the bank won a 

bid for the right to manage a Taipei City government program that encourages 

overseas study through subsidized low-interest loans. As of the end of 2012, a 

total of 1,628 loans had been issued under the program, helping Taipei residents 

go abroad to pursue advanced studies and degrees or specialized or technical 

certification. In November 2012, the bank won the right to run the program a 

second time, this time until 2017, with a bid that again offered the most attractive 

interest rates and service conditions.

Another way Taipei Fubon Bank applies its core competencies to help society is 

through credit card campaigns. It has issued several affinity credit cards co-branded 

with government agencies or social welfare groups that give consumers the chance 

to contribute to good causes as they spend money. The cards issued so far and 

their benefits are shown in the chart below:

Description 2012 2011
Increase 

(Decrease)

Loans for students in high school or 
above

25,625 24,948 677

Ministry of Education Loans for 
Students Studying Abroad

253 214 39

Taipei City Government's Department 
of Education Loans for Students 
Studying Abroad

1,426 568 858

Total 27,304 25,730 1,574

Taipei Fubon Bank Student Loan Outstanding Loan Balances
Unit: NT$1 million

Card Type
Angel Social 
Welfare Card

Dharma 
Drum 

Mountain 
Carefree 
Affinity 
Card

Taipei City 
Government 

Affinity 
Card

TVBS
 Affinity 

Card

Card 
approval 
contribution

N/A NT$300 N/A N/A

Contribution 
on 
purchases

0.3% 0.3% 0.32% 0.3%

Beneficiary

The 
Consortium 
Foundation 

in Support of 
Armed Forces 
Members and 
Dependents

Dharma 
Drum 

Mountain

Department 
of 

Education

TVBS 
Caring for 

Taiwan 
Foundation 

The bank also cooperates with initiatives by Taiwan’s central bank to restrain 

speculation in the property market and prevent it from overheating, establishing 

loan guidelines for “investors” and “speculators.”

Taipei Fubon Bank has been actively involved in issuing student loans to help 

students from disadvantaged and lower and middle-income families complete 

their education. In addition, to cultivate talent and encourage equal opportunity 

in education, the Bank has worked with the government since 1976 on a student 

loan program for students in senior high school or above. During that time, 

concerted efforts have been made to improve and simplify the application 

process for loans and develop an online student loan platform to enhance the 

service provided. To complement these efforts, campus seminars on student 

loans are occasionally held at the invitation of schools to help students learn 

at a young age how to use the money they have and handle personal credit 

responsibly. As of the end of 2012, a total of 68 seminars had been held since 

the program started, with more than 17,000 people participating.
The Fubon Charity Foundation collaborated with Taipei Fubon Bank in October 

2002 to launch the “Exchanging Points for Love” campaign, which gives Fubon 

cardholders the chance to redeem their reward points for a donation to charity. 

The program encourages cardholders to select this option by offering particularly 

attractive rewards per point earned (a NT$150 donation for every 2,000 points, 

increased to NT$200 from April to June). From March 1, 2013 to July 31, 2013, 

cardholders who donated 6,000 points or more were given an additional 1,500 

points. Over the years, this platform has served as a lifeline to social welfare 

groups that were having trouble raising funds or facing financial constraints. It 

has also given cardholders the chance to turn their unused reward points into 

something positive and spread love point by point throughout society. In 2012, 

the campaign raised NT$2,358,550 for 12 social welfare groups and the Fubon 

Charity Foundation’s “Making Friends with Love” initiative. Since the “Exchange 

Points for Love” campaign began in 2002, it has raised more than NT$27 million 

and benefited 117 different social welfare organizations.
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Showing Concern for Public Issues

Fubon Insurance has promoted reform of the public infrastructure 
insurance system through changes in the way insurance is accounted 
for – consolidating insurance for public projects with profit and 
management fees to build a more equitable and rational insurance 
system.

Fubon Insurance has introduced fire safety practices from abroad, 
helping clients raise their risk management processes and equipment 
to international standards.

Taipei Fubon Bank is involved in urban renewal, backing the renovation 
of multifunctional structures that meet urban renewal guidelines and 
the public’s needs. 

Pushing for Reform of the Public Project Insurance System

The design of the tender system for public projects in Taiwan has repeatedly 

sparked controversy, and insurance has been one of the issues. Several insurance 

abuses have been discovered during audits, hurting the image and commercial 

reputation of the insurance sector. To address flaws in the way insurance costs 

are accounted for in public projects and develop a sound, sustainable system, 

Fubon Insurance has discussed reforming public project insurance with central 

government agencies and local administrations for years. Fubon has advocated 

consolidating the budget for insurance premiums with those for profits and 

management fees, thereby creating an equitable, rational insurance system.

The process has yielded some initial results. The central government agency 

in charge of construction projects – the Public Construction Commission – 

has sent a letter to agencies at all levels suggesting that insurance premiums 

for infrastructure contracts be combined with the contractor’s profit and 

management fees. Fubon Insurance believes, however, that challenges will 

persist into the future, and it will continue to lobby agencies that still do not 

agree with the consolidation approach to achieve the stated objective.

Fubon Insurance President Steve T.H. Chen (left) meets with Tainan Mayor Lai 
Ching-te in December 2012 to discuss preventing corruption in public tenders.

Helping Publicize Worker Safety, Fire Prevention

Beyond respecting workers’ rights, Fubon puts a premium on worker safety. 

Fubon Insurance uses its loss control seminars to help the government promote 

occupational safety and has teamed up with the Taipei City Labor Inspection 

Office to hold worker safety and fire prevention seminars, actions exemplifying a 

socially responsible insurance company.

Fubon Insurance President Steve T.H. Chen (second from right) and Taipei Labor 
Inspection Office officials attend a seminar on worker safety and fire prevention 
in May 2011.

Fubon Insurance Executive Vice-President Cheng Chi-nan (third from left) and 
Yang Chia-yan (center), a division director at the Taiwan Institute for Economic 
Research, attend a symposium co-organized by Fubon Insurance and the APEC 
SCMC.

Promoting Risk Management, Continuity Planning

In recent years, Fubon has helped domestic enterprises develop business 

continuity plans and participated in several risk management events at home and 

abroad. After global supply chains were disrupted and economic activity halted 

by the March 2011 earthquake in Japan and flooding later in the year in Thailand, 

APEC endorsed a suggestion by Taiwan to promote SME business continuity 

planning. Building on this initiative, Fubon invited the Taiwan-based APEC SME 

Crisis Management Center to co-organize a symposium in November 2012 on 

SME business continuity management. The forum encouraged representatives 

from the private and public sectors and academia to join together in raising 

awareness of crisis management and business continuity planning.

Improving Quality of Life through Urban Renewal

Taipei Fubon Bank provided the necessary financing to urban renewal projects 

in both 2011 and 2012. In partnership with local residents, city governments and 

developers, the bank worked to create multi-purpose structures that met urban 

renewal guidelines and the public’s needs, resulting in residential complexes 

offering more attractive living environments and a higher quality of life.
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Fubon Charity Foundation
The Fubon Charity Foundation was the first Fubon Group to get involved in 

philanthropy. Its core causes now include the “Making Friends with Love” 

campaign to help children stay in school, the “Emergency Relief Fund” to help 

families survive economic emergencies, and “Fubon Volunteer Association” 

activities.

‘Making Friends with Love’ Campaign
The Fubon Charity Foundation has long concerned itself with social problems 

and the needs of the public, and provided timely assistance to socially 

disadvantaged households. Offering long-term solutions has been just as 

important, including emphasizing education. Only if children can pursue their 

education without disruptions from family or financial pressures can economic 

difficulties be fundamentally resolved. That is why the “Making Friends with Love” 

campaign was launched.

The program pools contributions from society at large and Fubon employees to 

protect the right of students to attend school, and it works through schools and 

teachers to identify and help children at risk of abandoning their education. Any 

student at an elementary, junior high or high school in Taiwan who needs help 

can apply for it through their school. Once the application is approved, NT$600 a 

month is wired directly to the student’s account, which is managed by the school 

so that the funds are put toward the student’s education as needed. The Fubon 

Charity Foundation is responsible for all administrative and personnel costs.

Over the years, many long-term contributors to the campaign have gone beyond 

making cash donations, also giving books, stationary items, clothes, and nutritional 

supplements to the foundation to pass on to the students. Students have sent 

thank-you cards, birthday cards, and even news of their admission to a good 

school to their sponsors in return to thank them for their support. Through these 

many expressions of kindness, the “Making Friends with Love” campaign has 

witnessed society’s warmth and the bright side of humanity. They have also 

encouraged the foundation to further support people with love and embrace hope, 

and play an even more active and positive role as a social welfare catalyst.

Every year, the “Making Friends with Love” campaign organizes one or two 

get-togethers attended by donors and students receiving their help. These 

gatherings, which give people the chance to share their lives and feelings, have 

helped the students gain the financial support they need to continue with their 

education while giving them the chance to thank their sponsors. They have also 

given rise to various “sponsor-child DIY” activities, adding richness and warmth 

to the students’ childhoods.

‘Making Friends with Love’ 10th Anniversary

In its first 10 years, the “Making Friends with Love” campaign helped more than 

120,000 economically disadvantaged students stay in school and continue their 

education. As the campaign celebrated its 10th anniversary, the Foundation 

invited popular singer-songwriter David Tao to be the campaign’s spokesman and 

produce songs and MVs to raise awareness of the cause. He also took the 

initiative to sponsor 100 children on his own and urged more people to get 

involved. In addition, a one-off fundraising project, spearheaded by a single he 

composed called “Just Love,” raised NT$3,518,551 in just three months. 

‘Exchanging Points for Love’

The “Making Friends with Love” campaign has emerged as more than just a 

vehicle for people in Taiwan to share their love. It has also become a platform 

used for giving back to society. The best example of this is the “Exchanging Points 

for Love” campaign.

In December 2002, the Fubon Charity Foundation joined with Taipei Fubon Bank 

to launch the initiative, which allows Fubon credit card holders to redeem bonus 

points as cash donations (every 2,000 points can be turned into a NT$150 

donation). The funds are then donated through the public welfare platform built by 

the Foundation to social welfare groups in need of or having trouble raising funds. 

Many Fubon card users have shown their warmth and compassion for others by 

directing their unused reward points to this public welfare campaign.

Bringing together consumers, companies and the Fubon Charity Foundation 

platform has only added to the campaign’s impact and resulted in even 

more resources being injected into local NGOs. Fubon cardholders donated 

NT$2,358,550 to 13 social welfare groups in 2012, and they have contributed 

more than NT$27 million to 117 social welfare groups since the campaign began 

over a decade ago.

Total Distributions

The “Making Friends with Love” campaign has stood by and encouraged students 

from economically disadvantaged households to bravely overcome the many 

obstacles of poverty and offered them the chance to grow academically. In many 

cases, it has fundamentally changed their lives. In 2012, NT$121,575,600 was 

raised, helping 17,037 students continue their education. Overall, the campaign 

has helped 129,887 children since its inception in 2002.

Emergency Relief Fund Programs
The Fubon Charity Foundation’s top priority since it was founded has been the 

“Emergency Relief Fund.” The program offers individuals or families who have 

fallen on hard times the necessary help to get through their difficulties. Help is 

provided in many forms, including by offering individual financial assistance and 

Assistance Provided in 2012 Assistance Provided in 2011 Comparison

Total: NT$121,575,600 Total: NT$124,030,800 Total contributions were NT$2,455,200 lower in 2012 than in 2011.

Students helped: 17,037 Students helped: 17,226 A total of 189 fewer students received help in 2012 than in 2011.
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medical care; creating a system through which Fubon employees can notify the 

foundation of people with emergency needs; and cooperating on projects 

organized with other social welfare groups.

Individual Financial Assistance

The “Emergency Relief Fund” targets economically disadvantaged individuals or 

households that have suffered economic misfortune in the previous six months. 

They are usually referred to the foundation by government agencies or NGOs. 

The Fund provides subsidies to cover living, medical or even funeral expenses to 

assist those in need, enabling them to survive. It also hopes to help them get back 

on their feet and emerge from their predicament.

This case-by-case assistance relies on an extensive referral network. The 

Foundation has developed an emergency assistance notification system with the 

cooperation of government agencies, such as county government social bureaus 

and township-level social affairs offices, social services offices at private and 

public hospitals, government-registered social welfare groups, schools, and 

branches of the Fubon Volunteer Association.

Since 2006, the Foundation has encouraged Fubon Volunteer Association 

members to visit families receiving assistance to better understand their 

situations and how the financial aid is being used, and also actively promoted 

an “Employee Case Notification System.” Fubon subsidiaries have branches 

throughout the country, and volunteer association members at those branches 

who make visits into their communities take the initiative to let the foundation 

know of people or families who may need help. These efforts, which demonstrate 

Fubon’s drive to assist the economically disadvantaged and fulfill the social 

responsibility of a “corporate citizen,” are gradually extending to all corners of the 

country, enhancing the Foundation’s public image as a group that cares about the 

lives of local residents. In 2012, a total of 1,116 families or individuals received 

help through the emergency relief program.

Medical Fund Accounts

The Emergency Relief Fund’s medical assistance program enables economically 

disadvantaged people in remote areas who have suffered a catastrophic illness 

or major injury get the care they need. The service is provided in collaboration 

with Buddhist Tzu Chi General Hospital in Hualien, Mennonite Christian Hospital 

in Hualien and Cathay General Hospital in Taipei and primarily targets economically 

disadvantaged individuals or families in northern or eastern Taiwan who have 

pressing medical needs. Through the program, Fubon’s efforts to help the 

disadvantaged now extend into resource-poor remote parts of Taiwan and provide 

individuals and families much-needed financial support to pay off medical bills. In 

2012, the program provided medical assistance to 3,340 people.

921 Orphan Scholarship

The “921 Orphan Scholarship” program caters to children who lost one or both 

of their parents in the magnitude 7.3 earthquake that rocked central Taiwan on 

Sept. 21, 1999 and left more than 2,000 people dead. The program offers an 

economic stipend of NT$10,000 per month to children victimized by the quake for 

their education until they are 20. If they are still in school at that age, the monthly 

stipend continues until the recipient’s studies come to an end. Beneficiaries who 

have reached the age of 22 who are still students and have been admitted to a 

master’s program in Taiwan can apply for an extension of the grant.

In 2012, there were 40 people still receiving funding under the program, which is 

financed by donations from Fubon Life.

Fubon Insurance ‘Microinsurance’ Project

Under this project, individuals being helped by social welfare groups that work 

with the Fubon Charity Foundation are given access to inexpensive one-year 

accident insurance. Beneficiaries must be between the ages of 15 and 70 and 

meet eligibility requirements. Individuals in vegetative states, with severe mental 

disabilities, or who are on Fubon Insurance’s internal insurance refusal list cannot 

be insured under the plan.

The microinsurance project helps those who are not poor enough to qualify for 

social assistance but still cannot afford to buy regular insurance, offering them 

protection if they suffer a serious injury or develop a severe disability. By 

effectively using social resources, the plan takes care of this group’s social 

security needs and reflects the company’s commitment to corporate social 

responsibility.

In 2012, the microinsurance project offered protection to 162 people.

Scholarships for Orphans of Typhoon Morakot Heroes

This initiative provides scholarships to children who had a parent die while trying 

to rescue others after Typhoon Morakot in August 2009. The children of these 

heroes receive between NT$30,000 and NT$100,000 every September to help 

cover their school expenses. The funding continues until they graduate from 

college.

Twelve children – two in elementary school, seven in high school and three in 

college – received assistance under the program in 2012. 

Total Distributions

The Emergency Relief Fund distributed NT$18,965,921 in 2012 to help 4,670 

individuals and families.

Assistance Provided in 2012 Assistance Provided in 2011 Comparison

Total: NT$18,965,921 Total: NT$18,873,532 Total contributions were NT$92,389 higher in 2012 than in 2011

Beneficiaries: 4,670 individuals and families Beneficiaries: 4,008 individuals and families Assistance was given in 662 more cases in 2012 than in 2011
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Fubon Volunteer Association Activities
The Fubon has always seen itself as “social catalyst” in which every employee 

is a member of the “Fubon Volunteer Association.” The practice of top business 

group executives leading their colleagues in serving and caring for society and 

engaging in charitable activities has long been an intrinsic part of the Fubon 

corporate culture. 

Since being founded in 2003, the “Fubon Volunteer Association” has set up 23 

branches around Taiwan based on Fubon Financial Holdings’ business groups to 

meet the development needs of local communities. The association makes sure 

that beyond providing society with specialized financial services, Fubon is on the 

front lines caring for underprivileged groups, including disadvantaged children, 

people with disabilities and the elderly. In more recent years, it has also followed 

the lead of the Fubon Group’s strong advocacy of environmental protection, and 

extended its vision from “people” to the “environment.”

The Fubon Volunteer Association holds four high-level meetings a year, with 

representatives from Fubon Financial Holdings’ business groups in attendance 

to brainstorm new ideas and review and improve ongoing volunteer campaigns, 

from blood drives, and branch activities to the “Fubon Social Welfare Ambassador” 

initiative, ensuring that the initiatives best reflect Fubon’s dynamism and positive 

influence on society.

Blood Drives

The association held two blood drives during winter and summer vacation in 

February and August 2012. More than 700 Fubon volunteers were mobilized to 

man 25 blood collection stations around Taiwan. The Consumer Finance Group 

donated limited edition “Cha-Shan-Fang” hand soap and “Les Triplés” brand 

tableware sets as incentives to encourage people to give blood.

The two blood drives collected a combined 7,493 bags, or 1.87 million cc of blood, 

that were distributed by the Taiwan Blood Services Foundation to health care 

organizations throughout the country, helping countless patients get the blood 

needed to sustain their precious lives. Because of the activity’s success, Fubon 

was honored by the foundation as an “Outstanding Blood Donating Organization” 

for the fourth consecutive year. 

Branch Activities

Branch activities are primarily designed to encourage volunteers with each 

branch to take the initiative in serving their communities. Aside from helping 

communities, the activities also help strengthen the cohesion of Fubon units and 

the sense of identity employees have with the Group. A total of 21 activities were 

held in 2012, drawing the participation of 526 volunteers. The events included:

Cleaning up a hillside are around a Fubon apartment complex in Neihu, and  ●

the Wufongci scenic area in Yilan County, the Baishawan (White Sand Bay) 

beach in Kenting and the Dahan River bank in New Taipei. The association 

has also adopted the “Huwei Heritage Park” and is responsible for 

maintaining its grounds. All of these actions help protect the environment.

Caring for and donating supplies to the Autism Assocation of Keelung  ●

Parents, the Beacon of Faith Home for Youth in Keelung, and students 

of the New Dawn Educare Center in Hualien.

Wrapping zongzi with students at the Hwa Yen Development Center in  ●

Miaoli County on Dragon Boat Festival day; planting trees with and 

giving free haircuts to students of Meiyuan Elementary School in Miaoli 

County; organizing summer camp activities for disadvantaged students 

in Yilan County; reading and having meals with students at Pu-hsien 

Nursery School in Yilan County; and working with the Huashan Social 

Welfare Foundation to share a Lunar New Year dinner with senior 

citizens living alone. A day of companionship can show concern for 

others in many different ways.

Pulling together Fubon’s core competencies to provide specialized  ●

financial knowledge to students at the Central Region Children’s Home 

in Taichung, Zuozhen Elementary School in Tainan, and the Pingtung 

Service Center of the Taipei Orphan Welfare Foundation to foster healthy 

attitudes about money.

Teaming up with the If Kids Children’s Theater to organize performances  ●

in Taitung for economically disadvantaged children and orphanages.

Helping 100 economically disadvantaged students at Chiong Lin  ●

Elementary School make their dreams come true by mobilizing Fubon 

colleagues to donate goods.

Assisting the Taiwan Foundation for Rare Disorders organize a charity  ●

concert and a scholarship awards ceremony.

David Tao is introduced as the “Making Friends with 
Love” spokesman at the “Just Love” press conference

“Making Friends with Love” get-together

The Fubon Volunteer Association and the If Kids 
Children’s Theater as they performing in Taitung
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Fubon volunteers pay personal visits to people being 
helped through the "Emergency Relief Fund"

Volunteer Education Seminar lecturer - Fubon Life 
Insurance President Benson Chen

“We Deliver Green! Classroom” program press conference

Volunteer Education Seminars

The “Volunteer Education Seminars” are the centerpiece of a transformative 

volunteer training program that offers diverse learning perspectives to help 

cultivate volunteers’ enthusiasm for service and a sense of mission. At the four 

seminars held in 2012, prominent figures and Fubon Group managers were 

invited to share their experience and expertise.

Fubon Public Welfare Ambassador Campaign

The “Fubon Public Welfare Ambassador” campaign was conceived to encourage 

Fubon employees to participate in public welfare activities and put Fubon’s 

corporate social responsibility into action. Under the program, employees can 

recommend an outside NGO to the Fubon Charity Foundation and apply for up 

to NT$200,000 in funding to support that NGO, and they must participate in the 

recommended NGO’s activities if the application is successful. In 2012, of 71 

applications received, 23 were approved and given a total of NT$2 million in 

funding. Some of the initiatives were directed at children or teenagers from 

low-income families or who were being raised by single parents in remote parts 

of Taiwan or being raised by grandparents, or who exhibited behavioral problems. 

The initiatives ranged from summer personal growth camps, after-school tutoring 

and life education programs, to musical instrument lessons, gender education 

and character education.

Other initiatives targeting the hearing or visually impaired, people with mental 

disorders, and people afflicted with infantile paralysis or epilepsy involved fun 

sports meets, talent exhibitions, cycling tours, drawing contests, rice planting, 

charity auctions and classes familiarizing people with assistive devices. The el-

derly were also a key focus. Aside from efforts to deliver meals to seniors living 

alone, community gatherings were organized to raise funds for services helping 

people who have dementia, are incapacitated or have no family members to lean 

on. Also, group classes were held to enhance seniors’ self-respect and help them 

adapt to the later phase of their life, effectively preventing suicidal tendencies.

We Deliver Green! Classroom

The Fubon Charity Foundation teamed up with FedEx on the “We Deliver Green! 

Classroom” program to promote environmental education in remote parts of 

Taiwan where resources are scarce. FedEx delivered 3,000 seedlings to 101 

remote schools and recruited 3,000 young gardeners to each plant one of the 

seedlings on school grounds, instilling in them a sense of mission to care for and 

protect the environment. Forty Fubon and FedEx volunteers also visited Dashan 

Elementary School in Miaoli County to teach children about protecting the 

environment and how to use recycled materials to make picture frames, puppets, 

and cards.

Supporting Fubon Group Charitable Activities

The Fubon Volunteer Association occasionally supports other charitable activities 

organized by the Fubon Group. Among them:

Two special gatherings for the Fubon Charity Foundation’s “Making  ●

Friends with Love” campaign, drawing the participation of 124 Fubon 

volunteers.

The Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation’s “1919 Go Exercise” bicycle  ●

tour of Taiwan in which six Fubon volunteers joined in the ride.

Results Summary

In 2012, 1,387 volunteers participated in activities organized by the association or 

in other Fubon public welfare activities and contributed 9,859 hours of their time.

In the 24 years that it has served Taiwan, the Fubon Charity Foundation has made 

painstaking efforts to spread love and prosperity, efforts that have earned widespread 

acclaim and support. The Foundation intends to remain on the front lines of public 

service, bringing love and caring to wherever it’s needed throughout society. 

Assistance Provided in 2012 Assistance Provided in 2011 Comparison

Volunteer participation: 1,387 times Volunteer participation: 1,197 times Volunteers participated in activities 190 more times in 2012 than in 2011

Total hours served: 9,859 Total hours served: 8,201 Volunteers served 1,658 more hours in 2012 than in 2011

Note: Based on the minimum hourly wage of NT$103/hour set by the Council of Labor Affairs, the economic contribution of the volunteers in 2012 totaled NT$103*9,859  
 hours= NT$1,015,477.
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Life and Film Education Project ●

Mobile Library Reading Project ●

After-school Tutoring & Traveling  ●

Volunteers Program

Young Voices  ●

TEDxYouth@Taida ●

Radio Show – Let’s Talk about  ●

Media

Elementary School Tour of Hope ●

Junior High School Tour of Hope ●

Financial Handbook & Website ●

Career Exploration Campus  ●

Tour Seminars

Young Dreams Project ●

Healthy Development in Mozambique ●

Assistance to Street Children in Kinshasa ●

Assistance to Children in Sri Lanka ●

Life Education
Life and Film Education Project

Using film as a medium to spark dialogue and promote life education, the 

Foundation worked in 2012 with seven schools in northern, central and southern 

Taiwan to screen a series of outstanding movies that touched on thought-provoking 

topics about life. The project, which featured teacher workshops on the films’ main 

themes, film appreciation sessions, post-screening interactive discussions, and life 

education creative thinking activities for teenagers, helped around 2,000 teachers 

and students develop greater respect for different life values and cherish life more.

Media Literacy
Young Voice Campaign
(Young Voice Network/Young Voice Workshops/Young Voice Awards & 
Young Voice Super Festival/Young Voice Handbook)

Amid an explosion in new forms of media driven by rapid advances in technology, 

the Young Voice campaign encourages teenagers to develop the ability to think 

independently and delve into social issues by using media to express themselves. 

In 2005, a “Young Voice Network” was developed to give teenagers a platform on 

which they could make their voices heard. The network comes up with  a special 

project centered on a new theme every other month and has teenagers interview 

prominent people in the field and file a report on the story on the Young Voice 

website, which has nearly 18,000 members. The volume of real-time interaction 

between the the Young Voice Network’s Facebook fans club and other teenagers 

rose consistently on a weekly basis in 2012 from a year earlier.

The “Young Voice Workshops” consist of five workshops covering creative imaging, 

photography, international artists, creative management and film critique that offer

hands-on courses for a group of high school and vocational school media 

clubs. The careful design of the workshops, the richness of the content, and 

Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation

the process of working closely with instructors all help participating teenagers 

bravely explore their own potential and convey their own world views. They gain 

the ability to express their personal feelings and those of the people they care for, 

ultimately becoming “experts” on their own lives and masters of their own minds. 

In 2012, the workshops attracted nearly 900 teenagers and resulted in 18 short 

films, nearly 100 photographs and about 50 articles. The films were broadcast on 

the Kbro digital TV system Connect TV.

The “Young Voice Awards” encouraged teenagers in 2012 to submit photographs, 

videos and essays that explored the relationship between “time” and “narrative” 

under the theme “One Thing That Happened Yesterday.” The challenge received 

an enthusiastic response, with 900 entries submitted. The award-winning works 

from the “Young Voice Awards” and the best creations of the year from the “Young 

Voice Workshops” were later exhibited at the Red House in Ximending as part of 

the “Young Voice Super Festival.” The works not only created an opportunity for 

dialogue between generations, they also helped society better understand the 

life experiences and true feelings of Taiwan’s teenagers. The artists also had the 

chance to share their works with their peers and adults. The five-day exhibit drew 

more than 1,200 visitors.

In the “Young Voice Handbook,” the Foundation expounds on the “Young Voice” 

campaign, including the program’s ideals, the philosophy behind it and its short, 

medium and long-term education goals. The handbook also offers teenage 

workers and educators suggestions on learning about media literacy with related 

lesson examples. The handbook is actually composed of two books, one a 

theoretical look at the Young Voice campaign and the other a survey on how 

Taiwanese teenagers use new media.

Every child represents a seed of hope, and the Fubon Cultural & Educational Foundation has played the role of gardener for many years, cultivating those seeds with warmth 

and patience. The Foundation has developed comprehensive learning strategies that embrace innovation and change in response to social trends and served as a bridge 

between teenagers and their parents and teachers, hoping to create diverse opportunities for society to collectively foster the “new competitiveness” of the next generation.

Life 
Education

Media 
Literacy

Endowment 
Education

Community 
Education

Financial 
Education

Humanitarian 
Efforts
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TEDxYouth@Taida

The theme of the 2012 Taiwan TEDx activites was “Dream Big….Then Do It.” At 

this year’s event, which was organized in collaboration with a team of National 

Taiwan University students, six young Taiwanese in different fields were invited to 

share their dreams and actual experiences, including helping farmers sell their 

produce directly to consumers, and setting up the volunteer group “1 la 1,” in 

which the joy of one individual inviting another to help people proves contagious.

Among the other compelling stories: setting up an online platform to bring 

students and volunteers from different areas closer through new media; sharing 

insightful observations on reptiles; demonstrating tea culture and exposing the 

strange dream lurking behind the elegance of tea; and a 13-year-old who won a 

gold medal at an international invention competition explaining his thought 

process in trying to solve problems that spring up in daily life.

The TEDx international platform makes it possible for the stories of these teenagers 

to resonate around the world and for Taiwanese teenagers to see how their peers 

dare to dream and then take the initiative to pursue their ambitions. The TEDx 

event drew more than 160 people, with 95% of those in attendance saying 

afterwards that it made them more aware of the dynamism and vitality of young 

people and their strong motivation to move forward – a force that could make the 

world better. The moving stories also inspired attendees to want to make their 

own contributions to society.

Radio Show – Let’s Talk about Media

This radio show, co-produced with Taiwan’s Broadcasting Corporation of China 

(BCC) and broadcast Monday through Saturday from 4-5 p.m., was nominated 

for two Radio Broadcasting Golden Bell Awards in 2012: “Best Comprehensive 

Program” and “Best Comprehensive Program Host.” The show has emerged as an 

important platform for guidance on parent-child communication, parenting, and 

financial issues. Its “Money-management Classroom” segment, for example, 

features Fubon Financial Holdings professionals who explain how to build a 

personal safety net and share money management and investment concepts.

Starting in the third quarter, the program was video-recorded and broadcast 

online on Sina Weibo Taiwan, and Friday shows are shown live online or over 

mobile phones to viewers in Taiwan and China. A BCC survey found this 

innovative show to be extremely popular with both listeners and viewers and the 

one they inquire about most. Another similar collaboration between different 

sectors took place every two months when the Foundation joined with Kuang San 

Sogo Department Store in Taichung and the Kaohsiung Municipal Social 

Education Center to hold “Winning Parenting” and “Let’s Talk about Media” 

seminars. More than 6,000 attended the seminars in 2012.

Endowment Education
Career Exploration Campus Tour Seminars

A pivotal period in each person’s career development is their time in secondary 

school. In 2012, the Foundation held “Setting Talent Free Seminars” and 

“Celebrity Career Lectures” to help adolescents better understand themselves 

and discover their innate talents. 

“Setting Talent Free – Exploring Oneself, Finding the Right Fit”: Targeted at 

junior high school and vocational school students, these seminars used a 

scientific adaptive testing tool called CPAS (career personality aptitude system) 

to guide students on discovering themselves and the professions for which they 

are best suited with the help of on-site career coaches.  

“Celebrity Career Lectures – Dare to Dream for Future Success”: Targeted at 

junior high students to supplement their career development education, these 

seminars have invited prominent figures from various professions to share their 

career journeys, stories that encourage teenagers to bravely pursue their dreams. 

Among those appearing in 2012 were philanthropist Shen Hsin-ling, director Lin 

Yu-hsien, NGO writer Chu Shi-ying, baker Wu Zih-jing – the apprentice of 2010 

Bakery World Cup Master Baker Wu Pao-chun – and Miracle x Art space 

general manager Cheng Cheng-liang. This seminar series has toured more than 

100 schools around the country since it was launched in 2008 and has attracted 

over 10,000 students during that time.

Young Voice Awards Poster

Radio Show – Let’s Talk about Media

Young Dreams Project
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Young Dreams Project

Adults are not the only ones who have dreams. Adolescents harbor many youthful, 

heartfelt dreams, but they are often impeded or crushed by existing constraints 

or a lack of resources. To encourage teenagers to bravely express and pursue 

their dreams, the Foundation held a “Celebrity Charity Photo Exhibition” at the 

end of 2011 that raised over NT$9 million for a fund to finance the “Youth Dream 

Project.” 

The project held a competition in the first half of 2012 for individuals or groups 

of teenagers between the ages of 13 and 19 to determine which dreams would 

receive financial support. Applicants had to submit a proposal to be judged 

on four criteria – creativity, execution, impact and sustainability – and then be 

interviewed by three expert judges before the winners were decided. In the 

end, 14 entries in the group category and 12 entries in the individual category 

were selected, with groups receiving up to NT$300,000 and individuals up to 

NT$150,000 in funding. The themes of the winning projects were extremely 

varied, from ecological conservation, environmental protection, and volunteer 

services to culture and education, design and organic farming. The project 

periods ranged between two months and a year and were expected to all be 

completed by June 2013.

Community Education
(Mobile Library Reading Project/After-school Tutoring & Traveling 

Volunteers Program)

Mobile Library Reading Project

The Foundation’s “Mobile Library Reading Project” is built around a converted 

cargo truck that carries a wide array of reading materials into villages in remote 

parts of Taiwan to supplement elementary school reading activities. The Fubon 

volunteers who accompany the library on wheels read to and act out stories for 

youngsters to help open new reading horizons. The program, which makes it 

possible for children to expand their knowledge outside of class, also helps 

villages build libraries and collect books from outside communities. To date, the 

program has visited more than 40 out-of-the-way villages and 80 elementary 

schools.

After-school Tutoring & Traveling Volunteers Program

The Foundation got involved in after-school tutoring in 1995 to help indigenous 

and disadvantaged children living in resource-deprived areas or bad learning 

environments with their schoolwork. The tutoring initiative has helped participating 

children improve their competitiveness and develop better study habits, ultimately 

narrowing the learning gap between urban and rural Taiwan. To date, the program 

has served children in more than 20 remote villages. 

The “Traveling Volunteers Project” gives those with a zest for travel and an interest 

in volunteer service the chance to experience a variety of geographic settings, 

cultural heritages and living environments while bringing public welfare ideals to 

fruition. Acting as catalysts in igniting the vitality and innovativeness of out-of-the-

way villages during three-week stints, the volunteers help care for young children 

after school and help them cultivate outside interests; accompany and care for 

village elders; and assist with village development plans.

Financial Education
(Elementary School Tours/Junior High Tours/Financial 

Handbooks & Online Advocacy)

The Foundation has always seen financial education as an extension of life 

education and made forging healthy values toward money an even higher priority 

than imparting financial knowledge. The “Outreach program” creates teaching 

programs for elementary and junior high schools based on their different 

needs. At elementary schools, skits with financial themes are used to impart 

healthy money concepts, while the program at junior highs features presentations 

by Taipei Fubon Bank executives. Highlights of these financial education classes 

are also transmitted to all corners of Taiwan through a financial handbook and 

the Foundation’s website, in the hope that they will get teenagers thinking about 

how to turn their dreams into reality and become “little tycoons” in both body 

and mind.

Elementary School Tour of Hope

The skit “Little Yuanzi’s Allowance” was performed at 11 elementary schools in 

mountainous villages around Taiwan. It tells the story of a child of a young family 

Career Exploration Campus Tour Seminars

Young Voice Super Festival

Mobile Library Reading Project
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who spent her allowance recklessly without saving any of it and eventually 

found herself without a penny when she really needed it at an older age, 

disappointing her parents and making it hard for her to get credit. The life-like 

story resonated with the youngsters and successfully conveyed the concepts of 

“living within your means,” “distinguishing between ‘needs’ and ‘wants’,” and 

“cherishing one’s personal credit.” More than 4,800 saw the show in 2012.

Junior High School Tour of Hope

Nearly 20 Taipei Fubon Bank branch managers and wealth management center 

directors were the driving forces behind this financial education series. Before 

heading out to schools, the executives received training on teaching techniques, 

time management, and the creation of a good learning atmosphere. The classes, 

which were designed to stimulate students’ desire to learn with the help of videos, 

games and questions for prizes, revolved around developing healthy attitudes 

toward money and tips on how to handle it. They taught students basic concepts, 

such as “price does not equal value” and “needs do not equal wants,” and stressed 

the importance of “saving and keeping track of money,” “consumer credit,” and 

“financial security.” The series, which reached out to 21 schools in 2012, received 

enthusiastic reactions wherever it went and drew praise from the schools’ 

teachers and parents. More than 5,500 people participated in the 21 events.

Financial Handbook & Website

The financial handbook and website are used to further promote sound attitudes 

toward money. The handbook offers in-depth teaching materials on such topics as 

deposits, foreign exchange, stocks, life insurance, general insurance, funds and 

sound attitudes toward money. The website gives parents and teenagers separate 

worksheets to read and download, helping them develop financial smarts 

whenever and wherever they want to.

Humanitarian Efforts
Healthy Development in Mozambique

The Foundation has taken an active role in the Muakiwa area development 

program, organizing a water resources committee and helping build five water 

wells to bring potable water to the area’s 20,898 people. Access to clean water 

has enhanced local health standards and lowered mortality rates for children 

under 5 years old while also helping children get a better education and 

communities improve their farming practices. In the Munhiba area development 

program, efforts have been made to improve the lives of disadvantaged children 

or those who have lost parents to the AIDS pandemic and give them the ability 

to fend for themselves. The Foundation has also supported the training of 10 

community alliances (involving building community care groups, and participating 

in and empowering school and faith-based organizations) and promoted AIDS 

prevention through the process, helping 1,440 child AIDS orphans have a safe, 

protected environment in which to grow up.

Assistance to Street Children in Kinshasa

The Foundation has put in place night shelters and more complete health care 

facilities to help homeless children in Kinshasa, the capital city of the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo. It has also taken in-depth measures to assist in the 

spiritual renewal of the children and the improvement of the general social 

environment. Through these initiatives, 15,319 people have received health care 

at medical stations, 1,352 girls have received advice on giving birth, 245 girls 

have begun using hormonal contraceptives, 557 gir ls are using other 

contraceptive methods, and 8,240 girls and children under 5 have stayed in night 

shelters.

Assistance to Children in Sri Lanka

The Foundation has provided economic, education and medical assistance to 

100 children in the Mangrove area development program in Sri Lanka since a 

tsunami devastated part of the country in 2004, helping them build better lives.

The “Little Yuanzi’s Allowance” skit
“Outreach program”

Humanitarian Efforts

Fubon C
ultural & Educational Foundation
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Fubon Art Foundation
Since its inception in 1997, the Fubon Art Foundation has remained loyal to its 

original inspiration of “sharing” art and has launched many popular events guided 

by that principle, including the annual “Very Fun Park” contemporary art exhibition 

in eastern Taipei and the informative and lively “Fubon Forums.” Sharing is also 

at the heart of the “Art Map,” a guide to life in the eastern part of the city, and the 

co-produced radio show “Fun Art Radio.” Through its commitment to sponsoring 

artistic creativity, promoting art education, and enhancing lifestyles, the Foundation 

has transformed the idea that “art is a commitment to life” into a widely embraced 

pursuit.

Aesthetic Education
Fubon Forums

The “Fubon Forum” series consisted of more than 20 free lectures and 50 paid 

classes in 2012, covering topics ranging from literature, gourmet food and 

architecture to design, cultural and creative topics, and film and also including 

a workshop series. One of the featured speakers was Academy Award-winning 

director Ang Lee, who appeared just before the premiere of his hit film “Life of Pi.” 

Lee captivated the audience with his discussion of the process of filmmaking and 

poignant and humble charm. Another attention-getter was Pritzker Architecture 

Prize winner Richard Meier, who talked about the distinctive traits of his works 

and his conception of space. The response from architectural, design and cultural 

fields to this architectural icon was overwhelming, with 900 people registering for 

the lecture in just 90 minutes. The participation of Lee and Meier indicated that 

cultural masters around the world have come to recognize the Fubon Forums as 

a leading knowledge platform.

Beyond independently organizing lectures, the Fubon Forum also collaborated 

with others on several projects, including the “Let’s Talk Design” series during 

Taiwan Designers’ Week and the Golden Horse Film Festival guide. These many 

activities in step with the latest trends offer an endless reserve of cultural 

sustenance to the public.

In the 12 years since they were launched, the Fubon Forums have steadily 

brewed a cultural heritage unique to Taiwan, attracting over 80,000 members and 

550 prominent speakers. More than 150,000 people have attended nearly 1,400 

life aesthetics events organized under the program to date. Activities in 2012 

included:

27 free “monthly” lectures: The Foundation originally planned to hold  ●

one free lecture a month but later changed that to two a month, turning 

the Fubon Forums into an even bigger platform for exchanges on 

lifestyles, aesthetics and creativity. A total of 7,494 people attended the 

lectures.

Classes: Because the scope of the free lectures was expanded, the  ●

themed classes in 2012 were streamlined. Twenty-two courses 

consisting of a total of 50 classes were held, drawing 2,359 participants.

2012 2011

Free Lectures 27 Free Lectures 9

Attendance 7,494 Attendance 3,561

Paid Classes 50 Paid Classes 101

Attendance 2,359 Attendance 4,941

Comparison of Fubon Forum free lectures/paid classes in 2011 and 2012 ●

Time Spring Fall

Type Partners
Total Amount 
(Unit: NT$)

Partners
Total Amount 
(Unit: NT$)

Radio
UFO Radio, “Good Men, Good
Women”

$7,000,000 UFO Radio $2,220,000

TV PTS, TLC $540,000 PTS, Next TV, TTV, FTV, ERA TV $2,715,000

Websites

Books.com, La Vie, Marie Claire Taiwan, Taipei Arts Festival, 
Media Sphere Communications, readingtimes.com,
 30 magazine, Yahoo news, Sina.com, 
United Daily News network, Epoch Times, PChome news, 
MSN news, Next Media, Liberty Times, China Times.com, 
Elle magazine, TLC, Jiepang App

$6,080,435

Books.com, Golden Horse Film Festival, 
Taiwan Designers’ Week, YLib (Yuan-Liou Publishing), 
City x Culture, Yahoo news, Sina.com,
United Daily News network, Epoch Times, PChome news, 
MSN news, Next Media, Liberty Times, 
China Times.com

$1,805,000

Print 

Media

Culture Express, Taipei Times, La
Vie, Marie Claire Taiwan, TaipeiArts Festival,
 China Times

$880,037

Taiwan Designers’ Week, Golden Horse Film Festival, 
Cue magazine, Culture Express, Art Taipei, Apple Daily, 
China Times, Liberty Times, Taiwan Times,
Commons Daily, China Time,Youth Daily News, 
Taipei Times, China Post, CommonWealth Magazine

$600,000

Premiums
Melvita, Catamona, La Vie, Lomography, OPI, Melvita, 
Marie Claire Taiwan, Elle magazine

$699,750
Art Taipei, Catamona, Melvita, OPI, 
Golden Horse Film Festival

$246,330

Total $15,200,222 Total $7,586,330

Spring/Fall Collaboration with Outside Partners: Value of Free Publicity, Products Provided ●
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Ratio of New to Repeat Students at Free Fall Lectures ●

New Students 
52%

Repeat Students 
48%

Profiles of Students at 2012 Spring/Fall Fubon Forums Classes ●

General Public 35%

Voucher Recipients 14%

Public Relations 9%

Students 25%

Teachers 13%
Fubon Group Employees 11%

Taipei Fubon Bank Cardholders 11%

Profile of 
Students at 

Spring Classes

General Public 68%

Fubon Group
Employees 11%

Members of 
Outside Groups 1%

Public Relations 2%

Students 4%
Teachers 4%

Taipei Fubon Bank 
Cardholders 10%

Profile of 
Students at 
Fall Classes

Attendance at 2012 Spring/Fall Fubon Forums Classes by Content ●

Culture and Creativity Series 14%Art Series 15%

Travel Series 9%

City Series 25%

Wine Tasting Series 4%

Fashion Series 12%

Film Series 21%

Profile of 
Students at 

Spring Classes

Culture and Creativity Series 15%

Travel Series 27%

City Series 23%

Wine Tasting Series 5%

Fashion Series 15%

Film Series 15%

Profile of 
Students at 
Fall Classes

Use of Vouchers for Classes within Fubon Group ●

Class Voucher Use by Unit in 2012 
(Estimated as of Nov. 27)

 █ Vouchers Issued
 █ Vouchers Used

Group VIP 
vouchers

166
20

Banking
550

27

Asset 
Management

250
17

General 
Insurance

250
31

Securities
250

8

Life Insurance
500

27

Futures
50

5

Richard Meier in Fubon Master Forum

Fubon Master Forum - Ang Lee

UFO radio “Fun Art Radio”

UFO Radio “Fun Art Radio”

The Foundation and UFO Radio co-produce the show “Fun Art Radio,” which 

reaches a large audience through the radio station’s broad listenership in 

Taipei. The Foundation has been able to expand its partnerships and areas of 

interest through its contact with the many distinguished cultural figures who have 

been invited on the show, and it has maintained excellent relationships with 

them. Prominent dancer Feng-yi Sheu, for example, was booked for the fall 

Fubon Forums after making an appearance on the program. These segments 

help publicize Foundation activities.

Exhibitions: Five segments arranged with seven exhibitors invited to  ●

appear.
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Fubon Forums: Sixteen segments arranged featuring 21 Fubon Forum ●

speakers.

Promotional deals: Collaborated with other organizations on Art Taipei  ●

2012 and Eslite Rooftop Live and also arranged for publicity of “Life of 

Pi” in exchange for advertising and vouchers. 

Art Map

The “Art Map” produced by the Foundation helps retailers in eastern Taipei by 

getting people talking about the area through special reports or humorous, 

interesting articles, a process that cements the bonds between the Foundation 

and the community. With Taiwan opening its doors to independent Chinese 

travelers (tourists traveling on their own rather than in tour groups) in 2012, 

distribution of the Art Map was extended to seven additional hotels in Taipei’s 

Songshan and Daan districts. It also received coverage in a Xiamen Airlines travel 

magazine.

Here are some Art Map highlights of 2012:

Edition 14, published on March 15, 2012: In a feature on retail uniforms,  ●

the Art Map selected boutique quality uniforms and juxtaposed them 

with more fun-style uniforms to provide a unique look at eastern Taipei’s 

uniform culture.

Edition 15, published on June 15: A feature on the multiple faces of  ●

eastern Taipei retailers analyzed the logic behind how certain stores 

combined product lines, such as coffee shops selling fashion, or trendy 

brands hooking up with well-known noodle shops.

Edition 16, published on Sept. 15: Focusing on structures and space,  ●

the Art Map highlighted eastern Taipei’s architectural charm by counting 

down old Western houses and apartments that had been converted into 

stylish shops.

Edition 17, published on Dec. 15: This year-end edition surveyed different ●

New Year’s cuisines and creative takes on Lunar New Year’s dishes in 

eastern Taipei and served up the highlights.

The Art Map app was launched in April 2012, with information on how to  ●

download it presented in the Art Map and on the official website. A 

limited-time “check in” promotion linking featured retailers sparked 

interaction between the Art Map, stores and the public and increased 

the new app’s exposure. To date, the app has been downloaded more 

than 1,000 times.

Museum without Walls

In advocating its core philosophy that “art is a commitment to life,” the Foundation 

has stressed that art is, in fact, fun and that creative endeavors should have 

the courage to converse with different types of spaces. Those values spawned 

the “museum without walls” concept, embodied in the annual “Very Fun Park” 

event. As more venues have embraced the campaign, a common consciousness 

and shared dream about our living environment has emerged, a consensus that 

represents one of the Very Fun Park’s significant achievements. The gradual but 

weighty steps the Foundation has taken through the campaign’s venues coincide 

with the collective memories stored in visitors’ minds. The expectation is that this 

greater vision will inspire more private initiatives and more effective integrated 

policies that move Taiwan forward, enable visitors to experience Taiwan’s many 

artistic and cultural flavors, get companies that support progress to become more 

appreciative of the value in participating, and help spread the tradition of events 

that dare to dream.

15th Taipei Culture Awards Promotion/Dispatchwork Project

The Fubon Art Foundation won a Taipei Culture Award at the end of 2011 for its 

outstanding contribution in “supporting culture over the long term, promoting 

cultural diversity, highlighting Taiwan’s identity, and projecting the city’s image 

on the international stage.” Those attributes were again reflected when it 

joined with Taipei’s Department of Cultural Affairs in 2012 to bring to Taipei the 

“Dispatchwork” public art project, which uses colorful plastic construction blocks 

to patch up broken walls. Once again demonstrating its ability to promote art 

across borders, the Foundation invited Jan Vormann, the German sculptor who 

Museum without Walls

Dispatchwork Project
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initiated the project in 2007, to Taiwan for the one-day event. He was 

enthusiastically received by the public, local merchants and the media wherever 

he went, whether holding workshops or patching up corners of walls on Taipei’s 

streets. “Taipei” was also added to the locations participating in the global 

Dispatchwork network on the artist’s official website. On the website page dedicated 

to the city (dispatchwork.info/taipei), Vormann mentioned the “passionate ambition” 

of people in the city to develop the project and presented the city’s unique style. 

The event clearly served as a great way to promote the image of Fubon as a 

company that gives back to society and contributes to the public good.

Very Fun Park

In 2012, the Foundation once again pushed the envelope with its usual creative 

flair and dynamism, adopting a “straight-line model” for the “Very Fun Park” rather 

than running it through shops “scattered” around eastern Taipei lanes and alleys. 

The Foundation went into communities of private residences and the Songshan 

Cultural and Creative Park and gave the wall-less museum concept a new 

aesthetic face by concentrating exhibits down a straight lane, in a single 

multi-storied house and in an abandoned cultural relic. The exhibits were themed 

around the “Power of Color” and played on discussions and interpretations of 

color to draw an estimated 350,000 visitors.

While contemporary art was the main draw of the Very Fun Park, an education 

promotion campaign held in conjunction with the exhibition was also an important 

feature of the event. The campaign aimed to cultivate the public’s appreciation 

of art and interest in art, including by giving people the opportunity to meet and 

converse with artists and participate in the creative process. By stimulating all 

five senses, the experience made art more relevant to people’s lives, fulfilling 

the Foundation’s core philosophy that “art is a commitment to life.” A total of 

27 educational activities were held during the exhibition period, drawing 8,337 

visitors.

The 2012 Very Fun Park Contemporary Art Exhibition received wide  ●

coverage in newspapers and magazines and on the radio, TV and the 

Internet. The exposure given in the 109 stories about the exhibition had 

an advertising impact worth an estimated NT$48,681,261.

Very Fun Park – National Chengchi University Exhibition

2012 was a bumper year for the latest Very Fun Park exhibition at National 

Chengchi University (NCCU), which again made the university’s Muzha campus 

its focal point. Extending the “Power of Color” theme from eastern Taipei to the 

university, the exhibition used color as a vehicle to get people to think in greater 

depth about visual images and fully revealed the hidden significance of color 

and the positive power of its language. This approach encouraged visitors to 

sharpen their awareness and powers of observation and transcend the meaning 

of the works themselves by stimulating their imaginations. 

The close collaboration between the foundation and the NCCU Art & Culture 

Center over the past three years in staging the Very Fun Park has been a truly 

rewarding experience for everybody. Through this experiment in art education, 

students have evolved from “observers” into “participants,” learning to care about 

their campus environment through artistic and creative lenses and even rolling up 

their sleeves to change their surroundings. The direct hands-on experience has 

piqued students’ interest and level of engagement, setting a foundation for their 

long-term and active involvement in their campus. This intimate dialogue between 

students and their campus has enabled NCCU to radiate the positive force of art 

without walls.

Through Fubon’s persistence, dazzling artistic creations can be seen throughout 

Taipei, imparting the true beauty of art.

Looking Ahead to 2013

The Fubon Art Foundation relies on its deep network of artists at home and 

abroad to spin art into the thread of life and weave beauty and creativity, from 

developing and designing the Fubon Group’s stylish premiums and sponsoring 

the production of UFO Radio show “Fun Art Radio, to publishing the eastern 

Taipei “Art Map.” In the coming year, the Foundation will sustain its core programs 

but has also set some ambitious goals. Among them: increasing the number of 

large-scale free lectures to expand the Foundation’s platform for art and cultural 

exchanges; developing a database that systematically compiles lists of students, 

lecturers and ar tists and audio-visual files; and developing audio-visual 

applications that overcome time and space barriers in urban and rural areas and 

share an artistic lifestyle with even more people.

Now 16 years old, the Foundation is ready to exhibit the most beautiful side of life 

with the same passion as always and is even more resolute in its belief that the 

power of beauty offers an opportunity to change the world.

Here are some of the Foundation’s major goals for the coming year:

Put greater emphasis on bringing art into life and focus on the relationship  ●

between art, the environment, and education.

Promote aesthetic education and cultural creativity by planning international  ●

forums and talent exchanges.

Develop diverse commercial applications for art, including creating exclusive  ●

corporate premium items and gifts.

Develop a platform to narrow the urban-rural digital divide and promote  ●

Taiwan’s culture to Chinese-speaking markets.

Give back to society in tangible ways; carry out the Foundation’s philosophy  ●

of “bringing life to art and art to life” and cultivate a new generation of 

art aficionados who will plant the seeds of art appreciation throughout 

society.

Bring art into campuses and incorporate aesthetic education into art  ●

promotional campaigns.

Showcase the relationship between the company and art through open  ●

spaces.

Get art into communities; help communities embrace a more refined  ●

lifestyle by connecting space and art as has been the case in recent 

years with the development of new smartphone apps to inform people 

walking around in eastern Taipei about exhibits there.

Fubon Art Foundation
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Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation

Caring for the Health of the Elderly
Day Care Center Network

The Foundation has long been an advocate of healthy aging in local communities. 

An initiative was launched in 2005 to create a network of centers to provide day 

care to senior citizens in the neighborhoods where they live. The centers cater 

to people aged 65 and over, with those from low-income households or who live 

alone given priority. In 2012, the program extended its reach to Taitung County, 

setting up its 13th center nationwide in the village of Tomiyac along provincial 

highway No. 11. Open Tuesdays and Thursdays, the center offers communal 

meals, blood sugar and blood pressure testing, physical fitness activities, DIY 

crafts activities, and home visits to check up on people, promoting the 

Foundation’s healthy aging agenda.

‘Happy Train’ Program

In a society that is aging rapidly, the Foundation has encouraged senior citizens 

to participate in activities and get out and about, giving them a chance to relax 

and broaden their horizons while retarding the aging process. Every year on the 

“Double Ninth Festival” – the ninth day of the ninth lunar month when seniors are 

traditionally honored in Taiwan – the highly anticipated “Happy Train” goes into 

motion. A wider array of outings were offered in 2012 than ever before in response 

to popular demand from day care center users. Seniors active at the new Tomiyac 

center, for example, had never stayed at a hotel or enjoyed a buffet, and so a 

stay at the luxurious Parkview Hotel in Hualien was arranged for them. This fresh 

experience gave them a chance to have fun, expand their horizons, and develop 

The Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation has devoted itself to helping society’s underprivileged and served as a catalyst for caring since its inception in 2003. It remains 

committed to four major causes in the pursuit of a peaceful and happy society: providing localized day care for the elderly; encouraging the physically and mentally challenged 

to harness their talents; helping the economically disadvantaged escape poverty; and actively supporting social welfare activities.

Caring for the Elderly
Offering day care services; advocating healthy aging

Caring for People with Disabilities
Using talent to spread love

Helping the Economically Disadvantaged
Creating poverty-busting savings plans

Supporting Social Welfare Activities
Promoting a peaceful and happy society

Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation Activities in 2012

Caring for the 
Elderly

Day care centers for the elderly
Fubon Seniors’ Day activities
“Giving caregivers a breather” excursions
Meals for seniors living alone on Orchid Island

Offering day 
care services; 
advocating 
healthy 
aging

Exhibitions featuring winners of the “Taipei Fubon Bank 
Artistic Achievement Awards for the Disabled”
All Love Orchestra – High School Tour
All Love Orchestra – Public Shows
All Love Orchestra – Social Welfare Group Performances

Helping the 
Economically 
Disadvantaged

Chiayi poverty-busting savings program
Taitung poverty-busting savings program
Pingtung poverty-busting savings program
1919 Fubon emergency household relief program

Supporting 
Social 
Welfare 
Activities

Fubon Spreading Love with Rice
Initiative to keep people from going missing
General support for NGOs

Taipei Fubon Bank Charity Foundation Public Welfare Activities
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greater camaraderie within the group. In 2012, the Foundation organized a total of 

11 outings in which 550 seniors took part, again encouraging healthy aging.

‘Giving Family Caregivers a Breather’ Excursions

During its many years of caring for senior citizens, the Foundation has noticed 

that care for the incapacitated almost invariably is considered to be the family’s 

responsibility. As a result, family caregivers assume the burden without ever 

getting a break, leading to physical and mental exhaustion. The Foundation has 

set up a program to give these caregivers knowledge and support to help them 

maintain their health and take even better care of their family members. In 2012, 

37 “Giving Family Caregivers a Breather” excursions were arranged for 1,375 

caregivers from all around the country, giving them a rare chance to regain their 

energy and build a support network.

The “Giving Caregivers a Breather” program won a Global Views Monthly 

Corporate Social Responsibility Award in the Social Welfare Promotion category 

in 2012. 

Meals for Seniors Living Alone on Orchid Island

The Foundation has cooperated with the Taitung branch of Mackay Memorial 

Hospital since 2009 to deliver meals on weekends and holidays to seniors living 

alone on the outlying Green and Orchard islands. Because of indigenous Tao 

traditions and practical realities on Orchid Island, an unusually high proportion 

of seniors there live on their own, and many receive government-funded meal 

deliveries from the government on weekdays under a program for low- and middle 

income seniors. As has been the case in the past, the Foundation complemented 

the program in 2012 by providing meals on weekends to 80 people receiving 

government help.

Those delivering the meals also assessed the seniors’ health and living 

conditions during their visits and provided other assistance as necessary. The 

effort raised awareness among local residents of the need to care for older 

members of society and drew the appreciation of the elderly on Orchid Island, 

who were thankful that people from as far away as Taipei would be concerned 

enough to help them.

Encouraging the Disabled to Harness their Talents
Exhibits Feature Winners of Artistic Achievement Awards for 

the Disabled

Committed to the ideal of “nurturing talent to spread love,” the Foundation has 

held the “Taipei Fubon Bank Artistic Achievement Awards for the Disabled” 

five times since they were launched in 2004. The Foundation began to stage 

regular exhibits of works by achievement-award winners in 2007 under the theme 

“discover the impossible,” and in 2012 it again collected outstanding paintings 

of past winners to put on the “Discover the Impossible III” exhibit. Fubon 

Financial Holdings' Chairman Daniel M. Tsai attended the show, a tangible 

expression of his concern for artists with disabilities.

The Artistic Achievement Awards for the Disabled, which honor artists for 

outstanding creative works and performances, showcase the spir it of 

transcending obstacles and challenging boundaries and are aimed at uncovering 

creative artists. In the future, the Foundation will continue to organize painting 

exhibits and concerts to give people with disabilities an ever broader stage and 

empower them to overcome their disabilities, tap into their potential and forge 

their own path in life.

2012 Events 2011 Events Comparison

Joined with 10 NGOs and health care groups to 
organize 37 events attended by 1,375 people.

Joined with 9 NGOs and health care groups to 
organize 19 events attended by 712 people.

Participation in 2012 was 93% higher than that in 
2011.

Happy Train Program - Double Ninth Festival

Giving Family Caregivers a Breather’ Excursions

Comparison of “Giving Caregivers a Breather” program’s reach in 2011/2012

Tomiyac day care center for the elderly established in 
Taitung
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The “Discover the Impossible III” exhibit was held at two venues – at the Taipei 

Cultural Center from Sept. 15 to 20 and at the National Taiwan University of Arts 

Ar t Museum from Oct. 9 to Nov. 3. This exhibit featured 75 paintings by 16 

artists who were honored at the 4th and 5th Artistic Achievement Awards for the 

Disabled in the Graphic Art category and at the 1st to 3rd editions of the awards 

in the "plum blossom" category.

All Love Orchestra Performances

The “All Love Orchestra,” composed of musicians who have won Taipei Fubon 

Bank Artistic Achievement Awards, performs regularly around the country at 

events emceed by the host of radio show “Let’s Talk about Media,” writer Eric 

Wu. The band’s appearances at schools and public venues always draw 

enthusiastic responses and recognition, and the musicians’ superb performances 

and captivating life stories convey the resolve to transcend obstacles and 

challenge boundaries.

In 2012, the orchestra took part in anniversary celebrations of the Chungli 

chapter of the Rotary Club that drew leading figures in the area from many fields. 

After former Vice President Annette Lu gave a talk on environmental issues, the 

All Love Orchestra delivered a rousing performance, garnering rapturous 

applause at each interval. The Foundation succeeded in extending the evening’s 

glow beyond the venue, suggesting to the Rotary Club as the event was being 

put together to increase the budget for the festivities by NT$200,000 and donate 

the sum to Mackay Memorial Hospital’s Taitung branch in support of its program 

to deliver meals to seniors living alone. A night showcasing the talents of a group 

of musicians with disabilities helped sustain an initiative to make sure elderly 

residents on the remote Orchid Island have enough to eat on weekends – 

creating a real social welfare win-win effect.

Helping the Underprivileged Escape Poverty
Poverty-busting Savings Plan

Since 2003, the Foundation, with the backing of the Fubon Group’s financial 

expertise, has collaborated with local governments to create savings plans 

designed to help second-generation members of low-income families escape 

poverty. The plan helps participants accumulate tangible and intangible assets, 

in part through seminars on investing and managing money, and the Fubon 

employees who lead the seminars also strengthen their professional capabilities 

through the experience.

In 2012, poverty-busting programs run in conjunction with the Chiayi City 

and Taitung County governments (which will run until 2014) were continued, 

helping 70 second-generation low-income households climb out of poverty. The 

savings-based program operated in Pingtung County since July 2009 came to a 

conclusion in June 2012. Under the three-year initiative, participants were asked 

to save between NT$1,000 and NT$3,000 a month in their personal accounts, 

complete specialized courses and take action to give back to society. As an 

incentive to get people to get into the habit of saving, the Foundation matched 

the savings of those who met the program’s requirements.

In the end 30 people made it through and accumulated a total of NT$5,480,575 in 

their accounts (NT$2,753,575 from their own savings and interest + NT$2,727,000 

in matching funds from the Foundation), funds that will support the pursuit of the 

participants’ academic or professional dreams. At the graduation ceremony, many 

parents choked up as they described the spiritual paths taken by their children, 

and talked about how every person’s fate is different but that people can never 

give up on themselves. They were extremely grateful to the program for making 

it possible for their children to find a path out of poverty. This successful precedent 

prompted local charity groups to join with businesses in sustaining the initiative, 

a clear indication that the program’s original intention of serving as a catalyst for 

social change was being met.

1919 Go Exercise – Fubon Emergency Household Relief Plan

One of the Foundation’s main initiatives over the past six years has been the 

“1919 Go Exercise – Fubon Emergency Household Relief Plan.” Run in 

collaboration with the Chinese Christian Relief Association, the program provides 

immediate emergency assistance to 1,000 families a year that have fallen on 

hard times because of unforeseen circumstances and disbursed NT$17.78 

million to needy families in 2012. The program’s main fundraising activity – the 

“Biking Taiwan” event – not only involved a one-week bicycle tour of Taiwan but 

also group rides in seven cities (Taichung, Tainan, Yilan, Hualien, Hsinchu, Taipei 

All Love Orchestra Performances

Poverty-busting Savings Plan graduation ceremonyExhibits Feature Winners of Artistic Achievement 
Awards for the Disabled
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Keeping Seniors from Going Missing

Fubon Spreading Love with Rice

Caring for the elderly

and Kaohsiung) around Taiwan, drawing thousands of participants. To give the 

cyclists encouragement, the Foundation has mobilized Fubon volunteers for the 

past four years to join the group rides. The number of allotted spots for Fubon 

people was increased in 2012, but they still filled up in no time, with 63 Fubon 

volunteers participating in Tainan, 99 in Hualien and 238 in Taipei. Taipei Fubon 

Bank Charity Foundation Chairman Pai Hsiu-hsiung led all three rides, and the 

presence of Fubon volunteers was noticeable at every event.

Supporting NGOs
Fubon Spreading Love with Rice

The Foundation worked through Fubon Asset Management’s “My Own Plot of 

Land” program to harvest 666 cartons of rice (6 small packages to a carton) in 

2012 and distribute the food staple to seniors living alone around Taiwan through 

the Taitung branch of Mackay Memorial Hospital, Mennonite Christian Hospital 

in Hualien, and Heng Chun Christian Hospital in Pingtung County. Another 200 

bags of white rice were purchased to distribute during an activity held with the 

Taiwan Disability-Free Association in December to mark the International Day 

of Persons with Disabilities, again expressing Fubon’s multifaceted support for 

social welfare initiatives.

Keeping Seniors from Going Missing

In the three years since the “Love Wristband” campaign was launched with the 

Federation for the Welfare of the Elderly in 2010, the Foundation has distributed 

2,000 wristbands and funded search services to protect individuals at risk of 

going missing when on their own. The initiative has been promoted through Fubon 

ATMs and direct mailings to get the public to take this preventive step seriously. 

Those wearing the bracelets who have gone missing have been found 100% of 

the time, earning the gratitude of families and lowering social costs.

Other Social Welfare Support

Aside from organizing its own activities to help the elderly, people with 

disabilities and the economically disadvantaged, the Foundation has also 

supported outside events related to these causes to make more effective use of 

social resources and create a better and more harmonious society. The outside 

activities supported by the Foundation in 2012 were as follows:

Participation in a California tandem bicycle challenge for the visually  ●

impaired by the Taiwan Ah-Gan Spiritual Development Association

Taiwan concerts given by blind Japanese pianist Nobuyuki Tsujii ●

Fundraising activity held by the Beatitude Mountain Roman Catholic  ●

retreat and activity center

Promotion of environmental protection and the welfare of people with  ●

disabilities by the Ai-Heng Training Center for Mental Retardation

Fundraising by Saint Mary’s Hospital in Luodong for a new building  ●

devoted to treating seniors

Services to help the hearing impaired develop their ability to speak ●

Year-end activities to help sufferers of Prader-Willi Syndrome ●

1919 Go Exercise – Fubon Emergency Household Relief Plan

Taipei Fubon Bank C
harity Foundation
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

1 Strategy and Analysis

1.1 Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization. Message from the Chairman 2

1.2 Description of key impacts, risks, and opportunities. Message from the Chairman 2

2 Organizational Profile

2.1 Name of the organization. Company Introduction 3

2.2 Primary brands, products, and/or services. Company Introduction 3

2.3
Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries, and joint 

ventures.

Company Introduction 3

Refer to 2012 Fubon Financial Holdings Annual Report page15

(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

2.4 Location of organization's headquarters. Company Introduction 3

2.5
Number of countries where the organization operates, and names of countries with either major operations or that 

are specifically relevant to the sustainability issues covered in the report.
Company Introduction 3

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form. Shareholder Structure 4

2.7 Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served, and types of customers/beneficiaries). Company Introduction 3

2.8 Scale of the reporting organization. Company Introduction 3

2.9 Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership.

Fubon Financial Holdings’ four major subsidiaries (Taipei Fubon Bank, Fubon 

Securities, Fubon Insurance and Fubon Life) did not undergo significant 

changes in size, structure or ownership during the reporting period

2.10 Awards received in the reporting period. Awards and Honors 4

3 Report Parameters

3.1 Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided. About This Report

3.2 Date of most recent previous report (if any). About This Report

3.3 Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) About This Report

3.4 Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents. About This Report

3.5
Process for defining report content including: Determining materiality; Prioritizing topics within the 
report; and Identifying stakeholders the organization expects to use the report.

Stakeholder Engagement 5

3.6
Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, 
suppliers). See GRI Boundary Protocol for further guidance.

About This Report

3.7
State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report (see completeness principle for 
explanation of scope).

About This Report

3.8
Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations, and other 
entities that can significantly affect comparability from period to period and/or between organizations.

About This Report

3.9
Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions and techniques 
underlying estimations applied to the compilation of the Indicators and other information in the report. 
Explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantially diverge from, the GRI Indicator Protocols.

About This Report

3.10
Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports, and the 
reasons for such re-statement (e.g., mergers/acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of 
business, measurement methods).

About This Report

3.11
Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement 
methods applied in the report.

About This Report

3.12 Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report. Appendix 62

3.13 Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report. Assurance Statements 60

4 Governance, Commitments, and Engagement

4.1
Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body 
responsible for specific tasks, such as setting strategy or organizational oversight.

Operations of the Board of Directors 12

Note: As of the end of 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings’ board had 13 directors. 

None were women

GRI Index and Guidelines
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

4.2 Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer. No

4.3
For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number of members of the 

highest governance body that are independent and/or non-executive members.
Operations of the Board of Directors 12

4.4
Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the 

highest governance body.
Investor Relations/Employee Relations 16/29

4.5

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior 

managers, and executives (including departure arrangements), and the organization's 

performance (including social and environmental performance).

Remuneration Committee 13

4.6 Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided. Operations of the Board of Directors 12

4.7

Process for determining the composition, qualifications, and expertise of the members of the 

highest governance body and its committees, including any consideration of gender and other 

indicators of diversity.

Corporate Governance 10

4.8
Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct, and principles relevant 

to economic, environmental, and social performance and the status of their implementation.
Message from the Chairman/ Commitment to Society 2/35

4.9

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization's identification and 

management of economic, environmental, and social performance, including relevant risks and 

opportunities, and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed standards, codes of 

conduct, and principles.

Corporate Governance / Environmental Commitment

/ Commitment to Society
10/31/35

4.10
Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly with 

respect to economic, environmental, and social performance.
Corporate Governance / Environmental Commitment / Commitment to Society 10/31/35

4.11
Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the 

organization.
Risk Management 14

4.12
Externally developed economic, environmental, and social charters, principles, or other 

initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses.

1.Participated in the 2012 Earth Hour campaign organized in Taiwan by the Society of Wilderness.

2.Acting on EPA’s “Green Living Campaign,” Fubon credit cards offered rewards that encouraged 

   people to protect the environment by bringing their own toiletries and not having sheets or 

   towels changed when staying at hotels.

3.Participated in a campaign by Taipei’s Department of Labor to promote the employment of 

   people with disabilities by helping publish a list of the campaign’s 2012 award winners – both 

   outstanding workers with disabilities and employers who hired more than the statutory number 

   of disabled workers.

4.Nine Fubon subsidiaries – in banking, securities, life insurance, general insurance, asset man

  agement, futures, investment consulting, direct marketing, and the lottery business – were 

  honored by the Taipei City government in 2012 for hiring more people with disabilities than 

   legally mandated. The banking unit received an “Outstanding Employer” certificate.

5.Acting on Council of Labor Affairs’ efforts to get companies to provide child care services, 

   Fubon Financial Holdings helped the council put out a handbook for enterprises on offering 

   child care services, and Fubon Securities was honored for its child care policies.

6.Taipei’s Department of Labor has encouraged companies to hire visually impaired massage 

   specialists to ease the stress of employees and create jobs for the blind, and honored 

   companies with the best practices in this area. In 2012, Taipei Fubon Bank was awarded as 

   an outstanding employer of the visually impaired.

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/international 

advocacy organizations in which the organization: * Has positions in governance bodies; 

* Participates in projects or committees; * Provides substantive funding beyond routine 

membership dues; or * Views membership as strategic.

Fubon Financial Holdings is a member of the Financial Planning Association of Taiwan

Fubon Life is a member of:

The Life Insurance Association of the Republic of China

The Life Insurance Management Institute of the Republic of China

The Taiwan Financial Services Roundtable

The Chinese Insurance Services Association

4.14 List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization. Stakeholder Engagement 5

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage. Stakeholder Engagement 5

4.16
Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by 

stakeholder group.
Stakeholder Engagement

4.17
Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement, and how the 

organization has responded to those key topics and concerns, including through its reporting.
Stakeholder Engagement

Economic Performance Indicator

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Company Overview 3
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Extent of Reporting Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

EC1

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs, 

employee compensation, donations and other community investments, retained earnings, 

and payments to capital providers and governments.

◎

Company Introduction/Financial Performance 3/4

Refer to 2012 Fubon Financial Holdings Annual Report page 194 

(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

EC2
Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due 

to climate change.

Tailoring Core Business to CSR Practice / Facing the 

Challenges of Climate Change
35/38

EC3 Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations. ◎ Compensation and Benefits 25

EC4 Significant financial assistance received from government. ◎

In reporting its taxes in 2012, Fubon Financial Holdings did not make 

use of loss carry forwards, investment tax credits, or any other tax 

incentives.

EC5
Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage 

at significant locations of operation.
◎ Compensation and Benefits 25

EC6
Policy, practices, and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at significant 

locations of operation.
◎ Green Purchasing 33

EC7
Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from the local 

community at significant locations of operation.
◎ Employee Overview 21

EC8
Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for 

public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement.
◎ Tailoring Core Business to CSR Practice 35

EC9
Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent 

of impacts.
◎ Commitment to Society 35

Environmental Performance Indicator

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Environmental Commitment 31

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume. ◎ As a financial services company, Fubon Financial Holdings is not 

involved in manufacturing. It does not make or use materials needed 

to produce goods and therefore does not need to use recycled 

materials in a production process.
EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials. ◎

EN3 Direct energy consumption by primary energy source. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN4 Indirect energy consumption by primary source. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN6
Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services, and 

reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives.
◎

Environmental Initiatives and Performance / Green 

Purchasing / Participation in Environmental Activities
31/33/34

EN7 Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN8 Total water withdrawal by source. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN10 Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN11 Description of significant impacts of activities. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN12 Description of significant impacts of activities. ◎

Fubon Financial Holdings’ headquarters and business offices and 

outlets are located in cities and towns around Taiwan. Their 

operations do not affect biodiversity in protected areas or areas of 

high biodiversity value outside protected areas.

EN13 Habitats protected or restored. ◎ Participation in Environmental Activities 34

EN14 Strategies, current actions, and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity. ◎ Fubon Financial Holdings’ headquarters and business offices and 

outlets are located in cities and towns around Taiwan. Their 

operations do not affect biodiversity in protected areas or areas of 

high biodiversity value outside protected areas and have no impact 

on any habitats of national conservation list species.

EN15
Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in 

areas affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.
◎

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN17 Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved. ◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN19 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight ◎ Greenhouse Gas Emissions 31

EN20 NOx, SOx, and other significant air emissions by type and weight. ◎
N/A; Fubon Financial Holdings is a financial services company and 

does not generate air pollution emissions.。

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination. ◎ Water Resource Management 32

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method. ◎ Waste Reduction and Recycling 32

EN23 Total number and volume of significant spills. ◎
N/A; Fubon Financial Holdings is a financial services company and 

does not generate air pollution emissions.
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Extent of Reporting Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

EN24

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous under 

the terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III, and VIII, and percentage of transported 

waste shipped internationally.

◎
Fubon Financial Holdings is a financial services company and does not 

produce any hazardous waste.

EN25
Identity, size, protected status, and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats 

significantly affected by the reporting organization's discharges of water and runoff.
◎ Environmental Initiatives and Performance 31

EN26
Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services, and extent of 

impact mitigation.
◎

As a financial services company, Fubon Financial Holdings’ headquarters 

and business offices and outlets are located in cities and towns around 

Taiwan. Their products and services have no impact on the environment.

EN27
Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by 

category.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings is a financial services company and does not sell 

physical products; it therefore does not use packing materials.

EN28
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for 

non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings is a financial services company; the products, 

materials and personnel we use have only a very small impact on the 

environment. In 2012, the company did not have any major violations of 

environmental regulations and was not penalized for any violations.

EN29

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and 

materials used for the organization's operations, and transporting members of the 

workforce.

◎

As a financial services company, Fubon Financial Holdings does not use 

petrochemicals in its operations and therefore does not affect the 

environment in that way. With Fubon’s office buildings all located in cities, 

most employees generally use public transportation to get to and from work 

or take care of business outside the office. They do not have a major 

adverse effect on the environment.

EN30 Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type. △ Green Purchasing 33

Social Performance Indicator

Social: Labor Practices and Decent Work

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Commitment to Employees 21

LA1
Total workforce by employment type, employment contract, and region broken down 

by gender.
◎ Employee Overview 21

LA2
Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, 

gender, and region.
◎ Employee Overview 21

LA3
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time 

employees, by significant locations of operation.
◎ Compensation and Benefits 25

LA4 Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements. ◎ Protecting Workers’ Rights 29

LA5
Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including whether 

it is specified in collective agreements.
◎ Protecting Workers’ Rights 29

LA6

Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health 

and safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety 

programs.

◎ Worker Safety and Health 30

LA7
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of 

work-related fatalities by region and by gender.
◎ Worker Safety and Health 30

LA8
Education, training, counseling, prevention, and risk-control programs in place to assist 

workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases.
◎ Employee Benefits 25

LA9 Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions. ◎ Worker Safety and Health 30

LA10 Average hours of training per year per employee by gender and by employee category. ◎ Training and Employee Development 24

LA11
Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued 

employability of employees and assist them in managing career endings.
◎ Training and Employee Development 24

LA12
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development 

reviews by gender.
◎ Training and Employee Development 24

LA13
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per category according 

to gender, age group, minority group membership, and other indicators of diversity.
◎ Employee Overview 21

LA14
Ratio of basic salary of women to men by employee category, by significant locations 

of operation.
◎ Compensation and Benefits 25

LA15 Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender. ◎ Compensation and Benefits 25

Social: Human Rights

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Commitment to Employee 21
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Extent of Reporting Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

HR1

Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and contracts that 

include clauses incorporating human rights concerns or that have undergone human 

rights screening.

◎

The Company did not have any major investment projects in 2012. The 

acquisition of First Sino Bank was still waiting for regulatory approval and 

has yet to be completed.

HR2
Percentage of significant suppliers, contractors and other business partners that have 

undergone screening on human rights and actions taken.
◎

Worker Safety and Health 30

Fubon Financial Holdings cares about the attention suppliers pay to 

problems faced by their employees. Fubon began requiring suppliers in 

2013 to sign a “human rights commitment agreement.”

HR3

Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of 

human rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees 

trained.

◎ Employee Relations 29

HR4 Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken. ◎ Employee Grievances and Sexual Harassment Complaints 29

HR5

Operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of 

association and collective bargaining may be violated or at significant risk, and actions 

taken to support these rights.

◎ Protecting Workers’ Rights / Worker Safety and Health 29/30

HR6
Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of 

child labor, and measures taken to contribute to the elimination of child labor.
◎ Workforce Structure / Worker Safety and Health 29/30

HR7

Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of 

forced or compulsory labor, and measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms 

of forced or compulsory labor.

◎ Protecting Workers’ Rights / Worker Safety and Health 29/30

HR8
Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's policies or procedures 

concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations.
◎ Employee Relations 29

HR9
Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and 

actions taken.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings is willing to hire any person interested in the 

financial services sector, including indigenous people, and offers them 

appropriate opportunities for career development. There have been no 

incidents of human rights violations.

HR10
Percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to human rights 

reviews and/or impact assessments.
◎ Protecting Workers’ Rights 29

HR11
Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed, and resolved through 

formal grievance mechanisms.
◎ Employee Relations 29

Social: Society

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Commitment to Society 35

SO1
Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, Impact 

assessments, and development programs.
◎ Commitment to Society 35

SO2 Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption. ◎ Training and Employee Development 24

SO3
Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and proce-

dures.
◎ Training and Employee Development 24

SO4 Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption. ◎ Risk Management 14

SO5 Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying. ◎

Showing Concern for Public Issues 43

Fubon Financial Holdings joined the Business Council for Sustainable 

Development of Taiwan in 2013 and took part in the “Energy and Climate 

Change” task force, sending people to attend task force meetings. 

SO6
Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians, and 

related institutions by country.
◎

Commitment to Society 35

No political contributions made in 2012。

SO7
Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust, and monopoly 

practices and their outcomes.
◎ Training and Employee Development 24

SO8
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for 

non-compliance with laws and regulations.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries were fined, censured or 

disciplined by regulatory agencies three times in 2012. The fines amounted 

to NT$1.02 million. For more details, please refer to Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ 2012 Annual Report, pages 58. (2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

SO9 Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities. ◎
The Company’s locations are all in metropolitan areas; it does not have any 

negative impact on local communities.SO10
Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with significant 

potential or actual negative impacts on local communities.
◎

Social: Product Responsibility

DMA Disclosure on Management Approach Customer Commitment 18
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Extent of Reporting Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

PR1

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are 

assessed for improvement, and percentage of significant products and services 

categories subject to such procedures.

◎

The Company is in the financial services industry and only provides financial 

services and products. They do not directly affect health and safety. The category is 

not applicable to Fubon operations.

PR2

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 

concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life 

cycle, by type of outcomes.

◎

The Company is in the financial services industry and only provides financial 

services and products. They do not directly affect health and safety. The category is 

not applicable to Fubon operations.

PR3
Type of product and service information required by procedures, and percentage 

of significant products and services subject to such information requirements.
◎

The Company is in the financial services industry and discloses all information on its 

financial products to customers in compliance with the law.

PR4
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 

concerning product and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries were fined, censured or disciplined by 

regulatory agencies three times in 2012. The fines amounted to NT$1.02 million. For 

more details, please refer to Fubon Financial Holdings’ 2012 Annual Report, pages 

58.(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

PR5
Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring 

customer satisfaction.
◎ Customer Satisfaction Survey 19

 

PR6

Programs for adherence to laws, standards, and voluntary codes related to 

marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and sponsorship.
◎

Legal Compliance/Protecting Customer Privacy 14/20

Before rolling out new products, Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries 

first conduct an assessment to ensure that they meet all relevant regulations. Any 

marketing materials, press releases or want ads that are printed, posted online 

or produced in video form and released publicly must follow internal review and 

management procedures and have related divisions check that they comply with 

the law. These precautions safeguard consumer rights and preserve the Company’s 

reputation and image.

PR7

Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes 

concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion, and 

sponsorship by type of outcomes.

◎

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries were fined, censured or disciplined by 

regulatory agencies three times in 2012. The fines amounted to NT$1.02 million. For 

more details, please refer to Fubon Financial Holdings’ 2012 Annual Report, pages 

58.(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

PR8
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer 

privacy and losses of customer data.
◎ Protecting Customer Privacy 20

PR9
Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations 

concerning the provision and use of products and services.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries were fined, censured or disciplined by 

regulatory agencies three times in 2012. The fines amounted to NT$1.02 million. For 

more details, please refer to Fubon Financial Holdings’ 2012 Annual Report, pages 

58.(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

FS1
Policies with specific environmental and social components applied to business 

lines.
◎

For more on Fubon Financial Holdings’ CSR practices, please refer to Fubon Financial 

Holdings’ official website.

FS2
Procedures for assessing and screening environmental and social risks in 

business lines.
◎

Guidelines on auditing and managing institutional banking credit risk limits 

stipulate that basic credit check principles should include consideration of the 

client’s overall risk and the risk and potential consequences of deteriorating 

external conditions. These principles are clearly explained in Fubon’s corporate 

banking credit rating rules. The risk information and indicators considered include 

“management capabilities”(such as the integrity of the company’s management at all 

levels, ethical conduct and records of illegal or dishonest acts) and “legal or political 

changes” (such as if the institution will be influenced by near-term changes in the 

legal system or political environment). In their credit reports on an institutional 

banking client, Fubon credit appraisers must also explain whether such major 

influences exist. These external events could include legal disputes or environmental 

issues.

FS3
Processes for monitoring clients’ implementation of and compliance with 

environmental and social requirements included in agreements or transactions.
◎

FS4
Process (es) for improving staff competency to implement the environmental and 

social policies and procedures as applied to business lines.
◎ Inclusive Business/ Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 35/38

FS5
Interactions with clients/investees/business partners regarding environmental 

and social risks and opportunities.
◎ Inclusive Business / Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 35/38

FS6
Percentage of the portfolio for business lines by specific region, size (e.g. micro/

SME/large) and by sector.
◎

Company Introduction 3

Company Introduction Refer to 2012 Fubon Financial Holdings Annual Report page 

16(2012_2881_20130614F04.pdf)

FS7
Monetary value of products and services designed to deliver a specific social 

benefit for each business line broken down by purpose.
◎ Inclusive Business / Caring for Communities 35/40

FS8
Monetary value of products and services designed to deliver a specific 

environmental benefit for each business line broken down by purpose.
◎ Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 38
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GRI G3.1 Content Index Extent of Reporting Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

FS9
Coverage and frequency of audits to assess implementation of environmental 

and social policies and risk assessment procedures.
◎ Commitment to Society 35

FS10
Percentage and number of companies held in the institution’s portfolio with which 

the reporting organization has interacted on environmental or social issues.
◎

Fubon Financial Holdings and its subsidiaries jointly fulfill their environmental and 

social commitment

FS11
Percentage of assets subject to positive and negative environmental or social 

screening.
◎

Of Fubon Financial Holdings’ seven office buildings located in Taipei, one of them 

is a certified green building. 

FS12
Voting polic(ies) applied to environmental or social issues for shares over which 

the reporting organization holds the right to vote shares or advises on voting.
◎

The Company’s board of directors or Audit Committee establishes a voting 

“threshold” needed for resolutions to pass. If an environmental or social issue 

reaches a meeting at this level, those attending must discuss it and make 

suggestions before voting on the motion. 

FS13 Access points in low-populated or economically disadvantaged areas by type. ◎ Caring for Communities 40

FS14 Initiatives to improve access to financial services for is advantaged people. ◎ Financial Education for All / Caring for Communities 36/40

FS15 Policies for the fair design and sale of financial products and services. ◎ Legal Compliance 14

FS16 Initiatives to enhance financial literacy by type of beneficiary. ◎ Financial Education for All 36

◎ Full disclosure; △partial disclosure; N.A. None disclosure

Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact

Content Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

Human Rights
1.Businesses should support and respect the protection of internationally proclaimed human rights; and Commitment to Employees 21

2.make sure that they are not complicit in human rights abuses. Protecting Workers’ Rights 29

Labor

3.Businesses should uphold the freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective 

   bargaining;
Employee Communications 29

4.the elimination of all forms of forced and compulsory labor; Protecting Workers’ Rights 29

5.the effective abolition of child labor; and Workforce Structure 21

6.the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation. Employee Relations 29

Environment

7.Businesses should support a precautionary approach to environmental challenges; Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 38

8.undertake initiatives to promote greater environmental responsibility; and Commitment to Society 35

9.encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies. Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 38

Anti-Corruption 10.Businesses should work against corruption in all its forms, including extortion and bribery. Risk Management 14

Corporate Social Responsibility Best Practice Principles for TWSE/GTSM-Listed Companies

Content Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

Chapter 1
General provisions, states the purpose for implementing the Principles, indentifies companies to be governed by the 

Principles and stipulates implementing guidelines
Stakeholder Engagement 5

Chapter 2 Exercising corporate governance Corporate Governance 10

Chapter 3 Fostering a sustainable environment Environmental Commitment 31

Chapter 4 Preserving public welfare Commitment to Employees Commitment to Society 21/35

Chapter 5 Enhancing disclosure of corporate social responsibility information About This Report

Chapter 6 Examining and improving corporate social responsibility programs established by the companies Stakeholder Engagement 5
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Core subjects and issues of social responsibility addressed in ISO 26000

Content Related Fubon CSR report Section and Explanatory Notes

Human rights

Due diligence Worker Safety and Health 30

Human rights risk situations Employee Relations 29

Avoidance of complicity Training and Employee Development 24

Resolving grievances Employee Relations 29

Employee Overview Employee Overview 21

Civil and political rights Employee Relations 29

Economic, social and cultural rights Employee Relations 29

Fundamental principles and rights at work Commitment to Employees / Worker Safety and Health 21/30

Labor practices

Employment and employment relationships Commitment to Employees 21

Conditions of work and social protection Compensation and Benefits 21

Social dialogue Stakeholder Engagement / Worker Safety and Health 25

Health and safety at work Worker Safety and Health 5/30

Human development and training in the workplace Training and Employee Development 30

The environment

Prevention of pollution Environment Commitment 24

Sustainable resource use Green Policies / Participation in Environmental Activities 31/24

Climate change mitigation and adaptation Facing the Challenges of Climate Change 38

Protection of the environment, biodiversity and restoration of natural habitats Participation in Environmental Activities 34

Fair operating practices

Anti-corruption Employee Overview/ Training and Employee Development 21/24

Responsible political involvement No political contributions made in 2012

Fair competition Corporate Governance 10

Promoting social responsibility in the value chain Worker Safety and Health / Commitment to Society 30/35

Respect for property rights Training and Employee Development 24

Consumer issues

Fair marketing, factual and unbiased information and fair contractual practices Commitment to Society 18

Protecting consumers' health and safety GRI Index and Guidelines 62

Sustainable consumption Commitment to Society / Worker Safety and Health 21/30

Consumer service, support, and complaint and dispute resolution Handling Customer Claims 20

Consumer data protection and privacy Protecting Customer Privacy 20

Access to essential services Customer Commitment 18

Education and awareness Customer Commitment 18

Community involvement 

and development

Community involvement Commitment to Society 35

Education and culture Tailoring Core Businesses to CSR Practice 35

Employment creation and skills development Financial Education for All 36

Technology development and access Facing the Challenges of Climate Change / Caring for Communities 38/40

Wealth and income creation Inclusive Business /Caring for Communities 35/40

Health Worker Safety and Health 30

Social investment Commitment to Society 35

Copyright © 2013 Fubon Financial Holdings Holding Co., Ltd. All Rights Reserved.
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